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INVENTORY OF DEBRIS

GENERAL

1. An extensive inventory was made of the sources of debris located
within the study area. This section of the report summarizes the
methodology used to identify, classify and quantify the sources of
debris. The original inventory was completed in 1971 and was updated
in 1976 and 1977.

2. The debris was first categorized into five major sources of debris.
Secondly, worksheets and charts with complete instructions for iden-
tifying the five categories of debris sources were developed. The
five major categories of debris are:

1. Waterfront Structures
2. Derelict Vessels
3. Loose Onshore Debris
4. Drift
5. Shorefront Dumps

3. After completing the field inventory, tables were developed. The
data was then tabulated and -summarized, and is shown in Tables A-i
through A-12 of this appendix. However, back-up tables to support
summnary sheets contained in this Appendix are not included here but
are on file at the New England Division Office of the Corps of En-
gineers. Exclusion of back-up data has interrupted page numbering
sequence. Inventory maps were also developed, which identified the
location, condition and major classification of debris. These maps
detailing the inventory are shown in Figures A-1 through A-21.

WATERFRONT STRUCTURES

4. All waterfront structures were examined in the field and thei r
condition was classified as being one of the following: excellent,j
good, fair, and partly or wholly dilapidated. The following defini-
tion was used to determine whether a structure should be classified
as dilapidated: "A waterfront structure fallen into such a state
of ruin or decay as to be considered more practicable to entirely

emve and replace than to repair". The waterfront structures
(primarily timber pile supported wharves and bulkheads) were divided
into sub-categories:

a. not dilapidated
b. dilapidated and not in use
c. dilapidated and in use
d. partially dilapidated and in use

5. To provide the degree of comprehensiveness necessary to make an
accurate inventory of all waterfront structures, a chart (with in-
structions) was designed onto which all necessary data would be

Appendix 44 A-1



entered. The chart and instructions are illustrated in Figures A-22
and A-23 of this section.

6. The results of the inventory and its subsequent updates are sum-
marized by type of debris source within each comm~unity in Appendix 1,
Section C, Table C-1.

7. Based on findings, approximately forty-eight percent of all exis-
ting waterfront structures located within the study area require the
removal in whole or part of the deteriorated structures. Sixty-six
percent of these structures, representing 193, will require complete
removal.

DERELICT VESSELS

8. The inventory for derelict vessels was conducted the same as for
the waterfront structures. The chart and instructions are illustrated
in Figures A-24 and A-25 of this section. This inventory, which is
also summiarized in Appendix 1, Section C, Table C-1, indicates that
there are fifty-five derelict vessels to be removed. Locations of
derelict vessels are indicated in Figures A-1 through A-21 of this
section.

LOOSE ONSHORE DEBRIS

9. The shoreline distance of the study totals approximately 110 miles.
Along this shoreline there are quantities of floatable debris whose
locations were identified and quantities estimates as part of the in-
ventory for waterfront structures. Item number ten on the waterfront
structure charts indicates the location, type and estimated quantity
of loose onshore debris. The loose onshore debris has been summarized
in Table C-1, Section 6 of Appendix 1 and the locations identified in
Figures A-1 through A-21 of this section.

DRIFT

10. Drift can be defined as floating material, hazardous to navigation,
which is present in the water area and forms a part of each debris
source including illegal dumping. It is estimated that on an average
day approximately 1350 C.F. of drift exi~sts in the study area, the
largest concentration being within the. inner harbor. This estimate is
based on a visual examination of the study area, and through informna-
tion obtained from private contractors who are under contract to collect

* material drifting in the harbor.
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SHOREFRONT DUMPS

11. An inventory was made of each shorefront dump. This was done by
utilizing a methodology similar to the one for waterfront structures
and derelict vessels. The shorefront dump inventory worksheet is
illustrated in Figure A-26 of this section. A total of five shorefront
dumps exist within the study area.

SUMMARY

12. The total quantity of floatable and non-floatable materials
planned to be removed is 3,199,300 cubic feet and 4500 tons respectively.
The debris sources, number of representation sites, quantity, and removal
and disposal costs including reconstruction cost are presented by
community in Tables A-1 through A-12 of this section. However, costs
shown in these tables reflect 1978 price levels and do not include
a cost for the removal and disposal of non-floatableimatials. Cost
figures shown in these tables have not been chanqed. Nevertheless,
a summary of total costs by operation excluding contingincies, engin-
eering and design, and supervision and administration is shown below.
The summary contains a 14% increase in costs necessary to update price
levels to December 1979 and an estimated $93,300 to rid harbor of

non-floatable materials. Project summary costs:

Collection 1,031,100
Removal 9,532,500
Disposal 1,661,900
Repair 2 128,800

Total T,354,300

Drift volumes and related collection costs are not included in tables
as drift could not be assigned to any given community.

J
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BO STOlU 11 R JR - D2RIS 7Tjl)Y

A - Purpose of Chart Showing Dita on '"aterfront Structures in Boston
Harbor".

1. To show the number,kind, location, name, owrer, purnose for which
used, tpe and decz ilption and condition of all waterfront structures in
Boston Harbor.

2. To determine from data on chart the amount of materials in and lying
on dilapidated waterfront structures, broken doun into following categories:

(1) Floatable

Wood

Piles

Other type material

(2) Non-Flc table

Conc. (Bit. or Cement)

Stone masonry

Steel

Other type materials

3. To determine from data on charts the amount of debris lying along shore.

- Instruction Sheet for Filling out Chart on "Waterfront Structures in

Boston Harbor".

1. Kind - typical categories are wharf; bulkhead; bridge; marina; dry dock;

fez-,,-pTe i marine railway; boat ramp; airplane guide-approach light piers; etc.

2. Loc'tion on Waterfront - typical - east shore of Chelsea R. (Fingham Bay,
etc.), a-nprokx. 2.0 mles below Meriden St. Bridge or Vic. of 200 Border St.
Adjacent to west side of Chelsea St. Bridge.

3. Name - to be used usually only in case e1 cortnercial wharves* Give name
such as Pier #1, Fish Pier, Comnonwealth Pier, Rowes Wharf, etc.

4. Owner's Name and Address - field invystigator will, if possible, get
this inforitation from local residents or, if necessary1, from assessor's
records.
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. Purpose for Which Used - Typical replies should be mooring vessels;
mooring boats; vehicular parlrint, etc. In case of bulkheads answer should
be "retaining structure". If not in use report, "not in use". Former Use -

if possible obtain this information from individuals in immediate area,
otherwise report, "unkniowr"'.

6. Type and Description.

a. In the case of wharves typical replies should be one or a conbi-

nation of the following:

Pi-r, timber pile 8- deck
, solid fill, timber bulkhead

it " I masonry "
it " ", steel

Quay, if " , timber
I " , masonry "

"steel

Note: A pier or quay type wharf could also include a timber pile and deck
extersion. If so, report same.

b. In the case of other "kind" of structures replies should show struc-
ture materials (wood, steel, masonry, etc.), and in bridges whether highway
or railroad.

7. Condition - various categories - excellent, good, fair, dilanidated.
Note: 2fi1ndilapidated condition, fill out data on item #8 of chart,
otherwise omit. Note: Definition of dilapidated waterfront structure -

"A waterfront structure fallen into such a state of ruin or decay as to
be considered more practicable to entirely remove ard replace than to
repair."

S. Dimensions and Quantities of Materials in Dilauidated c9tructures.

a. Floatable vs, Non-Floatable - Ir general, floatable material will
be wood, rubber, etc. and non-floatable will be concrete (Portland cement
or bitum.), steel, stone masonry, etc.

h. For all types of oiles, give dimension (average length above ground
line,. If pulled, add estimated length of penetration. All other structural
members give dimensions in feet and volume in c.f.

c. A typical example of presenting the desired data is the following

for "wharf, pier type, timber pile with concrete deck".
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9tructural Non-P.loatable
Member ,'ioatable Materials Materials

Timber Piles

Bearing Piles 60 @ il' - b6o'

Fender " 20 6 14' - 260'

Deck - Concrete 
40 x 60 x 1 0

500 c..

Wheelguard - timber 600 x 10/12 x 8/12 - 333 c.f.

Pile-caps " 60(33 x 8/12 x b/12) - 660 c.f.

Stringers 150(20 z 4/12 x 10/12) - 833 c.f.

Pile Bracing " 300(24 x 4/12 x 10/12) - 2,000 c.f.

Fender planks " ^40(20 x 6/12 x 14/12) - 2,800 c.f.

Fender chocks " 60(12 x 12/12 x 16/12) - 960 c.f.

Fender wales " 36(24 x 10/12 x 10/12) - bOO c.f,

9. Materials Ling On Dilapidated Structures.

a. A typical description of materials encountered, including a combi-
nation thereof, might be: timber pilos, miscellaneous timbers, metal barrels,
lobster traps, junk, etc.

b. For quantity of materials, give dimension or number of items and
convert one or both to a volume in c.f. and list in appropriate space on
chart.

10. Debris Lying Along Shore.

a. Location of debris should be shown in relation to its proximity to
the nearest waterfront structure "between structure nos. 4 and 5" or "in
vicinity of no* 5".

b. Kind of material, including a combination thereof, might be loose
debris, tires, barrels, tinber piles, etc,

c, Estimate the total quantity of debris at each location in C.F.
and list in appropriate space on chart.
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OEPARIMI NI Of H[ ARMY
NFW tNGLANO DIVISION CORPS Of ING;INURS

WAITHAM. MASS

BOSTON HARBOR DEBRIS STUDY
WATEFROPCNT STRUCTURES IN BOSTON HARBOR

STRUCTURE LOCATION SHOWN ON MAP NO.____ STRUCTURE REFERENCE NO. _________NAME C

I KINDSKETCH SHOWING ST

2 LOCATION ON WATERFRONT ____________

3 NAME

4 OWNIER' NAME &. AOlEC ____________

5 PURPOSE (PRIMARY) FOR WHICH STRUCTURE USED
PRESENT USE ___________

FORMER USE

6 TYPE AND DESCRIPTION___________
HEAVY OR LIGHT CONSTRUCTION-

7CONDITION__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

8 QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS IN DILAPIDATED STRUCTURES
MATERIALS

STRUCTURAL MEMBER FLOATABLE MATERIAL NON-FLOATABLE MATERIAL WO

- OTHER

PILESRe

No
- -- TYPE Fn

4o Len
--- Wood-

Conc
Steel

' Fill out col
-Assume I
Fender. 10

9 MATERIALS LYING ON STRUCTURES____ _______________FATB

FLOATAL MA IAL - NNFOTBEMTRA
DESRIPIO IMNSIONS OR NO VOL -Cr _ DIMIENSIONS ONO OLCF IN PILES(

10 DEBRIS LYING ALONG SHORE IN OTHER
Ty_ MA ILMA -- SIMATE ly- FI7 V

49Etwelm STIVIC NO4S. AND



) [P A HIIM IN I LOf I H A RM Y

N[VV LN(LAND DIVISION COR'S (IF iNGINIIRS
WALIHAM MASS

BOSTON HARBOR DEBRIS STUDY DATE STRUCTURE EXAMINED____

WATERFRONT STRUCTURES IN BOSTON HARBOR 
EXAMINED BY ____

SK~ETCH SHOWING STRUCTURE (NOT TO SCALE)

CTURE USED_
USE __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SE ___________

ATEDSTRUCTURES QUANITIE

ATABLE MATERIAL NON-FL OATAW-E MATERIALMAEIL(xc.plmaeis)V U E

TY Fedr eaiATS tCutt

STELnon

pl oEt fRcommnd picale toly ato abovunedmm
~Assune fllowiguesimate pientti.

-- -- en ei. 10 f Bearing 25 ft Spur 30 cu-ft f

DIMENIONSOR NO VOL CF I P ollwEn *uesulingte pienertin

______________ 10uttea ing ple at. Sp r 30ft

IMA UA I y- N OTHER MEMBERSTOA

_____________________________________________ A-,' Unle aVe pile. diarn of 12
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BOSTON HARBOR, MASSACHUSETTS
DEBRIS STUDY

A. Purpose of Chart Showing Date on Derelict Vessels (Wrecked) in the
Debris Study Area.

1. To show the location; ground elevation; description; vessel's
name and registration; present owner's name and address; and a photograph,
where possible, of each vessel in the debris study area.

2. To determine the amount of materials in, lying on, or within
all derelict (wrecked) vessels, broken down in the following categories:

(1) Floatable

Wood, includes normal hardware
Other type material

(2) Non-Floatable

Steel
Other type material

B. Instruction Shet for Filling Out Chart on Derelict (Wrecked)
Vessels in the Debris Study Area.

1. Location - typical replies: hast Boston side of waterway in

vicinity of, street (name) or waterfront structure No., or known and inrk.

2. Ground Elevation - (average) - 3 feet mean low water.

3. Description - confine replies as follows:

a.

Scow, tug, barge, lghter, schooner, dredge, tanker,
cargo, hulk, and miscellaneous craft.

b. Composition

(1) Wood, includes normal hardware

(2) Wood and steel

(3) Steel

(4) Other (itetii)
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c. Overall Lize

Average length
Height (keel to deck)
Beam

4. Vessel's Name and Registration - record if easily obtainable
at site, otherwise omit.

5. Present Owner's Name and Address - obtain at site, if
possible, otherwise omit.

6. Vessel Quantities

a. Floatable vs. Non-floatable - In general, floatable
material will be wood and include normal hardware used
to hold vessel together Non-floatable material will
be machinery, steel members, etc.

b. Where practical give dimensions in feet of all vessel
parts and show on chart percent remaining of each.
The breakdown of major vessel Darts and Lheir components
will be as follows:

(1) Superstructure

(a) Cabin

(b) Bridge

(c) Mscellaneous (identify)

(2) Substructure

(a) Hull, include bottom and stern

(b) Decks

(c) Bulkheads

(d) Miscellaneous (identify)

7. Photograph of Vessel - Take one or two photos of' each vessel.
Take photos during low tidal periods. Obtain camera and film :rom
Coastal Dev. Sect. (113-N). Securely attach (staple) photos to chart.
Ii' needed, use this space for any remarkG.
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8. Onboard Vessel Equipment - Show on space provided on chart, the
kind of material, type, overall size and approximate weight at each
major piece of equipment, broken down as follows:

a. Engine, number of

b. Machinery

c. Miscellaneous

9. Material lying on and within, but not part of, vessel's.

a. A typical description of materials incountered, including
a combination thereof, might be: timber piles, miscellaneous
timbers, metal barrels, lobster trap, rubber tires, Junk,
etc.

b. For quantity of materials, give dimension or number of
items and convert one or both to a volume in c.f. and
list in appropriate space n chart.
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DEPARTMENT Of THE ARMY
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

WALTHAM. MASS

BOSTON HARBOR DEBRIS STUDY

DERELICT 'WRECKED" VESSELS IN STUDY ARU

VESSEL LOCATION SHOWN ON MAP NO. VESSEL REFERENCE NO. NAM

1. Location: 7. PHOTOGRAPH OF VESSEL
In addillon uW,f this space I

2. Ground Elevation: Ft. (mean low water)

Type-

3. Description: Composition

Overall size-

4. Vessel Name & Registration:

6. VESSEL QUANTITIES 8. V

A Superstructure Volume Item Matl

Cabin
Engine

Bridge Machinery

Misc. Misc.

B. Substructure

Hull 9. MATI
Description

Decks

Bulkheads

Misc. FLOATABLE MAI

-'percent remaining TOTALS NON-FLOATABO

NET) FR UOTI

at



DEPARTMENI Of liii ARMY EXAMINED BY

Ni W i NGtAND DIVISION CORPS Of ENGWiNES DATE EXAMINED______

BOSTON HARBOR DEBRIS STUDY

DERELICT "WRECKED" VESSELS IN STUDY AREA
VESSEL REFERENCE NO _ ______- NAME CITY/TOWN

SPd(1 10( iernat,%

(mean low water)

L QUANTITIES _______________________ 8. VESSEL EQUIPMENT QUANTITIES oim

VoueItem Mat, Type Overall -F ioatabie Non floatAbie

Engine

Machinery

MISC

TOTALS

9, MATERIALS LYING ON OR WITHIN vESSEL
Description ft(meun Ab

- -SUMMARY--

FLOATABLE MATERIALS CU. FT.

TOTALS NON FLOATABLE MATERIALS )..TONS
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BOSTON HARBOR, MASS.

DEBRIS STUDY

SHOREFRONT DUMPS

1. Purpose: - To show certain data on all shorefront dumps which
form a source of floating debris in the study area.

2. Information Desired:

a. Enter: Dump No. and Ref. Survey Map No.

b. Date examined and by whom

c. Location: (1) City/Town

(2) Name & bank of bordering waterway

(3) Distance and Direction from
nearest street, bridge or
point of land.

d. Description:

(1) Dimensions -

Length along waterway Ft.

Depth (from shore face to inland end) Ft.

Approx. size Acres

Elev. (mlw) face along waterway; Bottom Ft., Top Ft.

or - elev. is in reference to mlw)

(2) Kind of Material

rubbish I woodi Itires Ibarrels, containers I /

municipal trash misc. - describe
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(3) Approx. volume of dumped material c. y.

e. Has the face of the dump along river any protective structure
(wall, fence, boom, etc.) to prevent all or part of material from being
carried into waterway? * ,- Yes No If answer is yes, describe
structure and its condition.

f. Extent of dumping operations

Do dumping operations take place? -F''-l -daily weekly

M monthly ml random intervals

g. Does it appear that a significant amount of the dumped material

becomes floating debris? * - Yes F No

h. Photographs of Dump

(1) Show dumps shorefront face and, if possible, its location

in relation to the waterway.

(2) Attach photos to this sheet.

----- ---Check proper box.
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PART B

LAND ENHANCEMENT SUMMARY SHEETS



ESTIMATE OF PROPERTY ENHANCEMENT DUE TO REDUCTION IN

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT COSTS

The following displays provide estimates of the property
enhancement benefit due to reduction in future development
costs. Every source except for some sunken vessels are in-
cluded in this table. Only those sunken vessels which are
perceived to have an effect on future development are included.

Each source is identified by number, type and location.
The expected volume to be removed and disposed of is specified,
as is the expected cost of this.

The expected future use was determined either from land
use plans or known redevelopment plans for the site. Where
there are no specific plans-for redevelopment, it is assumed
that redevelopment will take place within 20 years of debris
removal, or in 10 years on average. Where there are plans for
redevelopment, a delay period to redevelopment is estimated
based on the status of the plan.

A summary of the total amount of benefit to each community
by expected future land use type (residential? recreational,
industrial and commercial) is presented in Table F-4, Section F
of Appendix 1.

*NOTE: Only the first page of Table B-1 has been included in the final
report. The complete set of tables and backup information is
on file at the New England Division Corps of Engineers.
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BOSTON HARBOR, MASSACHUSETTS
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This cultural resource reconnaissance survey was prepared for
the New England Division, Corps of Engineers, by Valerie Talmage,
Archaeological Researcher, and Geoffrey P. Moran, Principal Investi-
gator, at the Public Archaeology Laboratory, Department of Anthro-
pology, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, under Contract
No. DACW 33-77-C-0061.

ABSTRACT

The United States Army Corps of Engineers is undertaking a fea-
sibility study for Federal participation in the removal and disposal
of floatable debris sources in Boston Harbor in connection with which
this cultural resource reconnaissance survey has been conducted. The
purpose has been to locate and identify cultural resources when pos-
sible, distinguish between areas that are sensitive to the proposed
project and areas that are non-sensitive, and make recommiendations for
an intensive survey of cultural resources in the proposed project area.
An extensive search of secondary source literature and historic maps,
together with a brief field reconnaissance has been accomplished. Sig-
nificant historic activities within the twelve shorefront communities
are discussed. The economic and topographic development of Boston
Harbor, and the relationship between significant shorefront activities
are investigated. A total of eleven potentially sensitive areas and
an additional thirty potentially sensitive structures are noted, and
recommiended for intensive study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report is a Cultural Resource Reconnaissance for the Bos-
ton Harbor Debris Study under feasibility consideration by the New
England Division, United States Army Corps of Engineers, 424 Trapelo
Road, Waltham, Massachusetts. The study was conducted by the Public
Archaeology Laboratory, Brown University under the direction of
Geoffrey P. Moran, Projects Manager. Valerie Talmage was the primary
archaeological researcher for the study.

This report is intended to fulfill requirements of both State
and Federal legislation pertaining to the identification and evalua-
tion of cultural resources. Relevant legislation includes:

Federal

1. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
(PL 89-665, 16USC 470-1966)

2. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(PL 91-190, 42 USC 4321-1969)

3. Executive Order 11593
(16 USC 470-1971 )

4. Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural
Properties (36 CFR VII 800-1972)

5. Archaeological Conservation Act
(PL 93-291-1974)

State

1. Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
(Chapter 781, Acts of 1972)

2. Chapter 1155, Acts of 1973

Specifically, this report complies with the proposed rules
issued by the Department of the Interior, National Park Service
(36 CFR Part 66) for reconnaissance survey. These rules state
that:

Reconnaissance survey is designed to provide a general
impression of an area's historic properties and their
values, and involves small-scale field work relative
to the overall size of the area being studied. Although
reconnaissance survey will seldom if ever provide suf-
ficient data to insure identification of all historic
properties in the area, it should make it possible to
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identify obvious or well-known properties, to check the
existence anid condition of properties tentatively iden-
tified or- predicted from background research, to identify
areas where historic properties are obviously lacking, and
to indicate where certain kinds of properties are likely to
occur, thus making possible a more informed and efficient
intensive survey at a later stage in planning.

In addition, this report accomplishes the goals outlined for Phase
I Reconnaissance Survey in "Archaeology and Public Planning: (Mc-
Manamion 1976) of the Massachusetts Historical Commission. Phase I
investigation of impact calls for: (1) a background study of regional
history and prehistory, (2) a literature search to identify known
sites, (3) a sites records check at state and local archives, (4) a
walkover anid/or sub-surface investigation of the area and (5) a cal-
culation of the archaeological sensitivity of the impact area taking
into consideration past and present land use, ecological contexts,
arid the nature of the proposed disturbance to the land.

11. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The New FEnqiand Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("the
Corps") is conducting a study to determine the feasibility for a one-
time clean up program of Boston Harbor to rid the area of its sources
of flotable debris. The Corps considers such debris potentially
hazardous to navigation, a suppressant to land values and aesthetically
unpleasant.

An inventory and visual inspection of potential debris sources
including photographic records, has been conducted for engineering
analysis. The inventory located, identified, classified and quantified
debris sources within Boston Harbor. The original survey was conducted
in 1968; updates were conducted through 1976.

The study area (see fig. I) includes twelve shorefront communi-
ties: Winthrop, Revere, Chelsea, Everett. Somerville, Cambridge,
Boston, Quincy, Braintree, Weymouth, Hingham and 2Hull. The tidewater
area of approximately 47 square miles (c. 122 km ) will be included,
lying landward from a line drawn between Point Allerton, Hull to the tip
of Deer Island, Boston. The study area also includes the water tribu-
taries into the Harbor of the Wier River, Weymouth Back River, Wey-
mouth Fore River to lower dam, Town River, Neponset River to lower
dam, Reserved Channel, Fort Point Channel, Charles River to lower dam,
and Chelsea River. Also, the shorefront tidal area of each of the
Boston Harbor islands is included.

Potential sources of debris were classified by the Corps into
7 categories: (1) dilapidated waterfront structure, not in use,
(2) dilapidated waterfront structure, in use, (3) partially
dilapidated structure, (4) structure in fair to good condition,
(5) derelict vessels, (6) loose on-shore debris, (7) shore-
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structures in taflr to good condition are not addressed in this
reconnaissance, as these structures are not within the Corps' pro-
jected clean-up. Derelict vessels are not addressed in this recon-
naissance, but will be addressed under a separate contract, by another
agency. This reconnaissance survey considers only the dilapidated
structures (in use and not in use), partially dilapidated structures,
sources of loose on-shore debris and shorefront dumps.

According to the 1976 update there are:

173 dilapidated structures. not in use
21 dilapidated structures, in use
80 partially dilapidated structures
162 sources of loose on-shore debris
5 shorefront dumps

441 total potential debris sources

The Corps has offered no explicit definition of their classifi-
catory scheme; however, discussion with the debris project head en-
gineer (personal commnunication, May 27, 1977) suggested that the
classifications were largely subjective. Waterfront structures which
are dilapidated are structures which, from an engineering status,
are so unsound as to make repair unfeasible, impractical or impossible,
or uneconomical. Partially dilapidated structures are structures which
need repair, and which are solid enough to warrant such repair. The
distinction between loose-on-shore debris and shorefront dumps is not
explicit, but is probably a subjective analysis of both size and con-
centration of debris.

If the feasibility study suggests the project should go forward,
the following impact on structures would result: dilapidated struc-
tures would be removed, partially dilapidated structures would be re-
paired, loose on-shore debris would be picked up, and shorefront dumps
would be removed. Structures in fair to good condition will not be
impacted.
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III. METHODOLOGY

A. Analytical Framework:

The goal of this reconnaissance survey is to identify sensitive
areas within the limits of the Boston Harbor Debris project that are
likely to contain potentially significant historic properties, and
to eliminate those non-sensitive areas in the harbor in which signi-
ficant historic properties are unlikely to occur. In subsequent
phases of investigation (e.g., intensive survey or mitigation) the
sensitive areas will be intensively examined and specific sources of
potential debris will be evaluated for their historic significance.
Areas eliminated by this reconnaissance will, in general, not be con-
sidered in subsequent phases.

The potential historic significance of a location in the project
area will be evaluated by examining the importance of the location's
role in the history of the port of Boston. The basic assumption
underlying the analytical framework of this reconnaissance is that
activities relating to the port of Boston will be localized within
the harbor. Thus, the distribution of historic properties within the
harbor will not be random, but will be patterned according to ascer-
tainable variables. These variables will be both environmental and
cultural. Thus, for example, the location of shipbuilding for deep
water vessels will have been located in those sections of Boston
Harbor that are deep enough to allow For the draught of such vessels.
Another example of localization is wharves which handled the import
and export of goods; these structures will have been located in areas
of the harbor which were serviced by transportation routes (e.g. rail-
road terminals).

One problem that is obvious at this general level of survey but
which can only be accurately determined at an intensive level of in-
vestigation, is the degree to which locations of certain significant
historic activities have become obscured or altered, in whole or part,
by subsequent land use at the same location. Over time more than one
activity may have been carried on in the same location in the harbor,
and the later accompanying structures may have destroyed or modified
original structures. Furthermore, much of the history of Boston Harbor
involves large land filling developments which totally covered the
original shoreline and filled whole sections of Boston Harbor. Thus
many historic waterfront structures are under filled land, and patterns
of structures relating to early waterfront activities are consequently
disrupted. The patterns observed in this study are necessarily some
remnant of the original configuration of the material patterns of water-
front activities.

The methodology followed here will argue from significant activities
relating to the port of Boston to potentially significant locations in
the harbor. Thus, the primary line of inquiry will be to understand
and detail various activities which were conducted in the harbor. Once
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these activities are understood, the relationships between the ac-
tivities and their localization within the harbor will be addressed.

Most of the significant activities in Boston Harbor relate in
some way to the economic function of Boston as a port. As a port,
Boston Harbor functioned as a gate through which traffic passed.
According to Clapp (1916:4) "A port is not the origin or destination
of the bulk of traffic carried by its water lines. It is a concen-
tration point or gateway, in severe competition with other gateways,
for the business of a common hinterland". Thus the economic con-
ditions of not only Boston, but New England, the Eastern Seaboard,
the United States and foreign countries will carry implications for
past activities in Boston Harbor, and consequently implications for
structural manifestations in the harbor.

The following matrix (figure 2) delineates some of the activities
that have had significance in the history of the port of Boston. The
activities listed seem to capture the salient classes of activities in
the harbor, but are probably not exhaustive. Furthermore, although
this matrix is a useful diagram to expose historically significant
Boston Harbor activities, the rigid structure of the matrix presen-
tation obscures the complex interrelationships of the activities.
The dynamics of these activities in the port of Boston comprised a
densely interconnected and integrated system. This matrix suffices
to point out some of the important components of this sytem, but
does not attempt to analyze the relationships involved in the func-
tioning of the port.

Some of the components of the matrix are more densely inter-
related than are others. For example, the category of recreation
seems largely tangential to the functioning of the economic ac-
tivities of the harbor, yet is important for understanding late
nineteenth century public use of the harbor. The categories of
trade and transportation, on the other hand, are intricately tied.

The matrix should provide a useful guide for suggesting loca-
tions of activities. A specific square in the matrix should be
Incali-c to a specific area (s) in the harbor. For example, the
square .,K "Coastal Trade" in which the freighting and shipping of
uomestic supplies from Eastern Seaboard ports is contained, can be
narrowed to specific harbor locations: since much of the trade
consisted in shipping coal and lumber to Boston, which would later
be redistributed to inland manufacturing cities, most of the struc-
tures associated with coastal trade are located near railroad
terminals in the harbor.

This analytical framework forms the backdrop from which to
argue from significant activities to potentially significant lo-
cations within the harbor. However, since economic conditions
changed over time, the locations of such activities probably also
changed over time. Moreover, the topographic profile of the rela-
tion of water to land in Boston Harbor has itself changed as land
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,d, ,, niired from the sea to support growing developmental pres-
irlvexplication of the significant harbor activities

I itwrilert on understanding both the economic and topographic
Pi-;ry (t Boston Harbor. Thus, while the matrix presents the
J11 rlyinq ,tructure for assessing potentially significant areas,
irt,.1 is ot the economic and topographic history will be necessary
to, ihcurate discernment of locations of historic activities.

B. Method of Data RQtrieval-

The basic emphasis in a reconnaissance level survey is on lit-
erature research rather than fieldwork. Field-work comprised a
iiinor component and consisted of a "windshield and walk-over" in-
spection of the project area, islands excepted.

Three main sources of information were consulted. The first is
the survey/photo record sheets and maps supplied by the Corps. In-
formation on these record sheets included location and description
of present structures, estimation of the present condition of each
structure, a sketch plan, polaroid photos, present use, owners name,
and, in some cases, the past use of the structure. Information for
specific structures is sometimes lacking if owners were unknown, etc.
Record sheets were supplied for all structures, dilapidated or not.
Brief records on dumps were also available. Sources of loose on-shore
debris were not catalogued. In addition to the photo record sheets,
the Corps supplied a series of maps of the project area. During the
course of the study, several clerical and typographical errors were
encountered in the survey sheets, and a description of these errors
are appended to this report. (See Appendix 1).

The second source of data is secondary literature sources on
Boston and Boston Harbor. Most helpful of these (for the rest, see
bibliography) were Bunting (1971), Baker (1969), Cellineri (1976),
Whitehill (1968) and Koren (1923). These sources supplied data neces-
say for understanding the economic and political history of Boston and
the harbor.

The third source of data used in this survey is historic maps,
dating from 1630 through the early twentieth century. The series of
maps (see Fig. 3 to Fig. 21) shows the topographic development of the
harbor clearly and provides the information to locate various structures
mentioned throughout the literature sources.

The three sources of background data control separate provinces
of information for the reconnaissance study: the Corps record sheets
provide information on the present status of the harbor, the secondary
literature sources provide information from which to gain an under-
standing of the economic relationships active during the history of the
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port of Boston, and the historic maps provide the information to
examine the topographic development of the harbor. In addition,
consultation with individuals recently concerned with historical
studies in Boston Harbor was supplemental to these three sources.
The synthesis of this information will yield a cohesive background
against which to evaluate the potential historic significance of
localities within Boston Harbor and their associated structures.

Fieldwork was designed to assess the validity of some of the
areas projected as sensitive from this synthesis. Fieldwork was
limited in nature, and designed to confirm suspicions on the nature
of the resources, rather than investigate any cultural properties
in detail.

C. Prehistoric Resources:

By the nature of the proposed project, the major potential
impact to cultural properties would be to historic rather than
prehistoric sites. Since no prehistoric site would itself consti-
tute a source of floatable debris, potential impact to a prehistoric
site would be limited to inadvertent land disturbance during the
process of removing debris sources. Consequently, debris sources
noted by the Corps which are near a known prehistoric site will be
noted.

The primary focus of this study is prehistoric period cultural
resources. Known prehistoric sites near the impact area will be
noted, but prehistoric research was a minor component of the study
due to the limited potential impact to such sites involved with the
proposed project.
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IV. Boston Harbor History

A. Introduction:

This section of the report is designed to explain the inter-
relations between the economic and physical elements outlined by
the matrix in Figure 2. Preceding the two developmental chapters
is a chronology listing major topographic changes and economic
trends, and including a list major storms and fires which impacted
waterfront structures. Supplemental to this chronology and essen-
tial for understanding the development of Boston Harbor is the
series of historic maps, dating from 1722 to 1910. The four parts
of this section, the chronology, the historic maps, the economic
development and the topographic development, read in combination,
provide the best way to understand the historical significance of
locations in Boston Harbor.
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CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF BOSTON HARBOR ECONOMIC AND
TOPOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT

I. Development (1624 - 1783) (see Fig. 3-4)

1624 Samuel Maverick settled in Chelsea.

1625 Rev. William Blaxton settled near Beacon Hill.

1630 J. Winthrop et al arrived, settled first at Charlestown
and moved to Boston in the same year.

1631 Ferry from Charlestown to Boston. First vessels in
colony built at Medford.

1634 Community loading place on north side of Town Dock
(Bendall's Cove). Castle Island fortified.

1635 Ferry from Boston. to Charlestown and Winnisimett
(Chelsea).

1637 Ferry from Boston to Noddles Island (East Boston).

1641 Bendall's Cove granted to consortium for construction
of wharves.
First country road from Chelsea to Salem.

1642-49 English Civil War stimulated Colony's commerce
(since England couldn't maintain control of shipping).

1643 North cove facing Charlestown granted to consortium for
construction of wharves and corn mill.

1646 North Battery established at Merry's Point in North End.

1653 Major fire with considerable damage in dock area.

1660 Navigation Act.

1666 South Battery established on Rowe's Wharf.

1673 Navigation Act.

1679 Fire damaged 70 waterfront warehouses.

1681 Sea Wall/Barricado/Out Wharves built in Great Cove.
Beacon established on Great Brewster Island.

1690 Boston population c. 7,000.

1709-10 Grain and Provision shortage with Queen Anne's War
(1702-1713).
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1711 Major fire. Grain riots.

1713 Grain riots. Long Wharf opens.

1717 Quarantine station established on Spectacle Island.

1733 Molasses Act.

1737 Quarantine station moved to Rainsford Island.

1738-49 Economic depression.

1742 Boston shipbuilding moved to Newburyport.

1743 Boston population c. 16,380.

1775 Fire, 35 waterfront warehouses destroyed.

1775-83 American Revolution.

II. Prominence (1783-1857) (see fig. 5-11)

1783 Depression; British ports closed to American ships.

1786 Charlestown Bridge built.

1788 Depression broken.

1789 Dike and dam at Island End River, Chelsea.

1790 Boston population 18,320.

1792 Town of Quincy set off from Braintree.

1797 Federal Government established shipyard on 43 acre
mudflat, Charlestown.

1801 Filling India Wharf area.

1803 Middlesex Canal opened.
Chelsea Bridge and Salem Turnpike opened.

1804 Dorchester Neck (South Boston) annexed.
Front Street Corporation filled to create Harrison
Avenue, encroached on South Cove.

1805 South Boston bridge opened.
Tudor ice trade began.
India Wharf constructed.
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1807-09 Jefferson's enibargo.

1812 War with Great Britain.

1814 New England meeting at Hartford to consider secession.

1817 Ferry from Fosters Wharf to Nahant.
American Navigation Acts of 1817 reserved coastal
trade to domestic vessels.

1819 Financial panic. Central Wharf opened.
Signal set up at Deer Island.
Lighthouse set up on Long Island,

1820 Boston population 93,000.

1822 Boston incorporated as City.
Boston & Liverpool Packet Co. began operation.

1824-52 1'A Massachusetts tax on auction.

1825 Old Town Dock filled to Long Wharf (112 acres).

1827 Boston & Liverpool Packet Co.

1827-33 Dry Dock No. 1 built at Charlestown Navy Yard.

1828 Reciprocity Act: elimination of discrimatory duties
and tonnage dues on foreign cargoes.

1831 Steam ferries operating in harbor.

1832 Tudor shipping ice to Calcutta.

1833 Widening of Neck and addition 77 acres to city for
Boston & Worcester railroad facilities.

1834 Bridge from Chelsea to Chelsea Street, East Boston.
Fort Warren on Georges Island. Began construction.

1835 Boston & Providence Railroad and Boston & Lowell, and
Boston and Worcester Railroad opened service.

1839 Samuel Hall established shipyard in East Boston.
Bridge from Pullen Point to Saratoga Street, East Boston.

1840 Boston terminus for British & American Royal Mail
Steam Packet (+ Cunard Co.).
Boston population, 93,400.
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1841 Indirect linkage by several railways with Albany.

1843 Boston population, 100,000.

1845 Beginning clippership construction.
First open yacht race.

1847 Eight railroads bringing in 20,000 comuters
to Boston daily.
Deer Island quarantine station established.

1848 Cunard line switched to N.Y.

1849 Rainsford Island poorhouse established.

1850 Boston population 136,400.
East Boston population 5,000.

1852 City Harbor Committee established;
East Boston Ferry Co. established.

1852 Deer Island poorhouse established.

1853 Waterfront police established.
People's Ferry established.

1854 Simpson's drydock built in East Boston.

1855 Bridge from Chelsea to Meridian St., East Boston.

1857 Depression, panic lowers prices 25-50%.

Ill. Decline (1857-1940) (see fig. 12-19)

1858-59 City subsidy to East Boston and People's ferries.

1861-65 Civil War

1865 Boston Yacht Club established.

1866 "L" Street seaside bath opened, South Boston.

1867 Narrows Channel first dredged.
Fort Strong moved from Noddles to Long Island.

1868 South Boston & Lynn Yacht Clubs established.
Boston, Hartford, & Erie terminal on South Boston flat.

1869 Atlantic Avenue built.
Grand Junction terminal built.

1870 Dorchester annexed.
City bought East Boston Ferry Co.
Decade begins deep water steam.
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182 Great Fire destroyed 65 acres in wholesale district.
1872 Boston Tow Boat Co. incorporated.

1874 Charlestown annexed.
U.S. Life Saving Saving Service given Federal support.

1875 Hoosac Tunnel opened.
Boston population 342,000.
East Boston population 28,000.

1878 Sewer to Moon Head Island constructed.

1882 T wharf built.

1883 Fore RiverShip & Engine Building Co. established
in East Braintree.
South Boston - large railroad terminal with 1000'
pier, 850' extension, warehouses, grain elevator.

1885 Poorhouse transferred to Long Island.
Juvenile reformatory established on Rainsford Island.

1890's Marine Park, South Boston built.

1891 Castle Island connected to mainland with bridge.

1892 Narrow channel dredged.
Garbage rendering plant established on Spectacle Island.

1893 Fore River received major Naval Contract.

1896 Deer Island, Suffolk County Prison established.

1897 USS Constitution returned to Boston.
Fort Andrew built on Peddocks Island.

1898 "Portland Gale", November 26.

1900 Major filling of South Boston flats using 1872 fireI

iOn Fore River Shipyard removed to Quincy deep water site.

1902 North Channel and inner harbor dredged.

1904 Boston Tunnel opened.

1905-6 Renovation of Harbor and wharves.
Broad Sound Channel dredged.
Opening of major new dry dock in Navy Yard.
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1911-13 1200' Commuonwealth Pier n. 5 built.

1914-18 World War I.

1914 Cape Cod Canal opened.
Fish Pier built.

1915 Revenue Service merged with U. S. Life Saving
Service to form Coast Guard.

1925 North Channel dredged to 40'.

1934 Sumner Tunnel opened.

1937 40' deep anchorage in President Roads.

* 1940 40' channel (President Roads) to Commnonwealth Pier n. 1.
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C. General Economic Development and Relations

1. Location of Port of Boston

The topography of Boston harbor, taken in isolation, is well
suited to shipping with its naturally deep channels and the pro-
tection afforded by island waterbreaks. Although the natural
advantage which Boston enjoys is a necessary pre-condition for
economic success, it is in no way sufficient for such success.
A port represents the intersection between a terrestrial economic
hinterland and maritime trade; the well-being of the port requires
dynamic interchange between these two areas.

The New England hinterland of Boston harbor is largely
deficient in agricultural bulk staples or other natural resource
export materials, leaving industry as the primary source of
exports. Moreover, industrial exports, such as the paper, textiles,
leather, instruments, machinery, rubber and plastics produced
today (Cellineri 1976:47) require importation of raw materials and
fuel, while yielding export goods of low bulk and high value.
This situtation does not attract concentrations of shipping since
full holds are demanded to justify the trip. In addition, New
England industrial products are largely consumed by the domestic
market, further removing incentive for foreign trade. This dilemma
has forced Boston into the role of a regional port during much of
its history, supplying New England with essential imports but not
enjoying the benefits of booming exports. New England is, in
effect, poorly integrated with the rest of the cuntinental United
States by virtue of its geographical configuration; Boston serves
as an entrepht to this region, while New York draws from Boston
and dominates comercial shipping for the rest of the northeastern
United States.

Boston's effective hinterland has not always been so restricted:
Boston was once a port more prominent than New York. The processes
by which Boston was reduced from a port of national prominence to
one of simply regional importance are at once geographical, demo-
graphical and political -- Cellerini (1976:46) lists "geographical
disadvantages; increased competition; shifting centers of population,
consumption and production; and a discriminatory cost structure" --
operating through the past one hundred fifty years. The changing
activities that have been located in the harbor over this span of
time bear witness to these processes, making the present status of
the port of Boston an extremely unreliable indication of its former
glory.
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2. Trade & Economic Trends

The first European settler in Boston was the Reverend
William Blaxton, who settled near Beacon Hill in 1625. His
solitude was broken five years later with the arrival of
Winthrop and his followers. Shipping was an important Boston
Harbor activity from the beginning; Bendall's Cove served as
the center of commnerce from 1634 when the Town Dock was esta-
blished in what is now the Fanuell Hall Square area. Prior
to the English Civil War, the growth of the colonial maritime
commnerce was closely regulated by British law and control over
shipping. However, during the seven year period of the civil
war (1642-1649) strictures against colonial conmmerce were
loosened, and trade, largely independent of direct British
control, developed. This trade was centered on the West Indies
sugar production which supported a New England rum industry.

In 1660 Britain passed a Navigation Act which was designed
to suppress the autonomy of colonial trade by permitting
importation only through British-owned ships manned by British
crews, and prohibiting exportation except to Britain. However,
this Act was not usually enforced by British governors of the
Massachusetts Colony, and it did not adversely affect the Boston
economics to any great extent. Similarly, the Molasses Act of
1733 failed tc reduce colonial shipping between New England and
the West Indies in favor of British shipping, as a standard ten
percent of the profits of this trade was used to bribe customs
officials. On the other hand, the Navigation Act of 1673
taxing colonial coastwise trade did a disservice to the Boston
economy by limiting the lucrative trade with the Virginia colony.

As can be inferred from the food shortages in the Boston
area that resulted from Queen Anne's War (1702-1713), Boston was
dependent upon maritime commierce for its existence even in the
beginning of the 18th centruy. Shortages were so severe as to
provoke grain riots in 1711 and again in 1713.

The increasingly effective British measures aimed at siphon-
ing off profits made by colonial maritime commnerce exacerbated
the prolonged economic depression Boston experienced through
the middle of the 18th century. The Massachusetts Revolutionary

v rebels were not only motivated by a desire for parliamentary
representation, but also by a desire for commnercial freedom
unimpeded by British regulations.

During the colonial period, improvements of harbor facilities
came primarily from private citizens rather than from public
sources. Although no record of the first wharf built in the
harbor exists, by 1645 eighteen wharves had been constructed
in addition to the Town Dock in Bendall's Cove. In 1641 the
Cove was granted to a qroup of merchants for construction of
wharves: a similar grant to the North Cove opposite Charlestown
was made in 1643. Building continued steadily through the 17th
and 18th centuries. By 1708 Boston and Charlestown contained a
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total of 78 wharves, despite one fire in 1653 which caused
considerable damage in the dock area, and another in 1679
which destroyed some seventy waterfront warehouses. During
the pre-Revolutionary 18th century, harbor front development
is associated with the opening (1713) and subsequent enlarge-
ment (1719 and 1763) of Long Wharf, though building occurred
in other parts of the harbor as well. Long Wharf, extending
well into deeper harbor waters, became the major focus for
Boston's shipping (see Fig. 3 A 4).

The Revolutionary War virtually ended commnercial activity
of the port, as the British first occupied, and then blockaded
the harbor. Economic activity had been directed towards the
conflict, leaving fishing and merchant fleets unprepared, and
shipbuilding unequipped for the end of hostilities. This unpre-
paredness was prevalent along the entire eastern seaboard, con-
tributing to the economic depression that seized the former
colonies in the years following the war. The American fleet's
inability to resume normal activities was compounded by British
action closing much of the West Indies to American ships.
France and Spain also closed their Indies ports for a short
time; British possessions in the West Indies were not legally
opened to American merchants until 1830 (although illicit
trading had resumed prior to that date).

The economic depression was ended in 1788 by which time
trading activities had resumed. Commnerce was also stimulated
by customs regulations advantageous to American shipping that
were set up by the new Federal Government in 1789. Because the
re-establishment of former trade patterns had been denied by
British actions, new trading relations were developed. In the
New England area, Salem led this development, and it was not
until 1802 that Boston passed Salem as the major center for
foreign trade. Political conditions in Europe (i.e. the confron-
tation between Britain and France during the last part of the 18th
and early 19th centuries) kept Britain preoccupied and enabled
American merchants to establish trade with Baltic, Russian and
Mediterranean ports. The Russian trade in particular was
extremely profitable with the closing of European ports to
neutral shipping.

These trading connections were unstable, however, especially
because of the British blockade of the continent and the activity
of British and French privateers. Jefferson responded to this
threat to American shipping by imposing a total embargo on foreign
trade from 1807 to 1809. This action virtually closed the port
of Boston, and was devastating to the New England economy.
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The War of 1812 followed closely, a war which also closed
down Boston shipping. The Embargo and War were so unpopular
in New England that representatives of the six states met in
Hartford, Connecticut in 1814 to consider secession from the
union. The war ended before these contemplations could be
translated into action, and the port of Boston was once again
free to engage in foreign trade.

Concomitant with the opening of trade with European ports
following the Revolution was the emergence of the extremely
lucrative trade with China, India and the Spice Islands. As
with the trade with Europe, Salem was the early leader in this
trade, but Boston soon passed Salem, particularly in the Canton-
ese trade. However, the New England economy did not produce goods
sought by the Chinese; this diffiuclty was circumvented by ex-
changing such products as cloth, shoes, iron nails with the North-
west Coast Indians for luxury goods (notably black sea otter pelts),
which in turn were traded in Canton for tea, silk, and china ware.
Since such trade did not require large capital outlay and could be
conducted on an individualistic basis, large private fortunes were
accumulated by entrepreneurial ship captains.

Jefferson's embargo of 1807 extended to the Cantonese shipping,
to its detriment, and the War of 1812 virtually eliminated the
trade. After the War, New York captured much of the Cantonese trade,
forcing Boston to seek alternative trading connections. Further-
more, European commercial shipping challenged the monopoly of the
American merchant fleet in global trade after the establishment of
peace on the continent.

During the years thit followed the War of 1812, Boston's
trading activities gradually renewed. Many of the former patterns
continued, though in reduced importance; Boston was the principal
American port for re-export of goods from the Baltic, the
Mediterranean, and India during the 1820's and the 1830's.
However, during this period, New York passed Boston as the major
Eastern Seaboard port, though much of the tonnage putting in at
New York was Boston owned, and therefore, much of the profits
stayed in Bostonian fortunes.

The failing Cantonese trade profits were bolstered by trade
in ice to points south and east from Boston. Frederick Tudor
had begun experimenting with shipping ice in 1805. By 1840 he
was exporting ice to Argentina, India, the Near East and other
areas, and had fifteen competitors in the Boston area alone.
By the second half of the 19th century, this trade had passed from
Boston hands into those of Maine, Canada and Norway.
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The forty years following the war with the British witnessed
a great expansion of American shipping in response to a greatly
increased demand for deep water trade. However, Boston's position
vis-a-vis other American ports declined, although she remained one
of the great shipowninq centers of the world. Moreover, during
this time, Massachusetts was industrializing rapidly, and by 1840
was predominantly a manufacturing state. The port of Boston
permitted the importation of raw material which was a pre-requisite
for establishing new industries. Most of this traffic was brought
in by coastwise shipping, while deepwater tonnage putting in at
Boston was decreasing.

The increase in coastwise shipping was in part due to the
re-ordering of the eastern seaboard economy brought about by
industrialization and more efficient inland transportation.
Another factor contributing to the increase of coastwise shipping
at the expense of deepwater commerce was legislation concerned
with maritime commerce, both at the federal and local levels.
In 1819, as a result of a financial panic, heavy tariffs were
imposed on cotton from India, on woolen goods from Great Britain,
and on other materials competitive with growing American industries.
These discriminatory tariffs were eliminated in 1828, but by that
time Massachusetts had moved to exact a one percent tax on all
auction profits, which was in force from 1824-1852, a move which
provided incentive for deepwater ships to put in at New York and
other ports.

During the 1840's and 1850's Boston had a superficial air of
prosperity prior to the depression of 1857, with a fairly high
absolute tonnage bringing goods from California (chiefly hides),
Argentina, and the American South. However, the situation was
unstable since internal transportation connections (e.g. railroads)
were increasingly focused on New York, and bulk exports from
Boston were decreasing. By the 1850's exports amounted to less
than half of the imports annually, since most of the manufactured
goods that were potentially exportable were consumed domestically.
As Cellineri (1976:8) observes, "port activity gradually became
oriented around the functional priorities of supplying food for
the region's (i.e. New England's) growing population, and fuel
and raw materials for its growing industries." Most of Boston's
export trade was merely transshipment.

The famous clipper ship era, which lasted only the twelve years
between 1845 and 1857, actually had little economic impact on the
port of Boston outside shipbuilding as an economic activity.
However, this short-lived activity represents an important era of
the cultural heritage of Maritime Boston. Clipper ships were
built as aresponseto the demand for rapid passage at high rates,
spurred on by the California gold rush. Due to their design,
cargo capacity was not large; moreover, most of these ships
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operated out of New York rather than Boston. However, Boston
was the center of clipper production and the shipyards in East
Boston and surrounding communities were among the busiest in
the world.

The depression of 1857, followed by the economic disruptions
of the Civil War, severely reduced Bostonian shipping. The war
years witnessed massive selling of American tonnage to foreign
concerns, resulting in a sudden decrease in the percentage of
foreign commerce owned by American firms. This percentage
dropped steadily through the rest of the 19th century, from 65%
in 1865, to 13% in 1890 (Baker 1969:220). In Boston itself, the
1860's marked a sharp decline in prosperity due in part to the
slowness of the port's adoption of steam. Even before the Civil
War, Boston's owned steam tonnage was only a tenth of New York
owned tonnage.

Boston rebounded in the 1880's, with prosperity continuing
to the turn of the century. This boom coincided with the rise
of the great New England textile centers; Boston during these
two decades was second only to London as the world wool importer.
However, much of the manufactured woolen goods were absorbed by
the domestic market, leaving Boston without an industrial export
staple. In this case, the deficiency was obviated by efficient
railroad systems which brought western grain produce and livestock
to Boston for export, permitting exports to outstrip imports
during this period of prosperity.

In 1882 preferential railroad rates were granted to Philadelphia
and Baltimore, while New York and Boston were rated equivalently.
These rates were not strictly enforced until 1903, at which time,
since terrestrial transportation is more costly per unit weight
than marine, shipping from Boston declined in favor of the pre-
ferred ports (Cellerini 1976:22). In 1916 the North Atlantic
Conference on steamship lines moved to equalize ocean rates to
all North American ports, thus removing the pretense of geogrdph-
ical closeness to European ports (Cellerini: 1976:23). Consequently,
grain exports dropped radically, from 270,000 tons in 1910, to
140,000 tons in 1929, to 8,000 tons in 1938 (Cellerini 1976:25).
The ratio of imports to exports similarly dropped; from the end
of the 19th century when exports outweighed imports, the ratio
worsened from 4:1 in 1920 to 10:1 in 1929 (Cellerini 1976:18). The
economic effects of the World War I temporarily offset this trend,
but the world economic recovery of the mid-twenties soon removed
this gain as European ports re-entered and competed with Boston.
Even wool imports had declined by the late twenties, and the
Great Depression completed the decline.
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3. Transportation

The economic vitality of the port of Boston has been
integrally linked with efficient transportation systems since
the Revolution. The first of these was the canal network that
was built in the early 19th century. From the perspective of
Boston, the most important of these were the Middlesex Canal and
the Erie Canal, the former in a positive and the latter in a
negative way. The Middlesex Canal, running from Chelmsford and
the Merrimack River to Charlestown, was completed in 1803 and
remained in operation for half a century until 1851. This water-
way permitted transportation of bulk cargo at moderately low
rates, thus aiding materially the growth cF Massachusetts
industrialization. Against this, the Erie Canal connected New
York, via the Hudson River and the Great Lakes, with the agri-
cultural midwest, thereby attracting shipping away from the less
advantaged ports, including Boston. The disadvantaged position
of Boston was exacerbated with the coming of railroads. Bostonians
realized the importance of railroads and invested in them heavily,
but unfortunately did not make a concerted effort to bring about
a well-integrated network of tracks. In particular, a single
line did not penetrate the Berkshire Mountains, separating New
England from the rest of-the country until 1867, some thirty years
after rail service to Boston had opened.

The first railroads operating to Boston, the Boston and
Providence, the Boston and Lowell, and the Boston and Worcester
Railroads, opened within a few days of each other in 1835.
These lines were privately financed and, since mutually compet-
itive, unarticulated. So successful were they that by 1847 eight
independent lines (Western Railroad and Boston and Worcester
Railroad) to Albany were possible after 1841, though because of
rate increases involved in changing lines and the absence of
connection with Boston Harbor, this connection did not divert much
of the Erie Canal traffic to Boston. An attempt was made to place
a terminal on the waterfront, but the ensuing silting prevented
ocean going vessels from using it.

Figure 9 indicates that as of 1849, the only major railroad
line servicing the harbor was the Grand Junction Railroad, located
in East Boston. Other lines, the Old Colony Railroad for example,
put in near the harbor, but did not link up with harbor facilities.
In 1855 the New York Central (later the New York & New England
Railroad) had put a line into the harbor area of southern Boston.

By the 1880's an important complex of harbor railroad
facilities had been constructed by the Boston & Lowell Railroad,
and service the Mystic River Corporation on the Miystic River in
Charlestown (see Fig. 13). Boston & Maine Railroad had also
opened terminals in Charlestown. By the turn of the century, the
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facilities in Charlestown and East Boston had been expanded,
and the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, having taken
over the New York &S New England, and the Old Colony railroads
built large terminals on the harbor in South Boston (see Fig. 17).

4. Coastwise Trade

Thus far, coastwise trade has been mentioned only in passing,
with discussion concentrated on deepwater shipping. The economic
prosperity of Boston seems to have been more directly related with
the health of deepwater traffic operating out of the port than with
any other mode of maritime transportation: the trends displayed
by coastwise as opposed to deep water shipping differ considerably.
In contrast with deepwater ventures, which showed great fluctuations
in vitality, coastwise traffic increased in volume steadily through-
out the 19th and into the 20th century. This continual advance
was reversed only in the years 1813-1814, 1829-1830, and 1876-1878
(Baker 1969:222). Amazingly, while in 1929 Boston was ranked only
eighteenth nationally in deepwater tonnage, Boston was first in
coastwise tonnage.

The primary impetus to expanding coastwise shipping came
from two factors: the need for the Boston metropolitan area
to maintain itself, and the demand for raw materials for the
growing New England industries. Boston was heated first by
wood, and later by coal during the 19th century; these fuel
sources were brought by coastwise shipping. Similarly, much
of the petroleum and natural gas needed for heating during this
century is transported by ships. Grain was brought in from
Baltimore in the first half of the 19th-century, as were other
food stuffs from more southerly ports (Bunting 1971:7). Also from
southern ports came raw cotton important for the New England
textile industries. In return, Boston shipped manufactured pro-
ducts to other American ports, and until the severe decline of
foreign coimmerce, the exotic imports brought to Boston by deep
water shipping. Between 1832 and 1849, the imports of the
southern cotton increased ten-fold, while from 1830 to 1850
arrivals of anthracite from Philadelphia alone increased twenty-
fold. Over the same two decades, total coastwise arrivals virtually
doubled, irdicative of Ile pace of New England industrialization and
of the growing dependence of the port of Boston on coastwise
activity. By the 1920's, coastwise traffic constituted over two-
thirds of the port's business, with coal receipts accounting for
well over half of this traffic (Cellineri 1976:8-9).

5. Shipbuilding

Boston harbor has an extremely rich tradition in shipbuilding.
The first vessel built in the Massachusetts Bay Colony was con-
structedin Medford in 1631; ledford, a town outside the project
area, remained a major shipbuilding center through much of the
harbor's history.
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Prior to the Revolution, Great Britain depended heavily upon
American shipbuilding; in the middle of the 18th century, one in
every four ships of British register was American built. Boston
did not contribute much tonnage to this activity, but rather
constructed vessels for local ownership and local trading ventures.
As a result of the mid-century depression, Boston's shipbuilding
was dislocated in favor of Newburyport, and did not fully recover
until after the Revolution.

Boston shipbuilding boomed after the economic recovery following
the Revolution. The Middlesex Canal allowed efficient transporta-
tion of the lumber from the interior to the harbor. However, ship-
building continued to be centered in Medford until the 19th century,
specializing in speedy vessels for the China trade.

The Mystic River was found to be too shoal to permit deep
draught vessels egress, and by 1850 the major shipyards in the
harbor were located in East Boston (see Fig. 10) where a sophisti-
cated shipbuilding complex was established. The first prominent
shipyards were established in 1839 by Samuel Hall. By 1855, ten
yards building full-rigged vessels were located in East Boston
(see Fig. 11) (including holdings by Hall, McKay, Curtis, Booles
and others); nine others were doing similar work in Medford,
Chelsea, South Boston, Charlestown, and Quincy (Bunting 1971:71).
The following year, three additional yards opened in East Boston
(Baker 1969: 185).

The economic effects of the Civil War completely disrupted
shipbuilding and Boston's industry never recovered after the war.
Competitive yards in Maine undercut Boston's construction costs,
and the global demands for shippage were depressed. By 1880 the
primary function of Boston yards was the repair of Maine built
vessels, construction being restricted largely to locally
operated ships such as ferries. One exception to this condition
was the Fore River Ship and Engine Building Company, which was
founded in 1883 in East Braintree, and moved to Quincy in 1901.
The Fore River Shipyard was fortunate in securing Naval contracts,
which assured its longevity. Shipbuilding in the rest of the
harbor remained bleak. The high demand for tonnage occasioned
by World War I afforded only temporary relief to the lack of
activity in the harbor.

6. Ferries and Steam Lines

Transportation of people in the harbor has existed on three
levels: (1) between communities within the harbor, (2) along the
New England coast, and (3) to farther domestic and foreign ports.
The importance and extension of these services through the past
three centuries has been directly related to the efficiency of
terrestrial transportation networks, and to the economic importance
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of the port. With good railroads and later highways, ferries
within the harbor and out to Gloucester, Maine and other ports
virtually disappeared. With the economic decline of Boston,
the port was first reduced to a port of call for foreign lines,
and then eliminated from transatlantic passenger service.

Three separate ferry services were set up within ten years
of European occupation of the harbor: Boston to Charlestown
(1631), Boston to Charlestown and Winnissimmet (Chelsea) (1634)
and Boston to Noddles Island (East Boston) (1637). These services
continued and were expanded into the 19th century. The construc-
tion of tunnels below the harbor (e.g. 1904 Boston tunnel), removed
much of the need for ferries (Koren 1923:173), though service to,
for example, Hingham and Hull continued well into the present
century, and has, in fact, recently been revived.

Passenger service to ports in the regional coast flourished
in the 19th century, spurred on by the difficulties of putting
in railroads to Maine and the Maritime provinces. Between 1840
and 1860 separate lines ran from Boston to Portland, Bangor and
the Kennebec (Bunting 1971:286), with other lines running to.
Gloucester and Cape Cod. These lines were consolidated into
monopolies following the Civil War, until by 1901 all the Maine
lines were operated by the Eastern Steamship Company; the
Canadian fir., the Canada Atlantic Steamship Company serviced
the Maritime Provinces during the second half of the 19th century.

Links with ports to the south were similarly established in
the 19th century; by 1850 New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Charlestown, and New Orleans were connected with Boston by
regular lines. However, these runs did not long survive the
Civil War for the most part.

Passenger service all along the Eastern seaboard had virtually
disappeared by the 1920's, a result of competition from railroads
and highways.

Oceanic service to Boston shows a similar pattern of growth.
Following the abortive Boston and Liverpool Packet Company
(which ran from 1822 to 1827 and folded because of the lack
of a staple export) the British & American Royal Mail Steam
Packet Company (later the Cunard Company) selected Boston as
a principal terminal port in 1840. The lack of bulk cargo
again faced Boston, and in 1848 Cunard switched to New York as its
principal American port, with Boston as a port of call. Efforts
were made to rectify the lack of service (e.g. the American

* Steamship Company, which operated out of Boston between 1865
and 1869), but Cunard suspended all service in 1868, leaving
Boston virtually without service. When the Boston & Albany
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Railroad constructed expansive harbor facilities at the Grand
Junction Terminal in East Boston ensuring good connections
between the harbor and its hinterland, Cunard resumed its
service (1871), which continued until 1967, though writh
steadily decreasing importance.

7. Fishing

Boston has traditionally served not as much as a home-port
for fishing fleets (though at times, the fishing fleet has
been considerable), as much as a central market for the
distribution and import of the catches from the fleets of
other New England commlunities. One of Boston's principal
exports during the colonial period was salted cod; the
city's own consumption through the first half of the 19th
century concentrated on mackerel. During most of the 19th
century and into the 20th, Gloucester was the leading fishing
port of North America. Railroad links with Boston were esta-
blished in 1846, permitting the rapid growth of the fresh fish
industry, increasingly centered on Boston. Boston's own fleet
expanded in the early part of this century, surpassing
Gloucester's in the 1920's, as evidenced by the opening of
the Boston Fish Pier in 1914. Boston's fishing has now
declined in favor of more northerly ports.

8. Maintenance

The maintenance activity category is a kind of catch-all
for a variety of institutions and organizations which contri-
buted to the daily functioning of the harbor. Most of these
institutions are still operating in some capacity, since they
are crucial for safe and efficient port dynamics.

On the local level, a variety of City and privately run
organizations contributed to harbor maintenance. In 1852
the City Harbor Committee was established to oversee land
modifying projects in the harbor. The Committee was particu-
larly concerned with the deterioration of harbor islands due
to ballast digging. However, the Committee never established
real authority and the State Legislature continued to govern,
albeit ineffectually, land modifications in Boston Harbor.

The Boston Tow Boat Company was incorporated in 1872 and
based at T Wharf; the company still operates now out of East
Boston. Other important 19th century Tow Boat concerns were:
Rogers and Sears, Central Wharf, N. P. Doane, Ross Tow Boat
and Suffolk Tow Boat. By 1900 sixty tugs were owned and opera-
ted in the port.
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One of the most colorful maintenance related jobs were
pilots licensed to guide vessels not registered in Boston to
dock. In addition to being licensed for Boston, there were
special pilots for Hull, the Charles River and the Neponset
River, East Braintree, Weymouth and Quincy. The Boston
pilot's berth was (and is) at Lewis Wharf.

On the coastal and deepwater spheres of extension, maintenance
activities were related to federally operated organizations.
The presence of the Federal Government was first felt at Charles-
town with the Navy Yard and continued throughout the 20th century
by establishing forts on numerous islands in the harbor. The
Coast Guard, 'established in 1915 by combining with the U. S. Life
Saving Service and the Revenue Service maintains safety and
regulatory services in the harbor.

9. Recreation

Although recreation related activities are not intricately
tied to the economic function of Boston Harbor as a port, they
do constitute an important part in cultural heritage of harbor
use. Before the Civil War yachting and resorting were activities
carried on by very few people. The first summer resort in which
cottages were built was in Nahant in the 1820's. The first open
yacht race in the country was held in Boston in 1895.

After the Civil War, recreation activities expanded and were
carried on by a broader segment of the population. The first
yacht club in Massachusetts Bay was the Boston Yacht Club,
established in 1865. The South Boston and Lynn clubs followed
in 1868, the Eastern Yacht Club was established in Marblehead in
1870 by a splinter group from the Boston Yacht Club. Within the
next fifteen years yacht clubs were established at Hull, Quincy,
Dorchester, Charlestown, Chelsea, East Boston and Winthrop,
making Massachusetts Bay the greatest yachting center in the
world. (Bunting 1976:452).

The first public bathing facility in the country was
established at the foot of "L" Street in 1866. Amusement parks
were set up near beaches in the late 19th century at Revere
Beach and Nantasket Beach (Paragon Park). The Revere facility
came under State management in 1893.

Excursion lines around Boston harbor were popular recreational
activities in the mid-19th century. The Nantasket excursion
steamer, which left Rowe's Wharf in Boston to landings at Hull
and then Nantasket, was one of the most popular and best run small
steamboat lines (Bunting 1976:68). The ferry line from Foster's
Wharf, Boston serviced the summer resorts at Nahant from 1817.
The harbor islands have been targets of pleasure seeking boaters
since the 19th century.
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0. Topographic Development by locality

From the beginning of settlement of Boston in the mid-17th
century, developers have been involved in reclaiming land from
the salt marshes and mud flats surrounding Boston. The topo-
graphic changes to Boston Harbor have a complicated history which
can only be summarized in this study (see Fig. 20). Included in
this section are brief descriptions of activities localized in
certain areas of the harbor. The chapter is arranged on a town
by town basis, starting with Winthrop and winding southward to
Hull; the islands are briefly examined at the end.

1. Communities

Winthrop

Winthrop was originally part of Chelsea; it was set off from
North Chelsea in 1852 (Clark 1952). Winthrop was basically a
resort beach town with very little industry. A copper works
(the Revere Copper Company) was established on Point Shirley
1844-1869. A narrow gauge railway was built in the late 19th
century from Winthrop to East Boston, establishing Winthrop
as a resort/commuting center to Boston. The railway was in
operation until 1939 (Clark 1952:150).

Revere

Only a small area of Revere, on the waterfront section at
the head of Chelsea Creek is included in this study. Only
seven structures are pinpointed, three of which are dilapidated.

Revere was established as a resort beach town, centered
on Crescent Beach (originally "Chelsea Beach" now "Revere Beach")
(not in study area) (Pratt 1930). The resort originally catered
to a "discriminating" class of people, but when the State took
over the beach in 1393, it was in "deplorable condition".

Revere had minimal impact upon the functioning of Boston
* as a port.

Chel sea
The Winnisimmet ferry from Boston to Chelsea via Charlestown

was established in 1634. For over one hundred and fifty years
the ferry was the most direct route to Boston; travel to Boston

* by land meant traveling a circuitous route through Malden, Medford,
Cambridge, Brighton and Roxbury (Pratt 1930). The ferry landed
originally on what are now the grounds of the Naval Hospital,
later changed to the foot of Winnisimmet Street. In 1749 four
boats were authorized to cover the ferry route. Steamboat service

* began in 1831, and by mid century a ferry operated every fifteen
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minutes.In 1851 an omnibus service from the ferry wharf
to ayprofChelsea was established. The service opera-

tedunil heearly twentieth century, when competition of
tunnels, bridges and electrical cars forced the end of
ferry service. (Pratt 1930).

The first direct land route north from Boston to Essex
County was not established until 1803 when the Salem Turnpike
was built. The Chelsea bridge from Charlestown to Chelsea over
the Mystic was finished in 1802. The toll rate was 72t for
non-residents and 46t for residents. The bridge was made
free in 1869 (Bunting 1971).

Previous to the Civil War, Chelsea was a prestigious Boston
summner resort. However, with the improved ferry service and
immiigration influx after the Civil War, Chelsea changed into
a congested city. The 1848 population was around 5,000; by
1857 population had risen to 12,000. Salt marshes were turned
into working class housing. Pratt (1930:97) remarks that
"grasping and unscrupulous avarice found a pretty village and
turned it into a city slum."

Chelsea was the mother town of Revere and Winthrop. North
Chelsea, later Revere, was set off in 1846; Winthrop was set off
from Revere in 1852.

The U. S. Navy set up a hospital on the Chelsea waterfront
in 1826. The original structure was closer to the water than
the one that now stands.

The mid-l9th century shipbuilding boom spilled over Chelsea
creek from East Boston. Important shipbuilders included Pierce
& rMcMichaels and Montgomery & Howard's (Bunting 1971: 82-84).

Everett
A short section of the waterfront of Everett, along the

Mystic River, is included in the project area. Information on
the topographic or economic development of Everett in the port
of Boston is mostly negative. No information pertaining to
important port activities located on the Everett waterfront has
been uncovered. The river frontage is shown as undeveloped
marsh on maps as late as 1902 (see fig. 17). Since that time,
the area has been filled, and the structures necessarily post
date this filling.

Somerville'I Only a small section of Somerville on the Mystic River is
included within the project area. Only two structures, one of
which is dilapidated, fall in this area. This section of the
Mystic River was straightened by filling operations in Somerville
and Everett some time after 1910 (Fig. 18). Therefore, two

* structures necessarily post date 1910, Secondary sources have not
mentioned Somerville in relation to important harbor activities.
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Cambridge

A small section of Cambridge along the Charles River is
within the limits of the study. Two structures are within
this area. Cambridge has not been mentioned in secondary
sources as being important in port activities. The area is
filled from the shoreline appearing on the 1902 and 1910
maps (Fig. 17 & 18).

East Boston

The present location of East Boston covers what was
originally two islands. Noddles, which makes up the major
part of the present waterfront area and Breeds (or Hog)
Island which is the northern part further up the Chelsea
River (Fig. 5). Present day Logan Airport is built on
land from Noddles and Governors Islands, and the mud flats
and small islands between them. Forty five dilapidated or par-
ti.illy dilapidated structures are on the East Boston waterfront.

A ferry ran between Noddles Island and Boston as early as
1637. However, until the mid-nineteenth century, East Boston
remained relatively undeveloped. The 1806 maps (Fig. 5) shows
only two small areas of development. However, by 1850 the
population in East Boston was 5,000; by the 1870's East Boston
was really bustling with an 1875 population of 27,420. In
1905 the population was 50,000 (Bunting 1971). The initial
19th century growth was due to planned development and was
advanced by the shipbuilding boom of the 40's and 50's. After
the Civil War, East Boston's growth was largely due to immnigra-
tion (Bunting 1971:52).

By the late 1830's to 1890's the construction of the Grand
Junction Railroad terminal was started, a large facility with
a number of piers and a million bushel grain elevator for the
Boston and Albany, and Eastern Railroads. The facility was
completed in 1869. The Cunard Steamship Line (or the "British
and American Royal M~ail Steam Packet") took advantage of this
terminal, and began a regular route from Liverpool in 1840
(Clapp 1916). The Cunard Line was the first of many trans-
oceanic lines to dock at East Boston, as East Boston (along
with Charlestown and South Boston) was the location where most
deep-water vessels berthed. Other important steamship lines
were the Leyland line from Genoa, the Russian-American line
and the North-German Floyd Line (see Fig. 19).

In 1639, Samuel Hall, a shipwright from the North River in
Marshfield, established a yard in East Boston. Within a decade
a number of others followed Hall's example and established
East Boston as the most productive and progressive shipbuilding
center of the world (Bunting 1971). The East Boston boom was
advanced by the call for fast and large clipper ships for the

N California gold rush. East Boston was the center of the clipper
ship building in Boston harbor. Appendix 5
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Donald McKay was probably the most successful of the East Boston
shipwrights, having built 46 square riggers between 1845-1856
(Bunting 1971). Other important shipyards in East Boston belonged
to John Brooks, William Mckie, Curtis, Jones and PR. E. Jackson.
McKay's shipyard was taken over by the George McQuestion Lumber
Company at the end of the 19th century (Bunting 1971:52).

The clipper ship building was a short-lived boom which ended
abruptly with the depression of 1857. However, East Boston
recovered economically and a number of other operations were
set up or continued in the area. For example: J.E. Simpson
built the first timber drydock in the country in 1854 near the
Boston and Albany Grand Junction property.

The East Boston Ferry Co. was established in 1852, and was
taken under city management in 1870. The ferry operated from
the ferry wharf near the Grand Junction terminal to the Boston
terminal at Matthew's and Sargeant's wharf next to Lewis wharf
(see Fig. 12). The People's Ferry was established in 1852, and
left East Boston from its wharf at the foot of Border Street
to its Boston terminal at Lincoln wharf in the North End
(see Fig. 12). It fell under city management in 1869.
Passenger fare to Boston objected as discriminatory. Prior
to the completion of the Grand Junction terminal the ferries
were also the major carlo carriers in the harbor, carrying
all the ship timber to the East Boston yards.

The Atlantic works, a shipyard to build and repair steam
vessels (especially the port's tugs and ferries) was established
next to the Grand Junction Terminal in-1853. In 1869, the
works moved to a more spacious site on the west shore of East
Boston (Bunting 1971).

Although the physical development of East Boston from
Noddles and Breeds Island is enormous, the most obvious topo-
graphic change was filled for the construction of Logan airport.
The western and southern shores of East Boston were built up
in the mid-nineteenth century, but subsequent development
consisted of minor restructuring of specific structures or
small areas.

Charl estown
Twenty three dilapidated or partially dilapidated structures

are located at the Charlestown waterfront. Charlestown was the
location at which John Winthrop and the first settlers arrived,
where they first settled before they moved to Boston, later in
1631. A ferry was established between Boston and Charlestown in
1631. The early development of Charlestown maintained pace with
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Boston: by 1708 there were a total of 78 wharves in Boston and
Charlestown (Baker 1969).

In 1797 the federal government established a shipyard on
a 43 acre mud flat in Charlestown. Charlestown, situated
between the Mystic and Charles River with a deep water launching
site, was a convenient location near Boston shipbuilders and
related merchants (Bunting 1971). Prior to the Civil War, the
Navy Yard was an active and complete complex. A superior dry
dock was built between 1827-1833 of Quincy granite. Designed
by Loammi Baldwin, the dry dock is an example of notable
engineering and is still in use. In addition to the dry dock,
the Navy Yard contained a fine ropewalk, shiphouses, launching
ways, foundries, smithers, machine shops and timber sheds and
basins. The Navy Yard succumbed to the post Civil War inacti-
vity and was not redeveloped until the early twentieth century.
The ropewalk was still in use during 1897, when the USS
Constitution was reconditioned (an example of the sometimes useful-
ness of maintaining an archaic navy faclity). During 1905, a new
729' granite and concrete dry dock was constructed and in general,
the yard facilities were overhauled (Bunting 1971:60).

The Navy Yard was designated a National Historic Landmark
in 1966 and the Commandants Quarters is on the National Register
of Historic Places. The Yard was decommnissioned as a Navy
facility as of July 1, 1974.

Although the Navy Yard has been a dominate presence on the
Charlestown waterfront since its inception, Charlestown has
supported a number of other port activities. Most notably,
between 1805 through 1870 Charlestown was the center of the
ice shipping trade. Frederick Tudor, the "ice king" combined
two "worthless" commodities, ice and sawdust, and amassed a
fortune (Morison 1921). Ice was shipped to Europe, South
America, Australia and the Orient from the Charlestown wharves,
between the Charlestown bridge and the Navy Yard. The ice
itself, was cut mostly from Fresh Pond, Cambridge. Besides
Tudor, Charlestown was home to more than a dozen firms exporting
ice in the mid-nineteenth century, notably Damon, Gage and
Harris (Bunting 1971).

Charlestown was connected to Boston in 1786 by the Charles
River Bridge. The idea of a bridge had been suggested as early
as 1720. The total length of this original bridge was 1,503
feet and cost 15,000 pounds. The bridge was 42' wide, had a
30' draw near the center and was set upon 75 oak timber piers.
The Warren bridge opened as a public highway in 1828 (Whitehill
1968).
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In the late 19th century the northern face of Charlestown
was developed b,/ the construction by the Mystic River Corpora-
tion of the Boston and Lowell Railroad Quays.

The waterfront was transferred to the B & M railroad in
1887 (see Fig. 16). These Mystic River docks became the center
of the export lumber trade and the receiving point for domestic
and Cape Breton coal used and distributed by the railroad. In
addition, during the 1890's the Little Mystic channel was the
center for boats heading for the Rio Plata, Argentina in the
1890's boom. Important steamship lines docking at these qudys
in 1913 were the Allan line to Glasgow, the Hamburg-American
freight service line from Hamburg, the Wilson line to Hull, the
Holand-American line to Rotterdam, the Havana line to Havana,
the American-Indian line from Calcutta, the China-Japan line
from Yokohama and the Clay line from England (see Fig. 19).
Filling of Charlestown continued during the 20th century, until
the littie Mystic Channel developed the configuration known
today.

The Hoosac terminal of the B & M railroad complemented the
former sites of the great ice shipping wharves in 1875 and
connected the Fitchburg with the B & M railroad. Principal
exports brought by the railroads to Charlestown became livestock,
provisions, qrains and apples.

Boston

The waterfront of Boston proper is the location of the oldest
functioning part of Boston harbor, although most of the 17th
and 18th century Boston waterfront is now under later land fill.
The topographic development of Boston through the twentieth
century is the easiest to document, since a relatively complete
series of maps of Boston proper from 1640 to the twentieth
century is available.

Bonner's 1722 (Fig. 3) is the first map which gives a
detailed impression of Boston. By 1722 the waterfront was
already well developed. The town dock was by this time, already
cut off from the harbor. Long Wharf, built in 1710 by Captain
Oliver Noyes, extended King (State) Street out into the harbor
and past the Barricadeo (sea wall) which had been constructed
in 1681 as a fortified breakwater. Long Wharf was lined with a
continuous row of shops and warehouses. By extending into deep
water, Long Wharf permitted the direct unloading of ships without
the use of smaller shuttle boats. Thus, Lonq Wharf became the
focus of the economic life of early 18th century Boston water-
front (Whitehill 1968).

Throughout the 18th century, the gradual reclamation of land
by extending wharves continued. The Quincy M~arket areas was
built from 1825, filling over the orginal area of the town
dock and building over the wharves between the dock and Long
Wharf (Whitehill 1968). The rate of reclamation both north and
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south of Long Wharf increased in the beginning of the 19th
century, as Central Wharf and India, Commercial and Lewis
wharves joined Long Wharf and jutted into the harbor. The
familiar modern configuration of the Boston waterfront was
established in 1869 when Atlantic Avenue cut through the
middle of India, Central and Long Wharves using fill from
Fort Hill to the south. Atlantic Avenue was built to pro-
vide direct land access for the railways, thus tying Boston's
transportation and freighting routes together (Whitehill 1968).

During the mid to late nineteenth century, whereas East
Boston, Charlestown and South Boston were the locations of
foreign commerce in Boston harbor, the waterfront structures
of Boston proper were used by local fishermen, tow boats,
excursion steamers and coastwise lines (Bunting 1971).

Rowe's Wharf was the berth for Nantasket excursion steamers,
a popular and well run small steamboat line.

Foster's Wharf was the berth for the ferry to Nahant, a
popular summer resort serviced by ferry since 1817. The City
of Bangor service to Maine also used Foster's Wharf.

The Kennebec steamers to Maine operated from Lincoln Wharf
during the summer. "T" Wharf, completed in 1882, became the
center of Boston's fishing industry, as most fishing vessels
moved over from Commercial Wharf.

During July to September, the Boston Floating Hospital
operated from the North End Park, carrying 100 permanent and 150
temporary patients daily on steamboat excursions around Boston
Harbor. The Fort Hill Dry Dock at 454 Atlantic Avenue serviced
small local vessels in the harbor. Coastal steamers delivered
coal to the Boston Gas & Light Co., North End Works.

A few wharves carried deep water activities in contrast
to other wharves in the area. Fiske Wharf served as a berth
for deep water vessels carrying sugar. Battery Wharf received
salt from Sicily.

When Fish Pier in South Boston was completed in 1914 and
the fishing industry moved to the large facility, many of the
Boston wharves lost their economic support and fell into decay.
The recent BRA development has stimulated the revitalization of
the downtown waterfront, not as a commercial, but as a residential
center.

South Boston

Only the present southern shore of South Boston is near
the location of the original shoreline; most of South Boston is
land reclaimed from the oriciinal mud flats. By the end of the
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18th century only about 10 families lived on "Dorchester fleck",
now South Boston (Whitehill 1968:76); at high tide it was
possible to row a boat over the neck.

During the early 19th century real estate speculators began
to assess the feasibility of turning the mudflats into dry land,
anticipating Boston expansion southward. In 1804 Dorchester
Neck was annexed to Boston. Along with the annexation, the
General Court authorized the construction of a toll bridge to
South Boston (as the area was renamed). The South Boston
bridge was opened October 1, 1805 and spanned from Boston Neck
to South Boston near the present location of E. Berkely Street
where the distance was least. The bridge became a fashionable
promenade due to the good view it afforded of Boston and was
commonly known as the "bridge of sighs" due to the lovers who met
there (Whitehill 1968:76). In addition, in 1804 a legislative
package to enlarge the limits of Boston by making new land was
passed.

A consortium of shore owners east of Washington Street and
South of Beach Street combined forces in the "Front Street
Corporation" to create a new street parallel to Washington on
the mud flats (originally called "Front Street" and renamed
"Morrison" in 1841, after the President's death). The space
between the street and the original shore was to be filled
individually. This street was also completed in October, 1805-
adding nine acres of land and beginning the expansion of Boston
Neck (Bunting 1971:72).

The Front Street Coiynration met-opposition from proponents
of a more direct and shorter bridge access to Boston. A new
bridge at the end of Federal Street was built in 1828 after two
decades of arguments. The new bridge undermined the South Bridge
Corporation and the South Bridge was sold at a loss in 1832 to
the city (Whitehill 1968).

Reclamation of South Boston flats continued throughout the
19th century. Oyster dealers continued to use undeveloped land
for storage of oysters. By mid-century another block (Albany
Street) paralleled Harrison Avenue into the South Bay and 4-6
blocks had been added south of Beach Street creating a narrow
channel (Ft. Point Channel) from the harbor into the South Bay
(see Fig. 10). In addition, the eastern shore and northern
shores of South Boston were beginning to be reclaimed. In 1868
the Boston, Hartford and Erie railroad acquired rights to a flat
and within 10 years spent $1,000,000 on improvements. By 1883,
the eastern shore of South Boston conformed to the present line
with one 1000' pier and one 850' extension on a previous wharf
(see Fig. 13, 14). However, the railroad terminal area only
fulfilled its expectations after World War I. In the 1890's
'Marine Park" wa built for recreation; the sewer to Moon Island
built in the 80's greatly improved swimming and yachting
conditions in this area.
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The major amount of filling of the flats around South Boston
occurred in the early 20th century. Rubble from the great fire
of 1872 was used in reclamation (Bunting 1971:69). The Common-
wealth built a series of piers between 1913-1914, especially
Pier No. 5 which was a large steamship facility and the "Fish
Pier'. The Fish Pier was a 1200' facility with a huge ice and
cold storage plant; fishing vessels changed from their crowded
downtown location at T wharf and recentered in South Boston
(see Fig. 17 & 18).

Fort Independence on Castle Island is the oldest fortified
site in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Castle Island was
connected to South Boston, first by bridge in 1891 and then
by causeway connected to the mainland (1910's) and then by a series
of fillings.

A number of structures in South Boston are associated with
important port activities.

Harrison Loring's City Point Iron Works was a well known
manufactory of stationary engines, especially sugar mills, but
also for steamers in the mid-l9th century.

George Lawley and Sons City Point yacht yard was the shipyard
in which some of the wooden defenders of the America's Cup Race
were built in the late 19th century. Notably the Puritan (1885)
and the Mayflower (1886), both designed by Edward Burgess were
built there.

(Probably) the first municipal beach in the country was
established at the foot of "L" Street in 1866. "L" Street is
still a bathing facility.

The Boston Yacht Club, the first yacht club in the Massachusetts
Bay, was established in South Boston in 1865.

Quincy

Quincy was originally part of Braintree, but maintained an
autonomous status; as early as 1703 the "North Precinct" (Quincy)
was set off as a separate parish; in 1792 the town of Quincy was
finally established (Edwards 1957).

From the early 18th century the town restricted free use of
its granite. By 1743 even residents of Braintree/Quincy had to
pay for the "rocks" (Barton 1940). Transport of Quincy granite
to Boston (mostly by railroad) for construction was important
throughout the 19th century. Bullfinch's India Wharf, Mayor
Quincy's market and Dry Dock No. 1 at the Charlestown Navy Yard were
constructed of this granite. However, after the great fire of 1872,
use of Quincy granite diminished, since the granite weathered
badly in the fire (Whitehill 1968).
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Shipbuilding in Quincy is associated with the Fore River
Shipyard established in 1883 by Thomas Watson. Originally
the yard was located in East Braintree (flonatiquot), but was
moved in 1901 to a deep water site on the Quincy Fore River.
The Fore River Yard was the striking exception to the general
deterioration of shipping after 1875. (Bunting 1971:94)
The yard received a major naval contract in 1893, the first
of many. It was taken over by the Bethlehem Steel, Shipbuild-
ing Division, Quincy Yard, which in turn was taken over by
General Dynamics, Inc.

Braintree

When Weymouth and Quincy were set off from Braintree,
Braintree was left with only a small section of waterfront
along the Fore River, a portion of which is included in this
study (Barton 1940). East Braintree was the original 1893
location of the Fore River Ship and Engine building yard
(at the mouth of the Monatiquot); George Thomas also built
clipper ships there in the mid-19th century.

Braintree experienced an early growth of the fishing
industry, which engendered attempts to regulate the construction
of mills so fish could spawn. The 18th century fishing and
farming comrunities clashed over alewife spawning vs grist
mill construction (Barton 1940). Industrial growth was supported
by good highway and railroad connections, but the industry was
soon overshadowed by the great shoe centers like Haverhill and
Lynn (Barton 1940).

Weymouth

Although Weymouth has a substantial shore line in Boston
harbor (and in this project area) between the Fore and Back
Rivers, the influence of Weymouth industries or businesses in
the functioning of the port seems to be minimal as little mention
has been made of the town in secondary sources. However, Bunting
(1971:258) -efers to some shipbuilding in the town in the late
19th century. Nevertheless, the town of Weymouth seems to be a
non-industrialized waterfront residential center, which played a
minimal role in port activities.

Few of the historic maps of the harbor include Weymouth's
southern part of the harbor. Most of the structures designated
by the Corps survey in Weymouth are small wharves associated
with private dwellings.

Hingham

Although Hingham went through a brief industrial growth period
at the beginning of the 19th century, mid-century industry
was already declining and the town became a residential suburb
(Lincoln 1893). Industries which were located near the harbor
were: a copper and brass foundry on North Street, est. 1827;
a flour and grain mill on the Weir River at the west foot of
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of Weir Street, est. 1788 and changed into a woolen mill
in 1810 (destroyed by fire in 1829); and a manufacturing
place for masts and spars, est. 1820's (Lincoln 1893).

Shipbuilding started as early as 1637 (Thomas Turner
yards) at Goose Point, and gained importance during the
18th century, with Capt. F. Barker and Son's at the foot
of Ship Street established in 1750. Barker built schooners
and sloops. Subsequently using the Barker yard in the early
19th century were: Curtis and Barstown, Barnes and Litchfield
and Hall, and G. Basset. The Bassets also had a wharf at Cove
Street. Jeremiah Stodder had a yard on Canterbury Island, up
the Weir River (Lincoln 1893).

Hingham specialized in coopering, the "Hingham bucket" was
an item in use all over Boston harbor. At first the wares
were collected locally and shipped by small local boats to
Boston for redistribution. Sale of wares was located aboard
the Hingham packets docked at Long Wharf. However, by 1840 Hingham
ware were sold in lots to warehouse stores. Coopering was located
at the head of wharves in Hingham where mackerel was packed. The
industry declined in the 1860's.

Other supportive marine businesses in Hingham included
sailmaking, cordage making, and fitting of masts and spars.

Steamboat service to Hingham from Boston began at mid-
century, the wharf located between Barnes Rock and Lorings
(Bunting 1971).

Hull

Hull was and is a resort town in Boston harbor with a well known
beach on the outer side, Nantasket beach. Excursion steamers to
Hull and Nantasket operated after the Civil War (Bunting 1971).
The Hull Yacht Club was founded in 1880 and within 8 years had
173 boats registered.

The first lifeboat station was established in the early
19th century by the Massachusetts Humane Society at Point
Allerton. The strip from Pt. Allerton to Scituate was charac-
terized by a high incident of shipwrecks (Smith 1917). The Life
Saving Service (U.S.L.S.S.) was taken under federal auspices in
1874. Seventy-eight lifeboat and thirteen mortar stations of
the U.S.L.S.S. were subsequently established around Boston Harbor.
In 1915 the Revenue Service (in charge of customs) merged with the
U.S.L.S.S. and formed the Coast Guard (Bunting 1971). The Coast
Guard still maintains a facility at Point Allerton.
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2. Boston Harbor Islands

Although all the Boston Harbor Islands are within the project
limits of this study, only the following have waterfront structures
recorded by the Corps: Deer, Thompson, Spectacle, Long, Moon Head,
Rainsford, Gallops, Lovell, Georges, Calf, Great Brewster, Peddocks,
Sheep, Bumpkin and Castle. In the past, the islands in the harbor
have been owned both privately and publicly, although most of them
are now publicly owned. In 1970 the Massachusetts legislature
created the Boston Islands State Park, and with the aid of Federal
funds, developed the islands into a park system offering opportu-
nities for hiking, exploring historic fortifications, fishing,
boating, swimmning and camping.

The islands were inhabited seasonally by Indians before
European contact. European settlement began in the 1630's.
Use of the islands for defense began in the colonial period,
and continued through World War I and II.

Along with being used for fortifications, the islands were
used for recreation and picnicking during the 19th century.
Guest houses, inns, resorts and (illegal) gambling casinos
operated on some of the islands. From the 18th century the
islands have been important locations for maintaining harbor
facilities. The first lighthouse in the country was established
on Little Brewster in 1713. In 10'52 the city set up a Harbor
Commisslon to restrict ballast digging.

During the late 19th century the private use of the islands
gave way to a variety of public institutions and usages such as
hospitals, reformatories, poor houses and dead horse disposal
facilities.

Following are short descriptive histories of many of the
islands. Most of this information is from the romanticized tales
of Edward Rowe Snow (1949), as well as Connelly (1932) and
Kales (1976).

Deer Island comprises 183 acres, parts of which are owned
by the city, the state and the federal government. The Suffolk
House of Correction is situated on the island. A signal was
established there in 1819. In 1897 the island was used to
quarantine Irish immigrants stricken by ship fever. This facility
was made permanent in 1849. In 1852 a poorhouse was established,
now part of the prison. The poorhouse became a reformatory in 1854
and the poor were sent to Rainsford Island. In 1869 a farmhouse
for poor girls was built. The present Suffolk County prison was
started in 1876 (Snow 1949). Fort Dawes was commnissioned in 1941.
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Thompson's Island, named after the first settler among
the islands in the 120's, has been the site of the Farm and
Trade School of the Boston Asylum for Indigent Boys since 1819.

Spectacle Island was the quarantine station for the port
of Boston from 1717 to 1737, when it was moved to Rainsford
Island due to the purchase of Spectacle by Richard Bill.
During the 19th century two summer hotels were set up.
However, a gambing raid by Boston police in 1857 initiated
the decline of the resorts. In 1892 the garbarge rendering
plant on Moon Island was transferred to Spectacle. Dead
horses and cows were sent there to be turned into fertilizer;
the obnoxious odor was the bane of Nantasket-bound 19th
century steamer passengers (Bunting: 1971).

Moon Head Island was the terminal for the great sewer
from Boston in 1878. Sewerage was dumped into outgoing tides,
which greatly improved swimming and yachting conditions in
South Boston.

Rainsford Island was the site of the quarantine station
from 1737 to 1849 when the State took over the island. A
State poorhouse was established, but the City bought the
island and the facility became a City poorhouse. After the
Civil War, verterans used the facility until they were moved
to the Soldiers Home in Cheslea in 1882. Between 1882-1885
the paupers were moved to Long Island and boys convicted of
misdemeanors were sent to Rainsford. Thus a juvenile district,
separate from the adult reformatory on Deer Islnd, was established.
This "Suffolk School for Boys" closed in 1920 (Snow 1949).

Gallops Island was a resort during the 1830's. Boston owned
the island during the 1850's and leased it to the Federal
government during the Civil War. The quarantine station was
moved here in 1866. By 1879 two hospital buildings were
established, later changed into a Maritime training school.

Lovell's Island became the federal facility for the
maintenance and repair of navigational buoys in 1874. The
War Department took over the island and built Fort Standish
in 1900.

Georges Island comprises 40 acres. In 1834 the Army
Corps of Engineers under direction of Lt. Col. Sylvanus
Thayers began construction on Fort Warren, designed to be
the key to Boston harbor defense. The fort is a bastioned
star fort made of Quincy granite. Although it has undergone
two periods of modernization, between 1871-1876 and 1898-99,
the fort remains nearly the same structurally as the mid-1800's.
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The MDC administers the fort and maintains a marina. Fort
Warren is on the National Register of Historic Places.

Calf Island was owned privately until World War I.

Great Brewster Island has belonged to the Second
Baptist Church of Boston since the early 18th century.
A beacon was established in 1681.

Peddocks Island was fortified when the U. S. govern-
ment built Fort Andrews in 1897. During the early 1900's
a number of resorts were active at the West End of the
island.

Sheep Island was the summer place of a Weymiouth family.

Bumpkin Island was willed to Harvard College in 1682. A
five hundred year lease was signed by Clarence Burrage for the
construction of a children's hospital in 1901. During World
War j the Navy used the hospital.

Castle Island is the oldest fortified site in the
Mascuet a Colony. John Winthrop established a
fortification there in 1634. The structure (variously called,
"The Castle", "Fort Independence", "Fort William") has gone
through numerous structural additions notably in the early
1700's, 1741, 1809, 1851, and 1870-71. The island itself
was connected to the mainland by a bridge in 1891, then by a
causeway and finally attached to the mainland by a series of
fillings. Fort Independence is on the National Register of
Historic Places.
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V. SURVEY RESULTS

A. Procedures

The goal of this Reconnaissance Survey is to identify
sensitive areas that are likely to contain potentially
significant historic structures or cultural resources within
the project area and to eliminate those areas that do not
have a high probability of containing significant historic
properties. Since the level of research in a Reconnaissance
Survey is necessarily general, it is more often possible to
establish areas as being "sensitive" or "not sensitive" than
to pinpoint individual structures as culturally significant.
In a subsequent intensive level of investigation, the cultural
significance of individual structures within designated
"sensitive areas" will be examined. In addition, it is
possible that further research may locate a significant
structure in an area that had been eliminated as "not sensitive"
in this Phase I survey. Therfore, flexibility in interpreting
the following limits of potentially "sensitive" areas is
recommiended.

The following standards have been used to establish areas
in which a low probability for significant structures exists.

1. The 50 year limit established as a criteria for
eligibility for inclusion to the National Register has
been applied throughout the project area. Any location
of structures younger than 50 years is herein considered
non-sensitive.

2. Private structures in the form of piers, wharfs and
boat houses and retaining walls are considered non-
sensitive because they are commuonly represented in
the general area and do not constitute unique of excep-
tional examples of this resource.

3. Structures which are listed in the Corps record sheets
as in fair to good condition~ are not considered in this
study since they will not be impacted.

4. Areas in which the "integrity" of setting, location
and association has been disrupted are considered non-sensitive.
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5. Structures or areas which have been highly disturbed
by modern activities are considered as non-sensitive.

Areas of probable sensitivity have been established according
to standards which correspond to National Register criteria
of significance:

1. An area may contain potentially significant waterfront
structures if it is the location in which a certain activity
(or activities) which made sianificant contribution to the
broad patterns of American history was carried out
(cf. activity matrix, see fig. 2).

2. Certain structures may be potentially significant if
they are uniquely distinctive of a certain type of period
of construction.

3. Areas in which the "integrity" of location, setting,
feeling and association in regards to important harbor
activities is preserved, may be potentially sensitive.

4. Areas or structures already on the National Register
of Historic properties are considered sensitive.

5. Areas or structures that are near a known historic
or prehistoric site are considered sensitive.

In the following demarcation of sensi 'tive or non-sensitive areas,
these sets of assumptions will be referred to in order to justify
assessments. In addition, the activities suggested as being local-
ized in the "sensitive" areas will be listed with reference to
the activity matrix (Fig. 2).
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B. Sensitive Areas and Structures

1. National Register Properties within the project area.

1. The U.S.S. Constitution, docked at the Charlestown
Navy Yard.

2. Boston Light, Little Brewster Island.

3. Long Wharf and Custom House Block, foot of State
Street.

4. Boston Naval Shipyard, East of Chelsea Street,
Charl estown.

5. Fort Warren, Georges Island.

6. Fort Independence, Castle Island.

7. Boston National Historical Park, Inner harbor at
mouth of Charles River.

In 1975, a joint petition by Dr. Barbara Luedtke, University
of Massachusetts, Boston and the Massachusetts Historical Commi-
ssion to include Boston Harbor on the National Rpqister was
rejected by the National Park Service on the grounds that the
area was too large to adequately administer as a National Register
district. However, the Park Service suggested thay many of the
specific structures and locations within the harbor might be
eligible on their own merit, and that these applications for
inclusion would be considered. The following properties already
included on the National Register, include or are near structures
designated as dilapidated or partially dilapidated by the Corps:

Boston Naval Shipyard
Fort Independence
Boston National Historical Park

Structures located within or near these structures must be
investigated in a Phase II intensive survey to assess their
potential significance within the context of nearby or adjacent
National Register sites.
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2. Sensitive Areas

The following list contains all the general locations
in the project area which seem potentially sensitive. The
justifications by which these areas were selected as sensitive
are listed by "sensitivity standard" number, as itemized above
in section A, "Procedures". In addition, the activities and
spheres of extension (cf. Fig. 2, Activity Matrix) which may
have occurred in these locations are listed. For specific
information on structures see Appendix II, "Cultural Resources
in Impact Area"
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A. Deer Island, harbor side

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: maintenance (local), coastal & deepwater)

recreation (local)

Town/Island Type & Condition Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map# of Structure Area-letter

D=dilapidated Structure*
PD=partially
dilapidated

Deer Island wharf A Owned by U.S. Govern.
1/5 D

Deer Island bulkhead D
2/5 security wall A Owned by U.S. Govern.

Deer Island wharf A Owned by MDC
4/5 D "old coal pier"

These structures may be associated with the 19th

century establishments of almshouses and reformatories on

Deer Island. They also might be associated with earlier use

of Deer Island for recreation.

1I
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B. East Boston, south and west shores

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: shipbuilding (local, coastal, deepwater)

trade (local, coastal, deepwater)

transportation (local, coastal, deepwater)

marine businesses (local)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/Map# & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *
D-dilapidated
PD-partially
dilapidated

East Boston 28/4 wharf PD B Formerly Navy
fuel pier, now
mooring, "Old
Navy Fuel Pier"

East Boston 32/4 wharf PD B Bethlehem Steel
Co. pier 3

East Boston 37/3 wharf D B owned by Port of
Boston Comm.
May be used for
part of grand
junction term.

East Boston 41/3 ferry slip D B probably slip
for East Boston
ferry

East Boston 42/3 wharf D B national dock &
storage ware-
house-photos
show railway
probable
connection with
freight handling

East Boston 43/3 wharf D B Boston "1800"
restaurant &
antique shops

East Boston 44/3 wharf D B

East Boston 45/3 wharf D B next to Hodge
Boiler Works
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Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

D=dilapidated
PD=partially
dilapidated

East Boston 46/3 wharf D B Hodge Boiler Works,
So. Pier

East Boston 47/3 wharf D B Hodge Boiler Works,

N. Pier

East Boston 48/3 wharf D B Old Lockwood Basin

Pier

East Boston 49/3 wharf D B owned by Mass. Turn-

Pike Authority,
possible People's
Ferry wharf

East Boston 50/3 wharf D B Boston Marine Works
Pier

East Boston 51/3 wharf D B Boston Marine Works
Pier

EaSt Boston 52/3 wharf D B Woods Hole Ocean-
ography Pier

East Boston 53/3 wharf D B possible Aspinwall's
wharf

East Boston 54/3 wharf 0 B possibly Kolmes' &
Snellings'

East Boston 55/3 wharf D B railways obvious
from photo

East Boston 56/3 wharf D B Pickert Pier

East Boston 61/I wharf D B Global Bulk Trans-
port Inc.

East Boston 62/1 wharf D B Global Bulk Trans-
port Inc.

East Boston 63/1 dry docks D B Global Bulk Trans-
port Inc. dry dock
next to site of
Hall's Shipyard

East Boston 64/1 wharf D B Global Bulk carriers

East Boston 65/1 wharf D B owner: Global bulk
Carriers
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Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

East Boston 66/1 wharf D B possible site of Hall's
Shipyard

East Boston 67/1 wharf D B possible site of Hall's

Shipyard

East Boston 68/1 wharf D B

East Boston 69/1 wharf D B Suffolk Coal Pier

East Boston 70/1 wharf D B

East Boston 71/1 wharf PD B City Fuel Co., South
Pier

East Boston 73/1 wharf PD B City Fuel Co., lighter
Pier

East Boston 74/1 wharf PD B Acme Pier

East Boston 76/1 wharf PD B General ship & engine
works; plan of struct-
ure 1939

East Boston 79/1 wharf D B possibly Geo. McQuesten
lumber yard

East Boston 80/1 wharf D B Geo. McQuesten lumber co.
long pier, possibly
previous site of
D. McKay's shipyard

East Boston 81/1 wharf D B Geo. McQuesten Co.
lumber yd. possibly
previous site of D.McKay
shipyard

East Boston 82/1 wharf D B John Forward Wharf

Some of these structures may be associated with 19th century

shipbuilding in East Boston. Others may be wharves from which the

two East Boston ferries ran during the 17th to early 20th century.

Many wharves probably have been the location of a vast array of

marine business such as lumber yards and chandleries. Other

wharves were undoubtedly involved in both coastal and deepwater

trade. Appendix 5
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C. Chelsea Creek and Chelsea front

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: shipbuilding (deepwater)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

Chelsea 114/1 bulkhead PD C Samuel Cabot Co.
possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 115/1 wharf D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 116/1 Marine RR D C possible ship-
building site
Harbor Transmiss.
Co.

Chelsea ,117/1 wharf D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 118/1 wharf D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 119/1 marine railway D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 120/1 wharf D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 121/1 wharf PD C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 122/1 wharf D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 123/1 marine railway D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 124/1 wharf D C possible ship-
building site

Chelsea 125/1 wharf PD C Seaboard Const:.
Co. possibly
used for lumber

Chelsea 126/1 wharf D C AA Hersey & Son,
pier

These wharves are possibly the remainder of an active

19th century shipbuilding site on the Chelsea waterfront.
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D. Chelsea, main ship channel

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: shipbuilding (deepwater)

transportation (local)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

Chelsea 139/1 Marine RR. D D Dry Dock,Boston
Dry Dock Co.

Chelsea 141/1 wharf PD D Pier #5 Munro,
ship repair

Chelsea 142/1 wharf D D Pier #6 Munro,
ship repair

Chelsea 143/1 wharf PD D Metropolitan Oil
Co.

These waterfront structures may be associated with 19th

century shipbuilding. Also, the slip for the Chelsea ferry was

located in this area, and one of these structures might be

associated with the ferry.
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E. Charlestown shoreline

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3,4

activities: maintenance (coastal, deepwater)

shipbuilding (local, coastal, deepwater)

marine businesses (local, deepwater)

trade (local,coastal, deepwater)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map# & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

Charlestown 171/1 wharf PD E U.S. Gypsum Co.
(Mystic Docks)

Charlestown 172/1 bridge fender D E Chelsea Bridge
1803(cf. 145)

Charlestown 173/1 wharf D E Fornier Marine
previously Mystic
Pier n.50

Boston 175/1 bridge fender D E 1803 Chelsea Bridge
(cf. 145,172)

Charlestown 176/1 bridge fender D E probably part of
fender 1803 Chelsea Brid.

Charlestown 177/1 old bridge D E possibly part of
fender 1803 Chelsea Brid.

Charlestown 181/1 wharf PD E Boston Navy Ship-
yard

Charlestown 190/3 wharf PD E Pier No. 3 Boston
Navy Yard

Charlestown 194/3 wharf PD E Boston Navy Yd.,
Pier No. 1

Charlestown 196/3 wharf PD E Hoosac pier #1,
previous site of
ice export wharfs

Charlestown 197/3 wharf PD E Grand Rapids
furniture whse.
previous site of
ice export wharfs

Charlestown 198/3 wharf D E possible location

of Tudor's wharf
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Charlestown bridge fender D E location of 1786

199/3 system Charlestown Bridge.

Some of these structures are in the Boston Navy Shipyard,

a National Register site. Others may be associated with deep-

water trade ventures such as exporting lumber and ice and

importing products from Rio Plata. Some structures may be the

remains of early bridges linking Charlestown to Chelsea.
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F. Boston, Charles River front

sensitivity standards: 1,3,4

activities: maintenance (local)

fish (local)

trade (local, coastal)

transportation (local)

marine businesses (local, coastal)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure*

Boston 207/3 wharf D F now 1-2-3 car wash

Boston 208/3 wharf PD F U.S.E.D. Wharf

Boston 209/3 wharf PD F police dept.

Boston 210/3 wharf D F possibly North End
Park

Boston 213/3 wharf PD F U.S. Coast Guard
pier 3 previous
location of
Constitution wharf

These structures may be concerned with the commercial

center of the historic Boston waterfront. Fishing and local

trading activities were important from the 17th century Boston

waterfront to the present day.
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G. Boston, Fort Point Channel

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: maintenance (local)

fishing (local)

trade (local)

transportation (local, coastal)

marine businesses (local)

recreation (local)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *
Boston 214/3 wharf PD G U.S. Appraiser stones

wharf-possible
location-Otis wharf

Boston 216/3 wharf D G previously City of
Bloston dumping wharf

Boston 217/3 wharf D G Harbor bldg. near
Sheraton

Boston 218/3 wharf PD G Atlantic Park Corp.

Although much land disturbance occured in the Fort Point

Channel in the early 20th century (see Fig. 20), the waterfront

in this area was historically very active. These structures may

be associated with some of the activities listed above.
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H. South Boston, Fort Point Channel

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: trade (local, coastal, deepwater)

transportation (local)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str.#/Map # & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

Boston 231/3 wharf PD H

Boston 232/3 bridge fender PD H
Northern Av.

Boston 233/3 wharf PD H Pier #1 New Haven
fan house yard

So Boston 234/3 wharf PD H "old pier #2"

The structures might be associated with one or both of

the early 19th century bridges connecting Dorchester Neck with

Boston proper. They also might be related to the late 19th century

relocation making South Boston the center of major trade activity

in Boston.

S
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I. Castle Island

sensitivity standards: 1,3,4

activities: maintenace (local, deepwater)

recreation (local)

Town/Island Type & Condition Sensitive Area- Comments
Str. #/map# of Structure letter

Structure *

Boston fireboat slip PD I U.S. Coast Guard
267/6

So Boston wharf D I
269/6

Fort Independence, on Castle Island, is a National Register

site; these structures may relate to the historical significance

of the site. They also might relate to use of the Castle

Island area for recreation.
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J. South Boston, marine park to "L" street

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: recreation (local)

Town/Island Type & Condition Sensitive Area- Comments
Str.#/map# of Structure letter

Structure *

So Boston wharf PD J Columbia Yacht Club
272/6

The South Bpston waterfront was one of the first areas

in the country to be organized for public recreation. This

wharf may have historical signficance for the activities of

one of the earliest yachting clubs in the Boston Bay area.
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K. Quincy, Fore River

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: shipbuilding (deepwater)

Town/Island Type of Structure Sensitive Comments
Str. #/map# & Condition of Area-letter

Structure Structure *

Quincy 330/18 marine railway D K possible original
area of Fore
River Ship &
Engine Co.

Quincy 331/18 marine railway D K

Quincy 332/18 marine railway D K
and cradle

Quincy 336/18 bulkhead D K

Braintree 341/18 temporary wharf D K

Braintree 342/18 bulkhead D K

These structures may be part of the original Fore River

Shipyard, a shipbuilding yard which succeeded in contrast to

the general deteroriation of other yards in the harbor during

the late 19th and earlier 20th centuries.
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3. Sensitive Structures

A. In addition, the structures on the following list have

been designated as potentially significant. The sensitivity

standards and relevant activities for each of the individual

structures are listed below.

Town/Island Type & Condition Sensitive Area- Comments
Str.#/map# of Structure Letter

Structure

Winthrop RR Bridge PD * Fits in local trans-
17/2 portation activity

matrix slot

East Boston wharf D * old Boston Ice Co.
91/1 Former use, ammonia

line transport

Chelsea wharf PD * Eastern Minerals Inc.
130/1 pier previously

light-house depot,
upper wharf

Chelsea bulkhead D * Eastern Minerals
131/1 Wharf, Old Coast

Guard Wharf, previous
lighthouse depot,
lower wharf.

Chelsea bridge D * Chelsea Bridge 1803
145/1

So Boston wharf PD * Boston fish pier
238/3 finished 1914

Boston wharf PD*
(Long Island)
3 00/7

Boston wharf D * mil. from hospital
Long Island

301/7

Boston Moon Head wharf D
302/11
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Quincy wharf & D Quincy Adams yacht
309/15 dry dock yard est. 1903.

In 1950's got Navy
contract to make
destroyers.

Quincy wharf D Duane Wrecking Co.
313/18 near prehistoric

site (cf. MHC files)

Weymouth granite quay D Old Bethlehem ship-
384/19 & fender piles yard

Hingham bulkhead PD
444/20

Hingham boat yard PD
445/20

Hingham cat walk D * unique transport
448/20 facility

Hull wharf/quay D excursion ferry
461/17 dock & facility at

Nantasket.

Hull wharf D * excursion ferry
512/12 ticket & loading

office

Hull-Peddocks wharf PD
1/12

Hingham-Bumpkin wharf D possibly associated
1/16 with 1900 Hospital

Boston-Rainsford wharf D
1/12

Boston-Rainsford wharf D
2/12

Boston-Spectacle wharf D
1/7

Boston-Spectacle wharf 1)
2/7

Boston-Spectacle wharf D *
3/7
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Boston-Spectacle wharf D
4/7

Boston-Thompson wharf D
3/6

Boston-Thompson retaining D * this structure is
4/10 wall near a known pre-

historic site
(cf. MHC files)

Boston-Thompson pilings D
5/6
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B. Sensitive Structures: Sensitivity Standards and Activities

Structure 17, Winthrop

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: transportation (local)

Structure 91, East Boston

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: transportation (local, coastal, deepwater)

shipbuilding (local, coastal, deepwater)

Structures 130, 131, Chelsea

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: maintenance (local, coastal)

Structures 145, 172, 175, 176, Chelsea and Charlestown

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: transportation (local)

Structure 238, South Boston

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: fishing (local, coastal, deepwater)

trade (local, coastal)

Structures 300, 301, Long Island

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: maintenance (local, coastal, deepwater)

recreation (local)
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Structure 309, Quincy

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: shipbuilding (deepwater)

Structure 313, Quincy

sensitivity standards: 5

activities: n.a.

Structure 384, Weymouth

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: shipbuilding (coastal, deepwater)

Structures 444,445, Hingham

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: maintenance (local)

marine busindsses (local)

Structure 448, Hingham

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: transportation (l cal)

Structure 461, Hull

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: transportation (local)

recreation(local)

Structure 512, Hull

sensitivity standards: 1,2,3

activities: transportation (local)

recreation (Local)
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Peddocks Island #1

sensitivity standards: i,3

activities: maintenance (local,coastal,deepwater)

recreation (local)

Bumpkin Island #1

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: recreation (local)

Rainsford Island #1,2

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: maintenance (local,coastal,deepwater)

recreation (local)

Spectacle Island, # 1,2,3,4

sensitivity standards: 1,3

activities: maintenance (local,coastal, deepwater)

recreation (local)

Thompson Island,# 3,4,5

sensitivity standards: 1,3,5

activities: maintenance (local, coastal, deepwater)

recreation (local)

C. Shorefront dumps: Only five shorefront dumps are listed

as possible sources of flotable debris. These are all

located in Boston: one on Thompson's Island, one on George's

Island and three in East Boston.

The data provided by the Corps relating to shorefront

dumps is sparse. Depth of deposits is not approximated.
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Photos are usually not helpful in trying to determine dates

of artifacts. Field examination of the following two (2)

dumps is recommended to evaluate the presence (if any) of

significant cultural materials:

Thompson Island D-1

Georges Island D-1

The following dumps:

East Boston 1,2, and 3

appear to contain 20th century materials (e.g., concrete slabs,

etc.) are not recommended for further examination.

Loose on shore debris

On-shore debris by its very nature will be so disturbed

by tides and currents that its historical association and

integrity will be lost. In most cases the debris is on shore

due to vagaries of harbor and currents depositing the material

and not to historical processes. In addition, the vast majority

of such materials are very modern in origin and represent a

category of data that is abundantly present in many other dumping

or disposal situations. Therefore, sources of loose on-shore

debris do not represent potentially significantly cultural

resources.
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D. Non-Sensitive Areas

Structures not within areas A-K on the map in Fig.

21 and structures not indicated as possibly significant in

section V B of this report are considered non-sensitive.

For specific information on particular structures see Appendix

II. However, as stated above in V, A . future intensive survey

may uncover new background information indicating a potentially

significant structure may exist in an area designated as non-

sensitive on the basis of this Reconnaissance Survey. Flexibility

in drawing the scope of work for Phase II is strongly urged.
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VI. Summary and Recommendations for Intensive Investigations

An assessment of the potential historic significance of
particular locations with the study area has been completed
with the following results:

1. Eleven potentially sensitive locations are indicated.
2. Thirty additional isolated structures are indicated

as potentially sensitive.

Therefore, 118 structures out of the original 274 structures
designated as dilapidated or partially dilapidated are
recommended to be studied in Phase Il/intensive survey. Out
of the five shorefront dumps, two are recommended for further
investigation. The 162 sources of loose on shore debris are
considered not sensitive and are not recommended for further
study.

The Phase 11 or intensive level of cultural resource
investigations should target directly on the structures or
areas indicated as potentially sensitive. For this level
of investigation, literature research will still be the
major component, in relationship to field work, with the
possible exception of the two island dumps. It is often
very difficult to determine whether a configuration of
dilapidated pilings dates from Donald McKay's clipper ship
wharf of a century ago, or a lumber pier of the 1930's, to
pick an obvious hypothetical example. Specialized engineer-
ing studies on wharf technology and engineering might have
to be consulted.

As a general rule, however, the intensive or Phase 11
research should move from the level of secondary sources and
harbor area atlases or maps, to local histories and directories,
insurance maps, local tax records and surveyed plans, and
selected archival sources and probate records, for those
sensitive areas or specific structures. The researcher should
then be able to identify with some certainty the surviving
or extant structure (s) with a specific period of historical
development on that location.

It is anticiapted that a researcher at this stage should
be prepared for some fairly creative mitigation options for
structures that will be recommended as significant cultural
resources according to National Register criteria. For
example, it may be quite appropriate to recommend the
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rehabilitation of an historic ferry terminal on Nantasket
which involves driving new supportive piles, while it would
be inappropriate to even recommend the stabilization of a
handful of pilings which might probably be survivals of
McKay's shipyard in East Boston. As appropriate in the
latter case might be recommendations to: (1) move the
McKay monument from Castle Island to the original site in
East Boston; (2) build a new monument on the original site;
(3) name the new housing project after McKay, and streets
or squares after his vessels; (4) reconstruct the shipyard
on paper including architectural drawings, photographs
Tboth historic and modern) and plans. Given the severe
environmental conditions to which the majority of dilapi-
dated shorefront structures have been, and will continue to
be exposed, recommendations for preservation in situ will be
especially difficult to defend.

On the basis of the Public Archaeology Laboratory's
experience with the existing study area and comparable investi-
gations conducted by its personnel at the Salem Maritime National
Historic Site and Castle Island, an intensive survey of the
sensitive areas/structures/dumps should require about four to
five man-rmonths research and field effort. If the sensitive
areas had been all located in one community rather than several,
the proposec time/effort period would have been reduced to about
212 months to 3 months time. However, the logistics involved in
a study area embracing twelve communities, with structures
numbering in the hundreds, has proved to be both formidable and
time consuming at the reconnaissance survey level. Research
will continue to be difficult, since local collections,
repositories, and public records will have to be investigated
in each community containing potentially significant cultural
resources. A budget for intensive investigations might
reasonably project about $12 - $15,000, out of which $8 - $10,000
would represent direct costs in the form of salaries, materials,
and other expenses.

The Public Archaelogy Laboratory at Brown University
requests the opportunity of remaining informed about future
policy or managment decisions which are based on the results of
this survey.
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APPENDIX I

ERRORS IN CORPS RECORD SHEETS & MAPS

The following structures were described as dilapidated

on the Corps record sheets, but were listed as good on

the maps:

153,183,177,259,370,479,481,492,495

The following structures were described as dilapidated

on the Corps record sheets, but were listed as partially

dilapidated on the maps:

269,461

The following structures were described as fair/good on

the record sheets, but were listed as dilapidated on the

naps:

58,59,263,403,404,431,461,494, 1-Gallops Island

The following structures were described as fair/good on

the record sheets, but were listed as partially dilapidated

on the maps:

78,106,108,109,110,125,193,116,163,469

In addition, 68 is untlear whether dilapidated, partially

dilapidated or fair.

Duplicate numbers: 10,13, 213

Missing record Eheets: 282,283,374
Structures not cn map: 2 Lovell Is.

5 Thompson Island
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APPENDIX III

EIS CHECKLIST

2j Historical and archaeological features.
Historical and archaeological features include the dilapidated and

partially dilapidated remains of such waterfront structures as piers,
wharves, bulkheads, bridge fenders, cat-walks, dry docks and marine railways.

3a Conflicts with terms of existing land use plans (Federal, State or Local)
No conflict between land use plans (in this case some kind of historical

preservation plan) and the proposed action has been uncovered.
(3b - therefore not aplicable)

4g Remedial, projective and mitigation measures that woule be taken.
The probable impact of this project to historical structures would

be either their removal or repair. Mitigation alternatives to alleviateadverse impact include: (1) preservation and restoration and/or

(2) detailed reconstruction on paper; and/or (3) recommendations,
commemorative in nature (e.g., placing of historical markers or information
posts).

5a Nature and extent of adverse effects.
Unavoidable effects of this proposed action would be the removal of some

of the structures representing the maritime history of Boston Harbor and
thus ridding the area of its "integrity" of location, design and setting.

5b Resources affected, organisms affected.
Dilapidated structures and partially disapidated structures in the

tide water region of Boston Harbor will be affected. No historical
organisms will be affected. (sic.)

7a Cumulative and long term impacts.
The removal of structures, would constitute an irreversbile commitment

of cultural resources.

8a Irrevocable uses of resources.
Historic properties are non-renewable resources. Their removal constitutes

an irreversible commitment.

9c Point out environmental issues discussed.
This report addresses the potential impact of the proposed project

to historic properties in the project area. The environmental issues
discussed are therefore limited to America's cultural environment and
to recognizing the importance of significant historic properties to
the broad patterns of American life.
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PREFACE

The most prevalent sources of floating debris in Boston

Harbor originate from dilapidated waterfront structures,
abandoned vessels and dumping and disposal operations. In
addition to being obstructive and injurious to navigation,
these sources are aesthetically unpleasant and, cornined with
the discharge of municpal and industrial wastes, are the con-
tributing factor to the degradation of water quality in the
harbor. Since the primary interest of this report is in solid
floating debris and its effect on navigation, no reference will
be made to legislation concerning liquid pollution and water
quality standards except as the same may effect navigation.

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers is the primary Federal
agency with jurisdiction over the sources of debris. Acting
in the interests of navigation, under the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899, the Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction over any
obstruction to the navigable capacity of any of the waters of
the United States, any structure extending into, onto or over
the navigable waters, and also over the discharge or deposit
into navigable waters of any refuse matter other than that
flowing in a liquid state from streets and sewers.

The Department of Environmental Quality Engineering is the
prinary State agency with jurisdiction, having been empowered
with the general care and supervision of the harbors and tide-
waters. Supervisory powers are exercised over dumping and
disposal operations in the harbor and also control over any
buildings projecting into the harbor, the filline of tidelands,
and the abandonment and removal of wrecks, hulks and shore
structures.

A general survey of the twelve cities and towns bordering
on Boston Harbor, regarding the existence of local laws or
ordinances pertaining to sources of floating debris, revealed
the non-existence of any significant legislation, the main
reason beinn that the lands, flats, shores and riahts in tidal
waters are under the jurisdiction of the State.
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The body of the report has been arranged in sections cor-
responding to the prevalent sources of debris. A discussion
of the problem involved is follovied by a historical background
of Federal, State and local laws, regulations and decisions.
Recommendations and suggestions for corrective legislation are
also made to alleviate the problems involved.
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WATERFRONT STRUCTURES

The Problem

Any structure built over the tidelands is subject to a con-
flict between the property rights of the riparian owner, the
right of the State or local government to regulate such
property in the interest of the Commnonwealth, and the superior
right of the Federal government over the tidelands in the
interest of navigation.

A riparian proprietor has the right of access to the navi-
gable part of the stream in front of his land and to construct
a wharf or pier projecting into the stream for his own use or
the use of others, subject to such general rules and regulations
as the legislature may prescribe for the protection of the pub-
lic. Webber v. Board of Harbor Commissioners, 85 U.S. 57. The
question as to the extent and nature of the rights of riparian
owners upon navigable waters is one to be decided by the courts
of the State as a matter of local law, subject to the right of
Congress to regulate public navigation and comerce. St.
Anthony Falls Water Power Co. v. Board of Water Commifssioners
of the City of St. Paul, Minn. 168 U.S. 349.

U'hile the maintenance, use and operation of wharves, piers
and docks could be subject to Federal regulations under its
power over navigation and commierce, there has been a reluctance
to exercise this control in the removal of obstructions which
do not directly affect navigation. As a practical matter, most
of-the existing deteriorated and dilapidated structures are
built on the tidelands, inside of harbor lines, where they
would have little direct effect on navigation. In the absence
of Federal regulations which specifically encompass the subject,
the Dosition has been taken that such matters are of local con-*1 cern, and are subject to State regulations, either directly by
the State or through its municipalities or other sovernmental
agencies.
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The State government, under its regulatory power over the
tidelands, has enacted legislation dealing with the licensing
of waterfront structures but none specifically related to
dilapidated and deteriorated structures.
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WATERFRONT STRUCTURES

Federal Laws and Regulations

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, 33 U.S.C.A.
403, states that it is unlawful to create any obstruction not
affirmatively authorized by Congress to the navigable canacity
of any of the waters of the United States. The building or
cornence.ent of building of any wharf, pier, dolphin, boom,
weir, breakwater, bulkhead, jetty or other structure in any
navigable water of the United States, outside established
harbor lines, or where no harbor lines have been established,
is also unlawful except on plans recomended by the Chief of
Engineers and authorized by the Secretary.

Section 11 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, 33 U.S.C.A. 404,
provides for the Secretary of the Army, where he deems it essen-
tial to the preservation and protection of harbors, to cause
harbor lines to be established, beyond which no piers, wharves,
bulkheads or other works may be extended or deposits made, ex-
cept under such regulations as he may prescribe.

Under Section 12, 33 U.S.C.A. 406 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act, it is a misdeeanor to violate Sections 10, 11, supra,
and on conviction thereof provides for punishment by fines
and/or imprisonment. Section 12 also provides that the re-
toval of any structure erected in violation of Sections 10 and
11 may be enforced by injunction.

Title 33 of the Code of Federal Regulations has provided for
the issuance of permits by the Department of the Army for the
construction of structures in or over navigable waters (33 CFR
322) and also for the revocation of these permits (33 CFT 325)
for failure on the part of the permittee to comply with any con-
ditions therein, or where the structures or other work constitutes
an unreasonable obstruction to navigation or to operations of
the United States in the interests of navigation or flood control.
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Prior to 1970 riparian owners could erect open pile struc-
tures, or undertake solid fill construction shoreward of
established harbor lines without obtaining a permit in ac-
cordance with Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. This
long standing policy created concern with the enactment of
various pieces of environmental legislation noted below that
contained a clear expression of the Congress' concern that
the public interest may not have received sufficient scrutiny.
To alleviate this concern and to insure that the public in-
terest would be considered and Drotected, it was declared that
all existing and future harbor lines were to be guidelines only
with respect to navigation interests. It is now the policy of
the Corps of Engineers to require the issuance of a permit pur-
suant to Section 10 in every instance of wiork coimrenced shore-
ward of any existing or future harbor line. See 33 CFR 328
generally on this subject.

Although the Corps of Engineers has certain police powers
under the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and other laws for
the protection and preservation of navigable waters, it has
been long standing policy to secure compliance with the provi-
sions short of legal proceedings. Prosecution is recoimmended
in all cases of willful or intentional violations and all
cases in which the parties responsible refuse or neglect to
remove the unlawful structure or deposit or to make good the
damages suffered. The exact procedures to be followed in the
event activities are performed in the navigable waters with-
out proper authorization are set out in 33 CFR 326.

It should also be noted that the Congress has prohibited
the expenditure of appropriated money for dredging improvements
inside of established harbor lines, 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 628. It
is against the rules of the Department of the Army to expend
Federal funds for the removal of wrecks or other obstructions
shoreward of established harbor lines. 33 CFR 328. An Act or
Resolution of the Congress authorizing clean-up work shoreward
of any harbor lines would supersede the preceding policy state-
men t.
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Authority to fund harbor clean-up programs is contained in
Section 202 of the Water Resources Development Act of 1976,
Public Law 94-587, 90 Stat. 2917. Section 202(a) of this Act
contains the Congressional finding that drift and debris on or
in privately maintained commercial boat harbors, and the land
and water areas immuediately adjacent thereto, threaten navi-
gational safety, public health, recreation, and the harborfront
environment. In response to this problem Congress assigned
responsibility for developing projects for the collection and
removal of drift and debris from publicly maintained cotmmercial
boat harbors to the Corps of Engineers /Section 202(b)(1)7 .
The Federal share of the costs of any project developed pFur-
suant to this Act was set at two-thirds of the project cost
except as outlined below. It is the responsibility of non-
Federal interests to recover the full cost of drift or debris
removal from any identified owner of piers or other structures
or to require the repair of these sources so that they no
longer create a potential source of drift or debris.
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WATERFRONT STRUCTURES

Federal Decisions

The limits of Federal authority over navigable waters were
outlined in the United States v. Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul-
Pacific Railroad Co., 312 U.S. 592, where the Court held that
the dominant power of the Federal Government over navigable
waters extends to the entire "bed" of the stream, which in-
cludes the lands below ordinary high water mark and the
exercise of the power within these limits is not an invasion
of private "property right" in such lands for which the United
States must make compensation, since the damage sustained re-
sults not from a taking of the riparian owners' property in the
stream bed, but from the lawful exercise of a power to which
the property has always been subject.

The Federal Government has extended its control shoreward
of established harbor lines to include all waters in the
Federal admiralty jurisdiction (33 CFR 322). However, this
change has no effect on structures existing or completed under
previously existing harbor line authority as no permit is re-
quired for these structures. The net effect of the change in
the harbor line regulation is that any old or dilapidated
structures do not require a permit in order to remain in the
navigable waters.

The application of Federal power over structures was stated
iUnited State .Apaachian Electric Power Co., 311 U.S.

377, where it was hel d that the United States a plenary
power to exclude structures from navigable waters and dominion
over flowage and water power inherent therein, and may make
the erection or maintenance of a structure in a navigable
water dependent upon a license. So, consequently, any struc-
ture in the bed of a navigable wateray is put there at the
risk that it could be taken by the Federal Government at any
time without compensaition in the interest of navigation, pro-
vided that the taking was not arbitrary. United States v.
Martin, 177 F2d 733.
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A riparian owner who had erected a wharf on the waterfront
which conformed to the harbor lines as established by the
State and adopted by the Federal Government was not entitled
to any compensation when Congress, in the exercise of its
power over commerce, established a new harbor line which re-
quired the demolition of a portion of such wharf. Greenleaf-
Johnson Lumber Co. v. Garrison, 237 U.S. 251.

In United States v. Commodore Park, 143 F2d 720 at 725, the
statement of the Supreme Court that the navigable waters of
the United States are the "public property of the nation" was
not intended to convey the idea that the United States has the
absolute ownership of beds of navigable streams and may make
any use of them that it sees fit. The right of the United
States in the navigable waters within the several states is
limited to control thereof for the purpose of navigation.
United States v. River Rouge Co. 269 U.S. 411 at 419.
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DILAPIDATED W4ATERFRONT STRUCTURES

State and Local Statutes and Decisions

In 1970 the Commnonwealth enacted a statute, ?1.G.L.A. c. 91,
Sec. 49B, which provides generally for the removal of dilapi-
dated wharves or piers. This section is quoted below:

"Sec. 49B. Removal of dilapidated wharves, or
piers; notice revocation of license;
liability for cost; lien

The department shall remove or cause to be re-
moved any wharf or pier located in the tide waters or
tide lands of the commonwealth, which in the opinion
of the department is dilapidated, unsafe, a menace to
navigation or is a source of floating debris that is,
or is liable to become, a menace to navigation.

If the owner of record of such wharf or pier is
known to the departnent the department shall give such
owner written notice to remove such wharf or pier within
a reasonable time therein specified. Such notice shall
be deemed sufficient if delivered to the owner in hand,
if left at his usual place of business or abode or if
sent by certified mail to his last known post office
address.

If such wharf or pier is not removed in a manner
satisfactory to the department within the time speci-

* fied in such notice, the department may revoke forthwith
any license or authority applicable to such wharf or
pier issued or granted under the provisions of sections
fourteen through eighteen, inclusive. If such wharf or
pier is not removed in a manner satisfactory to the de-
partment within the time specified in such notice, or

service of such notice, the department shall remove,
complete that removal or cause to be removed such wharf
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or pier. The owner of such wharf or pier shall be
liable to the commuonwealth for the costs and ex-
penses for such removals, and the sum so received

shall be credited to the Harbors and Inland Waters
Maintenance Fund established by section ten B. If

thirty days of such removal, the department, in the
name of the cornonwealth, may take a lien on any
real property held by the owner of said wharf or
pier. The commionwealth shall place on record in
the proper registry of deeds or registry district
of the land court, as the case nay be, an instru-
ment in writing and under seal executed in commnon
form and acknowledged in the same manner as deeds
for real property creating a lien upon such real
estate for the amount of the costs and expenses
of such removal. The instrument shall be recorded
or registered without fee. Such lien shall be en-
forceable by a petition or bill in equity filed by
the attorney general in the superior court or in
the probate court for the county wherein the real
estate is situated. The subpoena shall be return-
able not more than thirty days subsequent to the
entry of the bill and shall contain a brief descrip-
tion of the property, sufficient to identify it, and
a statement of the amount alleged to be due. Upon
reimbursement for the amount due under the terms of
such lien, the attorney general shall execute and
deliver a satisfaction thereof, and, upon its being
recorded or registered, the lien shall be dissolved
as of the date of such recordation or registration.

The department may make application to the
government of the United States for reimbursement of
any amounts expended under any provision of this sec-
tion. Added by St. 1970, c. 878, sec. 4, Amended by
St. 1974, c. 808."

The effect of this section is to allow the Department of EQE to
remove offending structures when the Legislature appropriates
monies for this purpose.
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By common law of Massachusetts, the grantee of land bound-
ing on navigable waters where the tide ebbs and flows,
acquires a legal right in the soil of the shore between the
high and low water mark and not a mere gratuitous license.
This property is also subject to the restriction that the
State, to prevent encroachment in the harbors, may establish
lines and limit this power of the owner over his property.
The City of Boston v. Lecraw, 58 U.S. 426.

These restrictive powers of the State are covered in
Section 10 of Chapter 91 of the General Laws of Massachusetts,
whereby the Commonwealth's Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering through its Division of Waterways shall have gen-
eral care and supervisory power over the harbors and tidewaters
in order to prevent and remove unauthorized encroachments which
may interfere with the navigation, injure their channels, cause
a reduction in tidewaters, and to protect and develop the
rights and property of the Commonwealth in such waters, flats,
and lands.

Under Section 14 of Chapter 91, the Department of Environ-
mental Quality Engineering may license and prescribe the
terms for the construction of a wharf, pier, dam, sea wall,
road, bridge or other structure; and under Sections 15 and 16
of Chapter 91, this authority or license granted since the
year eighteen hundred and sixty-eight or hereafter could be
revoked at the discretion of the General Court and would ex-
pire in five years except as to valuable structures or would
be subject to forfeiture for non-use for an unreasonable time
without reasonable cause. However, some difficulty would be
encountered in revoking the license for a structure where the
license was granted prior to eighteen hundred and sixty-eight.

a Section 23 of Chapter 91 provides that every erection made
and all work done within tidewaters, not authorized by the
General Court or by the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering, or done in a manner not sanctioned by the Depart-
ment, if a license is required shall be considered a public
nuisance. The Attorney General or the District Attorneys
within their respective districts shall, at the request of the
Department, institute proceedings to enjoin or abate such
nuisance.
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Included in the powers of the Attorney General under Section
7 of Chapter 12 of 1I11assachusetts General Laws, he may, iTin
his judgment the public interest so requires, prosecute in-
formations or other processes against persons who intrude on
the land, rights of property of the Commwonwealth, or commwit
or erect a nuisance thereon.

Informnations in equity in the name of the Attorney General
have been sustained for public nuisances which affect or en-
danger the public safety or convenience, and require immnedi-
ate judicial interposition, like obstructions on navigable
waters. Attorney General v. Boston W~harf Co. 78 Mass. 553.
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DILAPIDATED WATERFRONT STRUCTURES

Recomm~endations and Corrective Legislation

As a consequence of the revision of the regulation governing
harbor lines, the United States now controls the erection of
any new structures shoreward of established harbor lines.
Individual permits are required for all activities in the
navigable waters, which includes all of Boston Harbor. The
exercise of State jurisdiction over activities in the waters
of Boston Harbor is not pre-empted by the change in the
Federal regulation; however, any permit required or issued by
the State may not be inconsistent with the terms of the Federal
one.

The enactment of Sec. 49B within C. 91 of the General Laws
of Massachusetts has given the Department of EQE a tool with
which to eliminate the existence of dilapidated shorefront
structures. This piece of legislation is similar to a statute
enforced within the Port of New York which empowers the Com-
missioner of rMarine and Aviation of the City of New York to
repair private wharf property and to remove abandoned wharf
structures. The Administrative Code of the City of New York,
Section 704c-4.0 and 5.0 provides that the expenses incurred
for repairs or removal of the wharf structures shall be re-
coverable from the owner and shall be a lien upon the property.

There has not been any case reported interpreting Sec. 49B
and it is very unlikely that any action has been initiated
pursuant to its terms. The General Court has not appropriated
any monies to the Department to enforce this section. Without
funding by the General Court it is not possible for this stat-
ute to have a beneficial effect on the elimination of debris
sources in Boston Harbor.
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WRECKED AND ABANDONED VESSELS

The Problem

Under general maritime law, the owner of a wrecked or sunken
vesse±l has the right to abandon the wreck and be no longer
responsible for its removal. That law has not been changed
by the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 which fully recognizes
the owner's right of abandonment. As a result, the duty of
clearing wrecked and abandoned vessels has been imposed on
the Federal governmen'. However, these duties have been re-
stricted to navigable channels and in practice are not extended
beyond channel lines and into the tidewaters, even though such
waters are part of the navigable waters. Title 33 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, Section 209.190, states:

"Usually removal by the United States is not
undertaken if the obstruction simply affects the
approaches to private wharves and is without in-
fluence upon general navigation."

When the United States has acted in removing a sunken vessel,
the question of reimbursement from the owner arises. In many
cases the salvage value of the vessel would be insufficient to
cover the removal cost, especially where the vessels were in-
tentionally sunk. Therefore, a distinction in the owner's
liability must be made between vessels intentionally or negli-
gently sunk and those sunk by accident; also there is the
question of proof of negligence or intent.

Local legislation in turn suffers from the owner's right to
abandonment since any restriction by the local government would
be overruled by the Federal Admiralty Courts.
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WRECKED AND ABANDONED VESSELS

Federal Laws and Regulations

Duties as to the removal of wrecked and abandoned vessels
have been impnosed by the Federal Wreck Statute, (33 U.S.C.A.
Sections 409, 414, 415) which relates to the removal of a
vessel, raft or other craft wrecked and sunk in a navigable
channel.

Section 409 makes it unlawful to voluntarily or carelessly
sink, or permit or cause to be sunk, any craft in navigable
channels so as to obstruct, impede or endanger navigation. It
also imposes upon the owner of tne sunken craft the duty of
marking the wreck with a suitable marker. This Section further
provides tor the immuediate removal of the sunken craft by the
owner and his failure to remove it would be considered as an
abandonment of such craft and subject the craft to removal by
the United States.

Section 414 states that whenever a sunken vessel has been
abandoned or has obstructed navigation for a period longer
than thirty days, the sunken vessel shall be subject to be
broken up, removed, sold, or otherwise disposed of by the
Secretary of the Army at his discretion, without liability
for any damage to the owners of the same and that any money
received from the sale of such wreck, or from any contractor
for the removal of wrecks shall be deposited into the Treasury
of the United States.

The remedy provided in Section 414 is to be exercised after
the wreck has existed for a l-onger period than 30 days or the
abandonment of such obstruction legally established in less
time. Section 415 provides for summary removal of a wreck in
cases of emergency. Under emerg fency, in the case of any vessel,
boat, watercraft, or raft, or similar obstruction, sinking or
grounding, or being unnecessarily delayed in any navigable

* waters in such manner as to stop, seriously interfere with, or
specially endanger navigation, the Secretary of the Army shall
have the right to take immediate possession of such boat, vessel,
or other water craft or raft, so far as to remove or to destroy
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it and to clear the navigable waters. Section 415 also pro-
vides that the expense of removing the obstruction shall be
a charge against the craft and its cargo. If the owner
fails or refuses to reimburse the United States, then as
under Section 414, the sunken craft or cargo could be sold
limiting the maximum recovery to the proceeds of the sale.

Section 411 of Title 33 U.S.C.A. provides a penalty for
the wrongful obstruction of navigable waters by making every
person and every corporation that violates Section 409 guilty
of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of up _to $2500 and/or
up to one year's imprisonment in the case of a natural person.

At this point it should be noted that under the preceding
statutes the maximum liability of an owner of a sunken craft
would be limited to an in rem charge against the craft and
its cargo and the owner's possible criminal liability of a
misdemeanor under Section 411. The statutes are silent, how-
ever, regarding any personal liability on the part of the
owner for the cost of removal where the craft was deliberately
or negligently sunk.

Under Title 33 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Section
209.170, a distinction was made between the liability oif an
owner of a vessel sunk without his fault and that of an owner
of a vessel, negligently or willfully sunk. This regulation
provides as follows:

"By the maritime law the owner of a vessel which
is sunk without fault on his part may abandon the
wreck in which case he cannot be held responsible for
removing it even though it obstructs navigation. That
law has not been changed by sections 15, 19 and 20 of
the Rivers and Harbors Act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat.
1152, 1154; 33 U.S.C. 409, 414, 415), which fully
recognize the owner's right of abandonment. However,
a person who willfully or negligently permits a vessel
to sink in navigable waters of the United States may
not relieve himself from all liability by merely
abandoning the wreck. He may be found guilty of a mis-
demeanor and punished by a fine, imprisonment, or both,
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and in addition may have his license revoked or sus-
pended. He may also be compelled to remove the
wreck as a public nuisance or to pay for its removal."
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WRECKED AND ABANDONED VESSELS

Federal Decisions

Of the main source of hazardous debris, the one receiving
most consideration by the Federal Courts in recent years re-
lates to wrecked and abandoned vessels. Some of the more
pertinent recent decisions are discussed below in chronologi-
cal order.

In the United States v. Zubik, 295 F2d 53, decided in 1961,
The U. S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit affirmed a lower
court decision granting the owner's notion to dismiss a com-
plaint by the United States to recover the cost of removing a
wrecked vessel obstructing a navigable river. Accordino to
the facts, the owner had negligently sunk two towboats in the
Allegheny River in such a manner as to obstruct navigation.
Five years after the sinkings and after Zubik had failed to
comply with its demand to remove the vessels, the United States
removed the wreckage. The Government then brought suit to re-
cover the 3,273.83 incurred in removal cost allegin that the
wrecks were valueless. The Court held that the United States
could not recover the expenses of removal in the absence of an
expressed or implied provision. The right accorded to the
United States by the Rivers and Harbors Act to remove wrecks
in navigable waters is in the nature of an in rem right against
the vessel and not in personan right against t-e owner.

In 1963, the Ninth Circuit, United States Court of Appeals,
in the case of United States v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 319 F2d
512, again affirmed a lower court decision dismissing the claim
of the United States for the costs ($336,000, after salvage) of
removino a sunken shin from a navigable channel. The Court of
Appeals held that the ship owner which by its alleged negligence
caused the ship to sink in the channel %-!here it would, until
removed, constitute an obstruction to navigation was not liable
under either the common law or the Rivers and Harbors Act to
the United States for cost incurred by the United States in re-
moving the ship from the channel.
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The Court then went on to hold that the regulations (33
Code of Federal Regulations, Section 209.170) promulgated on
behalf of the Corps of Engineers, requiring an owner to pay
for removal of a vessel which he has willfully or neglicently
permitted to sink in navigable waters of the United States, is
not authorized by the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899. The last
sentence of this regulation, "He may also be compelled to re-
move the wreck as a-public nuisance or to pay for its removal"
would solve the problem. But what it said was contrary to
judicial decisions at the time the regulation was issued, and
was, if we are correct in our estimate of what the statutes
mean, an unauthorized effort to administratively improve the
statute.

In 1964 an action was brought in the United States District
Court, Maryland, to determine again the liability of an owner
whose vessel had been intentionally grounded in navigable
waters. In this case, United States v. Bethlehem Steel Company
and Moran Towing and Transportation Company, 235 F. Suop. 569,
the vessel involved was a floating drydock. The Court held for
the United States on the grounds that this drydock was not a
"ovessel or other craft" within the statute (33 U.S.C.A. 409,
414, 415) permitting an owner to abandon his sunken vessel and
limit his liability for the cost of removal to liability in rem
against the vessel and the cargo, but that this case was con-
trolled by Sections 403 and 406 (unauthorized obstructions to
navigation). The Court then went on to state:

"If it were necessary for the decision of this
case, the Court would hold that under Section 409 a
distinction should be made between vessels which are
deliberately or voluntarily sunk on the one hand and
those which are accidently or negligently sunk on the
other. As stated above, the statutes and the weight
of authority indicate that Congress intended to pro-
tect the owners of vessels from personal liability
for the expense of removing the wreck after they have
had the misfortune of losing their boat or their ship;
that consideration does not apply to an owner who
voluntarily scuttles his vessel. If Section 409 should
be construed to remove all vessels and other craft from
the amibit of Section 403, Section 409 itself, when
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considered in the light of its purpose, should not
be construed as absolving from in personam liability
an owner who voluntarily scuttles his vessel."

In February of 1967, the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, Fourth Circuit (374 F2d 656) reversed the above decision
of the District Court by holding that a floating drydock was a
vessel within the meaning of the lireck Act so as to make avail-
able to the owner the statutory right of abandonment.

The Supreme Court (389 U.S. 575) granted the petition for
a writ of certiorari in January, 1968. The judgments of the
Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, were vacated and the cause
was remanded to that Court for further proceedings in light of
a recent Supreme Court decision in Wyandotte Transportation Co.
v. United States, 389 U.S. 191.

In 11yandotte Transportation Co. v. United States, decided
December 1967, two cases, United States v. Cargill and United
States v. W'yandotte Transportation Co., involved related issues
and were consolidated by the District Court for Eastern
Louisiana.

The brief facts of the Cargill libel alleges that a super-
tanker heading up the Mississippi for Baton Rouge collided with
two barges owned by the petitioner and sunk them. The Govern-
ment was notified immediately and a few days later was served
with notice that the barges were being abandoned. The United
States refused to accept abandonment or to assume responsibility
of removal, charging that negligence in the eauipping, manning
and mooring of the barges had caused the sinking.

In the Wyandotte libel, a barge loaded with 2,200,000 pounds
of liquid chlorine sank while being pushed in the Mississippi.
The owner of the wreck made some attempt to raise it but was
unsuccessful. He then informed the Army Corps of Engineers
that further attempts would be unsuccessful and that he was
abandoning the vessel. The Covernment feared that if the
chlorine escaped in the form of lethal chlorine gas it might
cause a large number of casualties. After a demand by the
Government and refusal by the owner, the United States success-
fully removed the barge at a cost of $3,081,000. The Government
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demanded reimbursement for its expenses and brought suit in rem
against the barge and its cargo, and in personam against the
owner of the barge charging negligence. The suits were dis-
missed in District Court and then appealed to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, 367 F2d 971. The
Circuit Court held that it is only innocent owners who may
abandon a sunken ship which obstructs navigation; owners of
negligently sunken barges obstructing navigation can not abandon
them with impunity. Further, that the Government can compel
negligent parties to remove the sunken vessels or pay the cost
of removal.

Certiorari was granted by the Supreme Court, 389 U.S. 191,
where finally it was held that in view of the inadequacy of
the criminal penalties in the Rivers and Harbors Act respecting
violation of the section rendering it unlawful to carelessly
sink a vessel in navigable channel, the United States may seek
an order that the negligent party is responsible for a wrong
done to maritime commerce by a statutory violation and nay main-
tain a civil action against the parties responsible for the
negligent sinking to recover the Governnent's expenses in re-
moving the negligently sunk vessel.
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WRECKED AND ABANDONED VESSELS

State and Local Statutes and Decisions

Under the supervisory and regulatory powers of the State,
legislation has been enacted to fill the void left by the
Federal government in restricting its removal duties to
navigable channels.

Section 39 of Chapter 91 of the General Laws of Massachu-
setts provides for the removal of wrecked, sunken or abandoned
vessels, and unauthorized structures in the tidewaters of the
Commonwealth. "If the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering deems the vessel or structure is or is liable to
cause or become an obstruction to the safe and convenient
navigation or other lawful use of such waters, the Department
shall remove it or cause it to be removed." Under Section 40
of Chapter 91, the Department is authorized to give notice to
t e owner causing the obstruction and if the obstruction is
not removed then Section 41 provides for removal after notice
by the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering; if the
cost and expenses of removal are not paid by the owner or other
person liable therefor, they shall be paid by the Commonwealth.

Where the vessel is willfully or maliciously wrecked, sunk
or abandoned, and removed by the Commnonwealth, the owner shall
be liable for the cost and expenses of such removal, or to re-
pay the sane when paid by the Commonwealth; and such costs and
expenses may be recovered in an action of contract brought by
the Department in the name of the Commonwealth against such
owners. Section 42 of Chapter 91

It should be noted that the previous statute is silent re-
yarding negligent or accidental sinking of a vessel, thus
avoiding a conflict with the general maritime law.
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Before breaking up and disposing of any floating structure,
the owner of any vessel, scow, lighter or sinilar floating
structure lying within the limits of any harbor of the
Comonwealth would first have to obtain a license. Section
46, Chapter 91. The penalty for violation is a fineoT-irtlTve
to five hundred dollars. But before a license could be
granted, the owner would have to file a bond, under Section
47, assuring that the work would be performed to the satis-
faction of the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering.

Section 49 of Chapter 91 provides a fifty to five hundred
dollar penalty for grounding or abandoning a floating struc-
ture within the limits of any harbor of the Commonwealth, or
upon any property without permission, unless it is upon the
property of the owner. There is an exemption to this section
where, by reason of accident, emergency, errors of navigation,
or in order to prevent loss of life or the sinking of a vessel,
scow, etc., it has been grounded within the limits of any harbor
or on any of the shores of the Commonwealth.

An interesting Massachusetts case, Petition of Boat Demand,
Inc., 174 F.Supp. 668, was decided in the United States District
Court of Massachusetts in 1959.

The vessel owner had been found negligent in regard to an
explosion and sinking of a fishing vessel at a private wharf,
where it was later abandoned. The lessee of the wharf brought
suit against the owner for the cost of removing the sunken hull
of the vessel. In ruling that the owner's abandonment did not
defeat the lessee's claim, the court recognized the principle
that loss without fault on the owner's part is a prerequisite
to the termination of liability by abandonment.

This 1959 decision was in line with the recently stated
Supreme Court decision in Wyandotte Transportation Co. v. United
States, 389 U.S. 191, decided in 1967.

!I
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WRECKED AND ABANDONED VESSELS

Recommnendation and Corrective Legislation

The decision in Wyandotte Transportation Co. v. United States
389 U.S. 191, has settled the problem of in personam liability
against the negligent party for costs of removal. However,
many times it would be an extremely difficult or impossible task
to prove negligence or willful intent in the sinking of a vessel;
and as long as the right of an owner to abandon a wrecked or
sunken vessel exists, this problem of proof will continue. The
effect of this right created under maritime law upon the public
and on local legislation was summuied up by the Court of Special
Sessions of the City of New York in the case of People v.
Anthony O'Boyle, Inc., 170 N.Y.S. 2d 884 (1958).-

"This court recognizes that it is beyond its
power to effectively apply and enforce the local law
against this defendant. It is apparent that any re-
striction upon the right of abandonment by this court
would be striken down by the Federal Admiralty courts
wherein the right of the port city to protect its
citizens from rat and pest infected nuisances and
hazards in navigable waters has ever been subordinated
to the monetary interests of the maritime entrepreneur
by limiting his liability and responsibility for
abandonments. But it is not beyond the power of this
court to put to the Congress this question: Is it
wise or just longer to permit this intolerable situa-
tion to be continued and to be duplicated throughout
the navigable waters of this nation."

In view of the hardship caused, it is necessary that the
owner's right to abandonment as recognized under 33 U.S.C.A.
409 be eliminated regardless of how the vessel was sunk and a
new statute be enacted, providing that the owner of the vessel
be personally responsible for its immediate removal. The form
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of the proposed statute should resemble the "Canadian Navigable
Waters Protection Act", Chapter 193 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada (R.S. 1952 c. 140), as amended, the provisions of which
are listed in the appendix of this report.

By elimination of this right to abandonment there no longer
would be a concern with the vagueness in Section 409 relating
to establishment procedures for abandonment.

Also under Section 409, Federal authority should be extended
to all navigable waters instead of the present policy not to
extend Federal funds for the removal of wrecks or other obstruc-
tions shoreward of established harbor lines. 33 CFR 209.155.
In practice the Federal government could then exercise concurrent
control with the State over the tidewaters where most of the
abandoned vessels are located. This would provide more effective
enforcement against violations and would extend Federal authority
to the source of drift and debris and to those possible hazards
which only a flood or a severe storm would carry into the navi-
oable channels.

In addition to the fines and imprisonment provided under Sec-
tion 411, the United States should possess the right to injunctive
relief against the continuance of violations of Sections 407, 408
and 409. By possessing this right to enjoin, the Government
could effectively compel removal by an owner who ties up or
beaches a vessel in sinking condition where, due to its position,
it would eventually become a hazard to navigation or a source of
debris.

Chapter 91 of the Massachusetts General Laws provides sufficient
authority for removal of wrecked and abandoned vessels by the
State. Once the right to abandonment was eliminated on a Federal
level, the State could follow in revising its statutes under
Chapter 91 to extend personal liability for the expenses of re-
moval upon the owners of sunken vessels regardless of how they
were sunk and not just malicious and willful sinkings as presently
stated under Section 42.

The $500 maximum penalty for the unlawful breaking up of a
vessel under Section 46A and for the grounding or sinkino of a
vessel within the harbor under Section 49 is low in comparison
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to the resulting ham these acts could cause. The penalties
should be raised in line with the $2500 maximum provided by
Federal statute. In addition, the right to injunctive relief
by the State would also be included under both Sections 46A
and 49 to prevent the occurrence of possible debris sources
prior to their becoming injurious or obstructive to navigation.
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DEBRIS DUMPED IN THE HARBOR AND ALONG THE SHORE

The Problem

The sources of debris due to dumping in the harbor are
refuse dumped along the shore, shoreline demolition, refuse
spilled during barging operations, and general refuse litter
contributed by vessels. There is also evidence of the accumu-
lation of debris from the Boston sewerage system which was
constructed before the advent of the separate system of drain-
age and results in overflows into the harbor during rainfall.

However, Section 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, which
pertains to deposit of refuse in navigable waters generally,
has exempted the discharge of material flowing from streets
and sewers passing therefrom in a liquid state. The discharge
of those materials is specifically dealt with under the general
desire for clean water through the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.

In substance, Section 13 also states that it shall not be
lawful to deposit, or cause, suffer, or procure to be deposited
material of any kind on the banks of navigable waters, where
the same shall be liable to be washed into the waters and im-
pede or obstruct navigation. The statutory language needs some
clarification here since it raises the question of whether a
riparian owner could be a violator for permitting objectionable
material, which was washed up on his bank to remain or whether
there must be an active act on the part of the violator.

The enforcement of dumping violations along the shore would
most effectively be carried out under local jurisdiction utiliz-
ing existing State legislation so that the problems created by
the Federal statutory language should not effect local enforce-
ment.
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DEBRIS DUMPED IN THE HARBOR AND ALONG THE SHORE

Federal Laws and Regulations

In the past, Federal legislation reaulating the use of navi-
gable waters as depositories of debris has been confined to
preventing impediments to navigation but with the passage of
the Federal "ater Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 that
concern has been expanded to include the general maritime en-
vironment. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1251 et seq.

In substance, Seztion 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, 33
U.S.C.A. 407, provides that it is unlawful to discharge of de-
posit into the navigable waters of the United States any refuse
matter of any kind, other than that flowing from the streets
and sewers and passing therefrom in liquid state, or to deposit,
cause, suffer or procure to be deposited material of any kind
in any place on the bank of any navigable water, or tributary
thereof, which may be washed into the navigable water, either
by ordinary or high tides, or by storms or floods, or otherwise,
whereby navigation shall or may be impeded or obstructed.

Section 13 also empowers the Secretary of the Army to permit
the deposit of any material in navigable waters whenever in the
judgment of the Chief of Engineers anchorage and navigation will
not be injured thereby.

Protection of navigation was again made the limited objective
of Section 419, Title 33, U.S.C.A., which empowered the Secretary
of the Army to prescribe regulations governing the transporta-
tion and dumping into navigable waters of dredgings, earth,
garbage or other refuse material, whenever in his judgment such
regulations are required in the interest of navigation.

Violation of the above statutes (407 and 419, Title 33,
U.S.C.A.) is a misdemeanor and punishable under Section 411 by
a fine of up to twenty-five hundred dollars and/or by imprison-
ment of up to one year (in the case of a natural person).
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DEBRIS DEUMPED IN THE HARBOR AND ALONG THE SHORE

Federal Decisions

Most Federal decisions involving the violation of Section 13
of the Rivers and Harbors Act pertain to the illegal deposits
of solid fill, garbage, oil and other liquid pollutants. The
case of United States v. New York Central and Hudson Pile Driver
No. 2, 239 F489 is one of the few cases involving drift that is
obstructive or injurious to navigation.

Pile Driver No. 2 was engaged in repairing a ferry rack at
the foot of 'West Forty-Second Street, New York. Lying alongside
the pile driver was a raft containing piles which were too long
for use and a man was engaged there in cutting them off and
shoving the discarded ends into the river. This was done in
three instances when the man was hailed by an inspection boat
and the third piece was hauled back onto the raft. The dis-
carded pieces were picked up by the patrol boat and were, re-
spectively, about 20 feet and 13 feet long and 7 inches in
diameter. The Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, affirmed
a lower court decision that clearly these timbers were or might
become a serious menace to navigation. Floating about in the
crowded waters of the harbor of New York in the night as well as
the day, they might easily be caught by the propeller wheels of
vessels, thus endangering life as well as property.
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DEBRIS DUMPED IN THE HARBOR AND ALONG THE SHORE

State and Local Statutes and Decisions

The Comronwealth of "assachusetts has enacted legislation in
three different areas to cope with the problem of illegal de-
posits of refuse in the harbor and along the shores.

Section 52 of Chapter 91 of the General Laws of rassachusetts
is primarily a dredging statute but it does make provisions for
"other materials which may be placed on scows or boats to be
transoorted and dumped in the tide water", and in 1968 it was
amended to cover burning upon the water. Under Section 52 the
Department of Environmental Oualitv Engineering shall supervise
the transportation and dumping of all material dredged in the
tidewaters of the Comronwealth, or of any material which nay be
placed in scows or boats to be transported and dumped in tide-
waters, and may employ necessary inspectors therefor, who shall
accompany the material while in transit. This section shall ap-
ply also to the burning of rubbish and other material upon any
of the waters within the jurisdiction of the Department. Reason-
able rules and regulations to control towing and burning rubbish
or other debris within harbor lines and upon adjacent waters may
be adopted by the Department, in accordance with Chapter 30A.

Section 17 of Chapter 102 of the General Laws applies to
"Harbors and Harbormasters" as they relate to the regulation of
trade. Section 17 covers the illegal deposit of substances or
things injuring or obstructino navigation. "Whoever willfully
and without lawful authority or license therefor, deposits in
a harbor or other navigable tide waters, stones, gravel, mud,
ballast, cinders, ashes, dirt or any other substance tending
to injure the navigation or to shoal the depth thereof, or
throws or drops in such waters any barrel, box, log, timber or
other object, tending to obstruct the navigation thereof, shall
be punished by a fine of not less than twenty nor more than one
hundred dollars."
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A 1967 Amendment to Section 16 of Chapter 270 making the
disposal of refuse on highways a crime against public health
has been expanded to include disposal made in coastal or in-
land waters. "Whoever, in disposing of garbage, refuse,
bottles, cans or rubbish on a public highway or within twenty
yards thereof, or in coastal or inland waters, whether salt
water or fresh water, or within twenty yards of such waters,
or on private property, without permission, commits a nuisance
thereby, shall be punished by a fine of not more than fifty
dollars." By extending the prohibited area to within twenty
yards of coastal waters, Section 16 compliments Section 407,
Title 33, U.S.C., making it unlawful to deposit refuse on the
banks of navigable waters, where the same shall be liable to
be washed into the waters.
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DEBRIS DUMPED IN THE HARBOR AND ALONG THE SHORE

Recommendations and Corrective Legislation

No new Federal or State legislation is needed to prohibit the
dumping of refuse in the harbor, but what is needed is a general
tightening up of existing statutes. The right to injunctive re-
lief should be made available to both Federal and State agencies
in addition to an overall increase in fines on the State level.
The $500 maximumfine for illegal dumping under Section 55 of
Chapter 91, the 100 maximum fine for illegal deposits under
Section 17 of Chapter 102, and the $50 fine for disposal of
coastal waters under Section 16 of Chapter 270 are all low in
relation to the $2500 Federal maximum for illegal dumping under
Section 411.

Acting under the 1968 Amendment to Section 52 of Chapter 91
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering
Division of Waterways licenses and supervises the loading and
burning of disposal barges in the harbor while the Department
of Natural Resources observes the transportation of the barges.
By invoking the right to revoke these licenses the State has
available an alternative remedy against negligent disposal opera-
tions.

To more effectively inspect or supervise the demolition of
waterfront structures, Section 46 of Chapter 91, Massachusetts
General Laws, should be expanded to include piers, docks and
wharves in addition to the breaking of and disposal of vessels,
scows or floating structures in the harbor.

A general review of shoreside dumps and dumping areas by
local authorities is necessary with consideration given to re-
quire the erection of chain link or similar fencing along the
banks to prevent accidental or intentional refuse deposits on
the banks or in the water.

The final and most important step in controlling the dumping
of debris in waters of the harbor and along the shores would be
the establishment of an overall inspection plan composed of con-
cerned local, State and Federal agencies with good lines of
communication to the U. S. Attorney and Attorney General's office
for prosecution.
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PERTINENT FEDERAL STATUTES

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 401 - Construction of bridges, cause-
ways. dams or dikes generally

It shall not be lawful to construct or commence the construction
of any bridge. dam, dike, or causeway over or in any port, roadstead.
haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other navigable water of
the United States, until the consent of Congress, to the building of
such structures shall have been obtained and until the plans for the
same shall have been submitted to and approved by the Chief of
Engineers and by the Secretary of the Army. Provided, That such
structures may be built under authority of the legislature of a state
across rivers and other waterways the navigable portions of which
lie wholly within the limits of a single state, provided the location
and plans thereof are submitted to and approved by the Chief of
Engineers and by the Secretary of the Army before construction is
commenced. And provided further, That when plans for any bridge
or other structure have been approved by the Chief of Engineers and
by the Secretary of the Army, it shall not be lawful to deviate from
such plans either before or after completion of the structure unless
the modification of said plans has previously been submitted to and
received the approval of the Chief of Engineers and of the Secretary
of the Army. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425, Sec. 9, 30 Stat. 1151.

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 403 - Obstruction of navigable waters

generally; wharves, piers, etc. ; excavation and filling in

The creation of any obstruction not affirmatively authorized by
Congress, to the navigable capacity of any of the waters of the United
States is prohibited; and it shall not be lawful to build or commence
the building of any wharf, pier, dolphin, boom. weir, breakwater.
bulkhead, jetty. or other structures in any port. roadstead, haven~
harbor, canal, navigable river, or other water of the United States.
outside established harbor lines, or where no harbor lines have been
established, except on plans recommended by the Chief of Engineers
and authorized by the Secretary of the Army; and it shall not be
lawful to excavate or fill, or in any manner to alter or modify the
course, location, condition. or capacity of. any port. roadstead.
haven, harbor, canal, lake, harbor of refuge, or inclosure within
the limits of any breakwater, or of the channel of any navigable water
of the United States, unless the work has been recommended by the
Chief of Engineers and authorized by the Secretary of the Army prior
to beginning the same. Mar. 3, 1899. C. 425, Sec. 10. 30 Stat. 1151.
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Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 406- Penalty for wrongful con-

struction of bridges, piers. etc. removal of structures

Every nerson and every corporation that shall violate any of the

provisions of sections 401. 403 and 404 of this title or any rule or

regulation made by the Secretary of the Army in pursuance of the
provisions of section 404 of this title shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine

not exceeding $2. 500 nor less than $500, or by imprisonment (in the
case of a natural person) not exceeding one year, or by both such

punishments, in the di scretion of the court. And further, the re-
moval of any structures or parts of structures erected in violation

of the provisions of the said sections may be enforced by the in-

junction of any district court exercising jurisdiction in any district

in which such structure may exist, and proper proceedings to this

end may be instituted under the direction of the Attorney General
of the United States. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425. Sec. 12, 30 Stat. 1151.

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 404 - Establishment of harbor lines;

conditions to grants for extension of piers, etc.

Where it is made manifest to the Secretary of the Army that the

establishment of harbor lines is essential to the preservation and
protection of harbors he may, and is authbrized to cause such lines

to be established, beyond which no piers, wharves, bulkheads, or

other works shall be extended or deposits made except under such

regulations as may be prescribed from time to time by him: Provided,

That whenever the Secretary of the Army grants to any person or

persons permission to extend piers, wharves, bulkheads, or other

works, or to make deposits in any tidal harbor or river of the United

States beyond any harbor lines established under authority of the

United States, he slall cause to be ascertained the amount of tide-

water displaced by any such structure or by any such deposits, and

he shall, if he deem it necessary require the parties to whom the

permission is given to make compensation for such displacement

either by excavation in some part of the harbor, including tidewater

channels between high and low water mark, to such an extent as to

create a basin for as much tidewater as may be displaced by such

structure or by such deposits, or in any other mode that may be

satisfactory to him. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425, Sec. 11, 30 Stat. 1151.
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Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 407 - Deposit of refuse in navigable
waters generally

It shall not be lawful to throw, discharge, or deposit, or cause,
suffer, or procure to be thrown, discharged, or deposited either
from or out of any ship, barge, or other floating craft of any kind
or from the shore, wharf, manufacturing establishment, or mill of
any kind, any refuse matter of any kind or description whatever other
than that flowing from streets and sewers and passing therefrom in a
liquid state, into any navigable water of the United States, or into
any tributary of any navigable water from which the same shall float
or be washed into such navigable water, and it shall not be lawful to
deposit, or cause, suffer, or procure to be deposited material of
any kind in any place on the bank of any navigable water, or on the
bank of any tributary of any navigable water, where the same shall
be liable to be washed into such navigable water, either by ordinary
or high tides, or by storms or floods, or otherwise, whereby navi-
gation shall or may be impeded or obstructed: Provided, That
nothing herein contained shall extend to, apply to, or prohibit the
operations in connection with the improvement of navigable waters
or construction of public works, considered necessary and proper
by the Unitea States officers supervising such improvement or
public work: And provided further, That the Secretary of the
Army. whenever in the judgment of the Chief of Engineers anchorage
and navigation will not be injured thereby, may permit the deposit
of any material above mentioned in navigable waters, within limits
to be defined and under conditions to be prescribed by him, provided
application is made to himn prior to depositing such materials; and
whenever any permit is so granted the conditions thereof shall be
strictly complied with, and any violation thereof shall be unlawful.
Mar. 3, 1899. C. 425, Sec. 13, 30 Stat. 1152,

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 408 - Taking possession of. use of, or
injury to harbor or river improvements.

It shall not be lawful for any person or persons to take possession
of or make use of for any purpose or build upon, alter, deface, destroy,
move, injure, obstruct by fastening vessels thereto or otherwise, or
in any manner whatever impair the usefulness of any sea wall, bulkhead,
jetty, dike, levee, wharf, pier, or other work built by the United
Staties, or any piece of plant, floating or otherwise, used in the con-
struction of such work under the control of the United States, in whole
or in part, for the preservation and improvement of any of its navi-

gable waters or to prevent floods, or as boundary marks, tide gauges,
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surveying stations, buoys, or other established marks, nor remove
for ballast or other purposes any stone or other material composing
such works: Provided, That the Secretary of the Army may, on
the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, grant permission
for the temporary occupation or use of any of the aforementioned
public works when in his judgment such occupation or use will not
be injurious to the public interest. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425, Sec. 14,
30 Stat. 1152.

Title 33 U.S.C. A. Section 40 9 - Obstruction of navigable waters
by vessels; floating timber; marking and removal of sunken vessels.

It shall not be lawful to tie up or anchor vessels or other craft in
navigable channels in such a manner as to prevent or obstruct the
passage of other vessels or crafts; or to voluntarily or carelessly
sink, or permit or cause to be sunk, vessels or other craft in navi-
gable channels; or to float loose timber and logs, or to float what
is known as 'hack rafts of timber and logs" in streams or channels
actually navigated by steamboats in such manner as to obstruct,
impede, or endanger navigation, And whenever a vessel, raft, or
other craft is wrecked and sunk in a navigable channel, accidentally
or otherwise, it shall be the duty of the owner of such sunken craft
to immediately mark it with a buoy or beacon during the day and a
lighted lantern at night, and to maintain such marks until the sunken
craft is removed or abandoned, and the neglect or failure of the
said owner so to do shall be unlawful; and it shall be the duty of
the owner of such sunken craft to commence the immediate removal
of the same, and prosecute such removal diligently, and failure to
do so shall be considered as an abandonment of such craft, and sub-
ject the same to removal by the United States as provided for in
sections 411-416, 418, and 502 of this title. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425,
Sec. 15, 30 stat. 1152.

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 411 - Penalty for wrongful deposit of
refuse, use of or injury to harbor improvements, and obstruction
of navigable waters generally

Every person and every corporation, that shall violate, or that
shall knowingly aid, abet, authorize, or instigate a violation of the
provisions of sections 407, 408, and 409 of this title shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a
fine not exceeding $2, 500 nor less than $500, or by imprisonment
(in the case of a natural person) for not less than thirty days nor
more than one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the
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discretion of the court, one-half of said fine to be paid to the person
or persons giving information which shall lead to conviction. Mar. 3,
1899, C. 425, Sec. 16, 30 Stat. 1153.

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 412 - Liability of masters, pilots, and
so forth, and of vessels engaged in violations

Any and every master, pilot, and engineer, or person or persons
acting in such capacity, respectively, on board of any boat or vessel
who shall knowingly engage in towing any scow, boat, or vessel loaded
with any material specified in section 407 of this title to any point
or place of deposit or discharge in.any harbor or navigable water,
elsewhere than within the limits defined and permitted by the Secretary
of the Army, or who shall willfully injure or destroy any work of the
United States contemplated in section 408 of this title, or who shall
willfully obstruct the channel of any waterway in the manner contem-
plated in section 409 of this title, shall be deemed guilty of a violation
of sections 401, 403, 404, 406, 407, 408, 409, 411, 416, 418, 502, 549,
686, and 687 of this title, and shall upon conviction be punished as
provided in section 411 of this title, and shall also have his license
revoked or suspended for a term to be fixed by the judge before whom
tried and convicted. And any boat, vessel, scow, raft, or other craft
used or employed in violating any of the provisions of sections 407, 408,
and 409 of this title shall be liable for the pecuniary penalties specified
in section 411 of this title, and in addition thereto for the amount of the
damages done by said boat, vessel, scow, raft, or other craft, which
latter sum shall be placed to the credit of the appropriation for the
improvement of the harbor or waterway in which the damage occurred,
and said boat, vessel, scow, raft, or other craft may be proceeded
against summarily by way of libel in any district court of the United
States having jurisdiction thereof. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425, Sec. 16,
30 Stat. 1153.

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 413 - Duty of United States Attorneys
and other Federal officers in enforcement of provisions; arrest
of offen - 9

The Depa ent of Justice shall conduct the legal proceedings
necessary to enforce the provisions of Sections 401, 403, 404, 406,
407, 408, 409, 411, 549, 686, and 687 of this title; and it shall be
the duty of United States attorneys to vigorously prosecute all
offenders against the same whenever requested to do so by the
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Secretary of the Army or by any of the officials hereinafter desig-
nated and it shall furthermore be the duty of said United States
attorneys to report to the Attorney General of the United States the
action taken by him) against offenders so reported. and a transcript
of such reports shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Army by
the Attorney General; and for better enforcement of the said pro-
visions and to facilitate the detection and bringing to punishment of
such offender the officers and agents of the United States in charge
of river and harbor improvements, and the assistant engineers and
inspectors employed under them by authority of the Secretary of the

Army, and the United States collectors of customs and other revenue
officers shall have power and authority to swear out process, and to
arrest and take into custody, with or without process, any person
or persons who may commit any of the acts or offenses prohibited by
the said sections or who may violate any of the provisions of the same:
Provided, That no person shall be arrested without process for any

offenses not committed in the presence of some one of the aforesaid
officials; and provided further. That whenever any arrest is made
under such sections. the person so arrested shall be brought forthwith
before a commissioner, judge, or court of the United States for exami-
nation of the offense alleged against him; and such commissioner, judge,
or court shall proceed in respect thereto as authorized by law in case
of crimes against the United States. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425, Sec. 17.
30 Stat. 1153; June 25, 1948, C. 646, Sec. 1, 62 Stat. 909, eff. Sept. 1,
1948.

Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 414 - Removal by Secretary of the
Army of sunken water craft generally

Whenever the navigation of any river, lake, harbor, sound, bay,
canal, or other navigable waters of the United States shall be ob-
structed or endangered by any sunken vessel, boat, water craft, raft,
or other similar obstruction, and such obstruction has existed for
a longer period than thirty days, or whenever the abandonment of such
obstruction can be legally established in a less space of time, the
sunken vessel, boat, water craft, raft, or other obstructions shall
be subject to be broken up, removed, sold, or otherwise disposed of
by the Secretary of the Army at his discretion, without liability for
any damage to the owners of the same: Provided, That in his dis-
cretion, the Secretary of the Army may cause reasonable notice of
such obstruction of not less than thirty days, unless the legal aban-
donment of the obstruction can be established in a less time, to be
given by publication, addressed "To whom it may concern, " in a
newspaper published nearest to the locality of the obstruction, re-
quiring the removal thereof; and provided, also, That the Secretary
of the Army may, in his discretion, at or after the time of giving
such notice, cause sealed proposals to be solicited by public adver-
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tisement, giving reasonable notice of not less than ten days, for the
removal of such obstruction as soon as possible after the expiration
of the above specified thirty days' notice, in case it has not in the
meantime been so removed, these proposals and contracts, as his
discretion, to be conditioned that such vessel, boat, water craft,
raft, or other obstruction, and all cargo and property contained
therein, shall become the property of the contractor, and the con-
tract shall be awarded to the bidder making the proposition most
advantageous to the United States; Provided, That such bidder shall
give satisfactory security to execute the work: Provided further,
That any money received from the sale of any such wreck, or from
any contractor for the removal of wrecks, under this paragraph shall
be covered into the Treasury of the United States. Mar. 3, 1899,
C. 4Z5. Sec. 19. 30 Stat. 1154.

Title 33, U. S. C. A. Section 415 - Summary removal of water
craft obstructing navigation.

Under emergency, in the case of any vessel, boat, water craft, or
raft, or other similar obstruction, sinking or grounding, or being un-
necessarily delayed in any Government canal or lock, or in any navi-
gable waters mentioned in section 414 of this title, in such manner as
to stop, seriously interfere with, or specially endanger navigation.
in the opinion of the Secretary of the Army, or any agent of the United
States to whom the Secretary may delegate proper authority, the
Secretary of the Army or any such agent shall have the right to take
immediate possession of such boat, vessel or other water craft, or
raft. so far as to remove or destroy it and to clear immediately the
canal, lock, or navigable waters aforesaid of the obstruction thereby
c:aused, using his best judgment to prevent any unnecessary injury,
and no one shall interfere with or prevent such removal or destruc-
tion: Provided, That the officer or agent charged with the removal
or destruction of an obstruction under this section may in his dis-
cretion give notice in writing to the owners of any such obstruction
requiring them to remove it: And provided further, That the ex-
pense of removing any such obstruction as aforesaid, shall be a
charge against such craft and cargo; and if the owners thereof fail
or refuse to reimburse the United States for such expense within
thirty days after notification, then the officer or agent aforesaid may
sell the craft or cargo, or any part thereof that may not have been
destroyed in removal, and the Droceeds of such sale shall be covered
into the Treasury of the United States. Mar. 3, 1899, C. 425, Sec.
20, 30 Stat. 1154.
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Title 33 U. S. C. A. Section 419 - Regulation by Secretary

governing transportation and dumping of dredgings, refuse.

etc. , into navigable waters; oyster lands;, appropriations

The Secretary of the Army is authorized and empowered to

prescribe regulations to govern the transportation and dumping into

any navigable water, or waters adjacent thereto, of dredgings,

earth, garbage. and other refuse materials of every kind or de-

scription, whenever in his judgment such regulations are required

in the interest of navigation. Such regulations shall be posted

in conspicuous and appropriate places for the information of the

public, and every person or corporation which shall violate the

said regulations, or any of them, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor and shall be subject to the penalties prescribed in

sections 411 and 412 of this title, for violation of the provisions

of section 407 of this title: Provided, That any regulations made

in pursuance hereof may be enforced as provided in section 413

of this title, the provisionsB whereof are made applicable to the

said regulations: Provided further, That this section shall not

apply to any waters within the jurisdictional boundaries of any

State which are now or may hereafter be used for the cultivation

of oysters under the laws of such State. except navigable channels

which have been or may hereafter be improved by the United

States, or to be designated as navigable channels by competent

authority, and in making such improvements of channels, the

material dredged shall not be deposited upon any grounds in use

in accordance with the laws of such State for the cultivation of

oysters, except in compliance with said laws- And provided further,

That any expense necessary in executing this section may be paid

from funds available for the improvement of the harbor or water-

way, for which regulations may be prescribed, and in case no

such funds are available the said expense may be paid from ap-

propriations made by Congress for examinations, surveys, and

contingencies of rivers and harbors. Mar. 3, 1905, C. 1482,

Section 4, 33 Stat. 1147.
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Title 33 U.S.C.A. Section 426n - Collection and removal of drift and
debris from publicly maintained commercial boat harbors and adjacent
land and water areas - Congressional findings.

Sec. 202.(a) The Congress finds that drift and debris on or in
publicly maintained commercial boat harbors and the land and water
areas immediately adjacent thereto threaten naviaational safety,
public health, recreation, and the harborfront environment.

(b)(1) The Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief
of Engineers, shall be responsible for developing projects for the
collection and removal of drift and debris from publicly maintained
commercial boat harbors and from land and water areas immrediately
adjacent thereto.

(2) The Secretary of the Ariry, acting through the Chief
of Engineers, is authorized to undertake projects developed under
paragraph (1) of this subsection without specific congressional ap-
proval when the total Federal cost for the project is less than

$40,00(c) The Federal share of the cost of any project developed
pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall be two-thirds of th2
cost of the project. The remainder of such costs shall be paid by
the State, nunicipality, or other political subdivision in which th2
project is to be located, except that any cost associated w~ith the
collections and removal of drift and debri: from federally owned
lands shall be borne by the Federal Government. Non-Federal interests
in future project development under subsection (b) of this section
shall be required to recover the full cost of drift or debris re-
moval from any identified owner of piers or other potential sources
of drift or debris, or to repair such sources so that they no lonner
create a potential source of drift or debris.

(d) Any State, municipality, or other political subdivision
where any project developed pursuant to subsection (b) of this section
is located shall provide all lands, easements, and right-of-way
necessary for the project, including suitable access and disposal
areas, and shall agree to maintain such projects and hold and save
the United States free from any damages which may result from the
non-Federal sponsor's performance of, or failure to perform, any of
its required responsibilities of cooperation for the project. Ion-
Federal interest shall agree to regulate any project area following
project completion so that such area will not become a future source
of drift and debris. The Chief of Engineers shall provide technical
advice to non-Feder?! interests on the implementation of this sub-
section.
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(e) For the purposes of this section-

(1) the term "drift" includes any buoyant material
that, when floating in the navigable waters of the United States,
may cause damage to a commiercial or recreational vessel; and

(2) The term "debris" inc~udes any abandoned or
dilapidated structure or any sunken vessel or other object that
can reasonably be expected to collapse or otherwise enter the
navigable waters of the United States as drift within a reasonable
period.

Mf There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out
this section not to exceed t4,000,000 per fiscal year for fiscal
years 1378 and 1979.
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PERTINENT MASSACHUSETTS STATUTES

Chapter 91, Section 10. Powers and duties relative to harbors, etc.

The department shall have general care and supervision of
the harbors and tide waters within the commonwealth, of the flats
and lands flowed thereby, of the waters and banks of the Connec-

ticut River and the banks and waters of the non-tidal portion of
the Merrimack River and of all structures therein, in order to

prevent and remove unauthorized encroachments and causes of

every kind which may injure said Connecticut River or said part
of Merrimack River or interfere with the navigation of such har-
bors, injure their channels or cause a reduction of their tide

waters and to protect and develop the rights and property of the
commonwealth in such waters, flats and lands; and it may make

such surveys, examinations and observations as it deems necessary

therefore.

Chapter 91, Section 11. Improvement and preservation of rivers,

streams, harbors, etc.

The department shall undertake such construction and work
for the improvement, development, maintenance and protection of
tidal and nontidal rivers and streams, great ponds, harbors, tide-

waters, foreshores and shores along a public beach as it deems
reasonable and proper, and for this purpose shall have the same

powers conferred upon it by section thirty-one. The Department

in oursuance of the work authorized, may construct, reconstruct,
alter and repair bridges. culverts, conduits, pipes, walls and

darns and may do such other incidental work as may be deemed

necessary for the improvement and safety of waterways. In selec-
ting the places to do such work, the department shall consider the

general public advantage of the proposed work, the local interest
therein as manifested by municipal or other contributions therefor,
the importance of the industrial or commercial and other interests

to be especially served thereby, and any other material considerations
affecting the feasibility, necessity or advantage of the proposed work
or the expenditure therefor. No work authorized by the section
shall be begun until after a nublic hearing has been held and a

survey and an estimate of the cost has been made. Approved June
20, 1Q5G.
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Chapter 01, Section 14. License for wharf, pier, dam, sea wall,
etc. in or over tide waters, conduits, or cables under tide water.

The department shall undertake such construction and work
for the improvement, development, maintenance and protection of
tidal and non-tidal rivers and streams, great ponds, harbors,
tide waters, foreshores and shores along a public beach as it
deems reasonable and proper, and for this purpose shall have the

same powers conferred upon it by section thirty-one. The de-
partment, in pursuance of the work authorized. may construct.
reconstruct, alter and repair bridges, culverts, conduits, pipes.
walls and dams, and may do such other incidental work as may
be deemed necessary for the improvement and safety of water-
ways. In selecting the places to do such work. the department
shall consider the general public advantage of the proposed work,
the local interest therein as manifested by municipal or other
contributions therefor, the importance of the industrial or com-
mercial and other interests to be especially served thereby, and
any other material considerations affecting the feasibility, neces-
sity or advantage of the proposed work or the expenditure therefor.
No work authorized by this section shall be begun until after a
iublic hearing has been held and a survey and an estimate of the
cost has been made.

The department is hereby authorized to enter into agreements

with the Soil Conservation Service of the United States Department
of Agriculture for the performance of work necessary on resource
conservation and development projects approved for the common-
wealth. Said agreements shall be limited to those for which the
Soil Conservation Service is authorized to share in the installation
cost. including flood prevention measures, agricultural water
management, erosion and sediment control measures, fish and
wildlife measures and recreation development.

In any nroject undertaken tinder the authority of this section,

the department is authorized to pay the commonwealth's .hare

of fund% to the federal governm-ent ;f the Soil Conservation Service

; the contract;ng agency for the ,roiect. Amended by St. 1971

c. 6 7.
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Chapter Ql Section 15. Revocation and ex-niration of authority or li-
cense- exceotion.

Every authority or license granted since eighteen hundred and
sixty eight or hereafter granted by the commonwealth to any person
to build a structure or do other work in, over and under the Connec-
ticut River or the non tidal Tpart of the Merrimack River, or in over
or under the waters of any great nond or at any outlet thereof below
high water mark, or upon ground over which the tide ebbs and flows.

or to fill u or to enclose the same, whether such ground is above
or ',elow low water mark. or within or bevond one hundred rods from
high water mark, or whether rrivate nroperty or oroperty of the
commonwealth, shall be subject to the following conditions, whether

exnressed in the act, resolve or license granting the same or not.
such authority or license shall be revocable at the direction of the
general court and shall expire in five years from its date, exceot
as to valuable structures, fillings or enclosures actually and in
good faith built or made under the authority or license during the
term thereof but if compensation has been paid to the-commonwealth
tinder section twenty-two or under any similar provision of law. the
rights and nrivileges for which it has been paid shall not so terminate
or be revoked unless nrovision is made for repayment of such com-
nensation.

Chanter "l Section lo. Cessation, determination of authority for
non use. (As amended by chap. 568 of 1954 sec. 3)

Every authority or license granted since eighteen hundred and
sixty eight by the general court or by the department or its nre-
decessors to any nerson to build or extend a wharf or other struc-
tures unon, or to drive ,iles in or to fill or otherwise occuny
land in tide or navigable water, within Boston harbor or within the
nort of Boston, as defined by the provisions of section two of chapter
ninety one A which is revocable at the discretion of the general court,
and every other similar right or privilege within Boston harbor or
within the port of Boston. as defined by the provisions of section two
of chanter ninety one A. which is so revocable, whether or not com
nensation has been paid under any orovision of law; or otherwise.
shall hereafter cease and determine, or be subject to forfeiture, in
case of non-use of the same for an unreasonable time without rea-
sonable cause, and it shall be prima facie evidence that the same
is held unused in restraint of trade when the tendency of such non use
is to nrevent competition in its broad and general sense, unless such

nerson has, nrior to July twenty eighth nineteen hundred and twelve,
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made reasonable arid substantial use of structures or has reasonably
and Rubstantially occupied Ian-i in tide or navigable waters for the
nurposes for which the authority or license was granted, and there
upon every such authority or license and every similar right and

nrivilege shall cease and determine on repayment or tender of
renayment, by the commonwealth of compensation therefor to the
amount which shall have been naid to the commonwealth in accordance
with the terms of such authority or licenses, and the denartment and
the attorney general shall cause a nroper certificate of the revocation
of such authority or license to be recorded forthwith in the registry
of deeds for the county where such structure was built or work done.
Annroved Tune 7, 1954.

Chanter l Section 17. Construction of licenses: annroval

No license or other authority to build structures upon or to fill
un or enclose any ground mentioned in the two oreceding sections
zhall be construed to interfere with or impair the right of any per-

son affected thereby to equal nronortional nrivileges of approaching
low water mark or one hundred rods from high water mark, or harbor
lines established by law, or to imnT)air the right to obtain a license
or authority so to approach of nersons having interests in lands or
flats which may be affected thereby, or to imrpair the legal rights of
any nerson. All things done under such license or authority shall be
subject to the aDroval of the department. If the general court es-
tablishes a harbor line within the outer line covered by such license
or authority, the same shall be limited by and not extend beyond such
harbor lines. This section, so far as may be, shall apply to licenses
granted under section fifteen to erect structures on great ,onds.

Chanter 91 Section 70. Supervision by department of erections under
legislative grants

Whoever is authorized by the general court to build over tide
waters a bridge, wharf, nier or dam, to fill flats or drive riles be
low high water mark, or to build any structures in the Connecticut

River, or in the non tidal part of the Merrimack River or to build
or extend any structure or to do any other work mentioned in the
nreceding section, in over or unon the waters of any great nond,

shall not commence such work until he has given written notice
thereof to the denartment and submitted Tlans of any pronosed struc-
ture, the flats to be filled and the manner in which the work is to
be performed, and the same has been a-)nroved in writing by the

denartment, which may alter such ilans and -'rescribe any direction
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limits and manner of doing the work consistent with the legislative
grant. Such works shall be supervised by the department.

Chapter (l, Section 22. Compensation when title to land is in common-
wealth.

If authority or a license is granted by the general court or by
the department to a person to build a wharf or other structure upon,
or to fill or otherwise occupy, land in tide waters, or to build or ex-
tend any structure or drive piles, fill land or make any obstruction.
encroachment or excavation in, over or upon the waters of any great
nond, he shall, before the work is begun, pay to the commonwealth

such compensation for the rights granted in any land the title to which
is in the commonwealth as shall be determined by the governor and
council. This section shall not annly to authority granted to a county,
city or town for the construction, widening. or maintenance of a
bridge constituting a party of a highway.

Chanter cQ1 Section23. Public nuisances: unauthorized erections in
tide waters: injunction: abatement.

Every erection made and all work done within tide water, or
within the waters of a great pond or outlet thereof, or on, or within
the banks of the Connecticut River. or the Merrimack River, below
high water mark. not authorized by the general court or by the de-

nartment, or made or done in a manner not sanctioned by the depart-
ment7 if a license is required as hereinbefore provided, shall be
considered a public nuisance. The attorney general or the district

attorney within their respective districts shall, at the request of the
department, institute oroceedings to enjoin or abate such nuisance,
or to restrain the removal of material from any bar or breakwater

of any harbor.

Chanter 91, Section 34. Establishment of harbor lines

The department of public works may, after hearing the parties
interested, prescribe lines in any harbor of the commonwealth and

make report thereof to the general court, not later than the next

session, for ;ts action thereon. If such lines are established by the
general court as the harbor lines of said harbor, no wharf, pier or
other structures shall thereafter be extended into said harbor beyond
Quch lineq. excent as nrovided by section fourteen. Notice of the

hearing shall be nublished three weeks successively in a newsraper
nublished in Boston and in one or more nublished in the county or
counties where such harbor lies, the first publication to be at least
thirty days before the hearing.
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Chanter 'l Section 38. Removal of wrecks. etc.. on shores or in
waters.

The deartment qhall take charge of any wrecked vessel or other
chinwrecked nronerty, on any of the shores or waters of the common-
wealth excent the Charles River Basin, and not in the custody of the
owner or his agent or of any other nerson lawfully authorized to take
*n-ossession of it. if the value thereof is one hundred dollars or more
and may take charge of any such vessel or nronerty if it is of less
than sa;d value. The department may make rules and regulations
necessary for taking charge of such vessel, or nronerty, for restoring
it to its owners unon nayment of the exnense incurred by the common
wealth in the taking and care thereof, or for otherwise disoosing of
such nronerty.

Chanter 01 Section 39. Removal of wrecks in the tide waters.

If a wrecked, sunkenor abandoned vessel, or any unlawful or
unauthorized structure or thing, is deoosited or suffered to remain
in the tide waters of the commonwealth, except the Charles River
Basin, and if the department deems it is, or is liable to cause or
become/ an obstruction to the safe and convenient navigation or
other lawful use of such waters, the denartment shall remove it or
cause it to be removed.

Chanter 91 Section 40. Notice to owner of vessel causing obstruction.

If any nerson in the United States is known to the denartment as
the owner of such vessel or of any interest therein such as having

or exercising any control over it as master, agent, insurer or other
wise, or as having alone or with others built, denosited or caused
any other unlawful obstruction, or as owning. maintaining or using
the samne in whole or in nart, the denartment shall give written

not;ce to remove such vessel or other obstruction within a time there
;n necified. Such notice shall be deemed a sufficient notice to all
"uch owners and other nersons if served on one or more of them by
the denartment, or by its order, by delivering the same in hand, by

leaving it at the usual nlace of business or abode or duly mailing

t to the -.ost office address of the owner or other nerson unon whom

it ;s to he served.

Chanter 91 Section 41. Removal after notice.

If such vessel or other obstruction is not removed within the

time ,necified in such notice, and in a manner and to a place
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satisfactory to the denartment, or if no such owner or other nerson
unon whom notice can be served is known to the department it may
remove quch vessel or other obstruction, or complete the removal

thereof or cause the removal to be made in such manner and to
such place as it deems best: and the necessary cost and expense
of such removal if not paid by some owner or other person liable
therefor shall when certified by the department and approved by
the governor and council, be paid by the commonwealth.

Chapter 91 Section 42. Liability for expense of removals.

Whoever owns a vessel or an interest in a vessel willfully or mali-

ciously wrecked, sunk or abandoned as aforesaid and removed as
provided in the nreceding section, either when such vessel became
an obstruction or at any time 1)efore such removal is completed and
whoever has or exercises any control over such vessel or any part
thereof, and the nersons originally building, depositing or causing

any other obstruction so removed, or owning, maintaining or using
the same in whole or in part at the time of such removal or at any
time nrior thereto, shall be liable for the cost and expenses of such

removal, or to repay the same when paid by the commonwealth: and
such costs and expenses may be recovered in an action of the contract
-,rouight by the department in the name of the commonwealth against
s'ich owners or other persons, or any of them. The attorney general

and the district attorneys within their respective districts shall com-
mence and conduct such actions. All money so repaid or recovered

shall be paid by the commonwealth. Whoever, on a judgment or
otherwise, pays more than his proportion of the costs and expenses
aforesaid, shall have a claim for contribution against other parties
liable therefor according to their respective interests.

Chapter 01, Section 43. Sale of vessel or other obstruction.

If the cost and expenses of removing a vessel or other obstruc-

tion as aforesaid are not paid or repaid by some owner or other
person liable therefor within ten days after such removal has been
completed, the denartment may sell such vessel or other obstruction,
or the materials and appurtenances thereof, at public or private sale

and the net proceeds of such sale shall be paid to the commonwealth
and deducted from theanount to be repaid or recovered as provided

for in the oreceding section.
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Chanter 01, Section 44. Liability of insurer.

An insurer of a vessel who has paid the loss thereon shall not,

by reason of such insurance, be held liable to remove such vessel,

or to Day the cost and expenses of such removal, unless he has

exercised some act of ownership or control over such vessel or

some nart or appurtenance thereof or received the proceeds of the

sale therefor.

Chanter 01, Section 45. Application to United States for reimbursement.

The department shall make application to the government of the

United States for reimbursement of any amounts exoended under any

provision of the seven preceding sections, which, in the opinion of

the department, might properly be paid by the United States.

Chapter 'l. Section 46. License for breaking up and disposing of

floating structures.

The owners of any vessel, scow lighter or similar floating struc

ture lying within the limits of any harbor of the commonwealth shall

not, without first obtaining a license therefor from the department.,

cause or ,ermit the same to be broken up or altered to such an

extent that it will not keep afloat with ordinary care,, nor shall they

ground any such craft within any such harbor or n-.rmit other persons

so to do, or to remove any part thereof.

Chapter l. Section 46A. Penalty for violation of Section 46. (Added

1035. 362, S. 1.)

Whoever without first obtaining the license required by section

forty six, causes or permits the work of breaking up or altering

of any vessel, scow, lighter or other structure, as described in

said section, shall be subject to a nenalty of not less than five dollars

nor more than five hundred dollars to the use of the comrmnwealth

to be recovered by an information in equity brought by the attorney

general in the superior court.

Chanter 91, Section 47. Anulication for license; issuance: conditions-

bond.

Uron the anlicat'on of the owner of any vessel., scow, lighter

or similar floating structure, the department may issue a license
authorizing him to break un such vessel or other floating structure
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unon the following conditions: first, that the written consent of the
owner of the Dremises where the work is to be done shall first be ob-
tained and filed with the denartment: second, that all the material corn-
nosing the vessel or other structure shall be removed wholly from
tide water, to the satisfaction of the department: third, that the work
shall be comnleted within a certain fixed time, which may be ex-
tended by the department: fourth, if the work is not comnleted at the
time fixed in the license or as so extended, the department may cause
the work to be comnleted at the exnense of the licensee- and fifth,
such other conditions as the department deems Drover in any case.
Before receiving the license, the licensee shall file a bond with the
denartment in a sum fixed by it, with satisfactory sureties, in which
the commonwealth is obligee, conditioned to oerform the orovisions
of the license and to nay to the commonwealth such sums as it may
expend in connection with the work licensed.

Chanter 11. Section 48. Cornoletion of work by denartment: failure
to comnly with terms of contract.

Whenever a licensee under wither of the two nreceding sections
fails to comnoly with the terms of his license, the department may
nroceed to coninlete the work and remove from tide water all mater-
ials comnosing the vessel or other structure, and the cost thereof
,hallf in the first instance. be "naid from the anproriation made
therefor. If not renaid to the commonwealth by the licensee uoon
demand, it may be recovered by the state treasurer in contract.
brought by him in behalf of the commonwealth in the superior court
against the licensee or the sureties on his bond.

Chanter ')L Section 49. Penalty for grounding floating structures
within harbor: sinking by accident.

Whoever grounds or abandons any vessel, scow, lighter or other
floating structure within the limits of any harbor of the commonwealth
or unon any nronerty other than his own, along the shores of the
commonwealth without the nermission of the owner of said nroperty..
or -ermits other nersons to do so, or whoever being the owner of,
in whole or in Dart, or agent or other nerson exercising any control
over, such vessel, scow, lighter or structure which has, or has
been -o grounded or abandoned, fails to remove the same within
"uch time as shall be designated in a written notice by the denart-
ment, -hall be nunished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor
more than five hundred dollars. This section shall not apnly in any
cace, where, by reason of accident emergency, errors of navigation,
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or in order to nrevent loss of life or the sinking of a vessel., scow,

lighter or other structure, such vessel, scow lighter or structure
iq or has been grounded within the limits of any harbor or on any of
the shores of the commonv-,ealth. The nrovisions of this section shall
be enforced by the denartrent of public safety and by all other offi-

cers authorized to make an arrest. If, in any rrosecution under this

Fection, the defendant alleges that such structure was grounded or

abandoned on nronerty with the ,ermission of the owner of said
nronerty the burden of "roving said )ermission shall be upon the
defendant. Amended by St. 1075, c. 706 sec. 130.

Chanter 'l) Section 49B. Removal of dilanidated wharves or niers:

notice revocation ,f license: liability for cost: lien

The department shall remove or cause to be removed any wharf

or fier located in the tide waters or tide lands of the commonwealt,
which in the opinion of the department is dilapidated, unsafe a menace
to navigation or is a source of floating debris that is or is liable

to become, a menace to navigation.

If the owner of record of such wharf or pier is known to the
department, the denartment shall give such owner written notice

to remove such wharf or nier within a reasonable time therein

-,necified. Such notice shall be deemed sufficient if delivered to
the owner in hand, if left at his usual rlace of business or abode or
if sent bv certified mail to his last known nost office address.

If quch wharf or ,ier is not removed in a manner satisfactory
to the department within the time snecified in such notice, the de-

lartment may revoke forthwith any license or authority annlicable
to such wharf or nier issued or granted under the nrovisions of
sections fourteen through eighteen, inclusive. If such wharf or
n);er is not removed in a manner satisfactory to the department
within the time snecified in such notice, or if the department has

been unable to make sufficient service of such notice the depart-
ment shall remove, comnlete that removal or cause to be removed
such wharf or nier. The owner of such wharf or pier shall be liable
to the commonwealth for the costs and expenses for such removals.

and the sum so received shall be credited to the Harbors and Inland
Waters Maintenance Fund established by section ten B. If the owner

fails to reimburse the commonwealth within thirty days of such re.-
moval, the denartment, in the name of the commonwealth, may take
a lien on any real nroperty held by the owner of said wharf or pier.
The commonwealth shall place on record in the proper registry of

deeds or registry district of the land court, as the case may be, an
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instrument in writing and under seal executed in common form and

acknowledged in the same manner as deeds for real nroperty creating

a lien unon such real estate for the amount of the costs and exenses
of such removal. The instrument shall be recorded or registered

without fee. Such lien shall be enforceable by a netition or bill in

equity filed by the attorney general in the sunerior court or in the

orobate court for the county wherein the real estate is situated. The

subnoena -hall be returnable not more than thirty days subsequent to

the entry of the bill and shall contain a brief description of the Oroner-

ty sufficient to identify it, and a statement of the amount alleged to

be due. Uon reimbursement for the amount due under the terms

of such lien, the attorney general shall execute and deliver a satis-

faction thereof and, unon its being recorded or registered, the

lien shall be dissolved as of the date of such recordation or regis-

tration.

The department may make application to the government of the

United States for reimbursement of any amounts expended under

any nrovision of this section. Added by St. 1970, c. 878, Sec. 4.

Amended by St. 1974, c. 808.

Chanter Ql Section 57. Sunervision of transportation and dumping

of dredged material in tide waters; nayment of cost.

The department shall qupervise the transp}ortation and dumping

of all material dredged in the tide waters of the commonwealth, or

of any other material which may be nlaced in scowq or boats to be
transorted and dumned in tide water, and may emoloy necessary

inspectors therefor, who shall accomany the material while in

transit, either uon the scows containing the material or uypon the

boat towing them, uon which they shall be provided with nroper

and suitable nuarters and board by the owner of the boat. The
cost of such suoervision and also of the supervision under licenses

and permits authorizing such transportation or dumping granted

by the department, shall in the first instance be ,aid from such

appropriation as may be available, if the material is taken outside

of Boston harbor, and from the Port of Boston Fund if taken in

said harbor and shall be repaid to the commonwealth monthly by

the owners of the dredges or other machines doing the excavating

when the material is dredged in tide water and credited respec-

tively to the environmental fund or to said Port of Boston Fund,
and, in the case of other material, by the owne rs of the scows in

which it is transported, the monthly amount due from each owner

to be determined and certified to the state treasurer by the department.
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This section shall apply also to the burning of rubbish and other

material uon any of the w~.ters within the jurisdiction of the depart-

ment. Reasonable rules and regulations to control towing and burning

rubbish or other debris within harbor lines and unon adjacent waters

may be adonted by the dernartment, in accordance with Chapter thirty A.

(Anroved July 16, 1168).

Chapter (l Section 53. Terms of license.

Every license or nermit issued to any nerson to dredge in the

tide waters of the commonwealth shall contain a provision that the

transortation and dumning of the dredged material shall be done

under the supervision of the department as nrovided in the ,-receding

section, and that the licensee shall be held liable to nay the cost of

sad sitnervision whenever the owner of the dredge or excavating
machine fails to niay for the same within ten days after written noti-

fication from the state treasurer that the same is due.

Chapter '1, Section 54. Durroing notice- ;nspector; cost of suner-

vii on.

Every contractor or other person shall, at least three days

before commencing any place of dredging in tide water, give

written notice to the department of the location and amount of the

rroposed work, and the time at which it is expected work will begin

and, except with the written assent of the department, no dredged

or other material which it is proposed to dump in tide water.. shall

be transported or dumped within the tide waters of the commonwealth,

anless there is present aboard the scows containing the material,

or on the boat towing the same, an inspector employed for that pur-
pose by the department; and no such material shall, in any event,

be dumped within the limits of any channel which has been deepened

by dredging, nor in any other part of the tide waters of the common-

wealth, unless the same has been duly authorized. The state treasurer

may recover in contract from such contractor or person the cost of
supervision determined as provided in the two preceding sections.

Chapter 91, Section 55. Penalty for violations.

Whoever violates any provision of the three preceding sections

or of any license or permit granted under said sections shall, upon

complaint by the department or its agents to the Superior Court, be
subject to a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, to be paid

to the commonwealth upon the judgment or order of the court.

I
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Chapter 107, Section 17. Illegal deposit of substances or things in-

juring or obstructing navigation.

Whoever willfully and without lawful authority or license therefor,

deposits in a harbor or other navigable tide waters stones, gravel,

mud, ballast, cinders ashes, dirt or any other substance, tending
to injure the navigation or to shoal the depth thereof, or throws or

drops into such waters any barrel, box, log. timber or other object
tending to obstruct the navigation thereof, shall be ounished by a fine
of not less than twenty nor more than one hundred dollars.

Chapter 102, Section ?4. Removal of vessel lying in harbor.

A harbor master may, at the expense of the master or owner
thereof cause the removal of any vessel which lies in his harbor

and is not moved when directed by him, and upon the neglect or
refusal of such master or owners on demand to Day such expense
he may recover the same from them in contract. to the use of the

town where the harbor is situated.

Chapter 107, Section 75. Removal of vessel lying at wharf.

If the master or other person in cha rge of a vessel occupying

a berth at a nublic wharf or pier fails, after notice from the

wharfinger thereof or his agent, to remove his vessel from such

berth within such time as the harbor master adjudges reasonable

or if the master or other person in charge of such vessel has ab-
sented himself from the area of the berth for a period of time ex-
ceeding three times the posted limit, and cannot be contacted for

the nurpose of giving him notice to remove his vessel from such
berth, the harbormaster may cause such vessel to be rermved to

some other berth or anchored in the stream, and the city or town

wherein the public wharf, pier or float is located, may recover
the costs of such removal in an action of contract from the owner
agent or master of said vessel, said costs not to exceed fifty dollars.

Amended by St. 1975 c. 57.

Chapter 107, Section Z7. Report of violations.

Harbor masters shall report to the Department of Environmental
Ouality Engineering any violation of section seventeen or of any law
relating to tide-vater in their respective harbors, and of all ship-
wrecks in the tide waters of their respective harbors, and of any
obstruction therein.
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Chapter 102. Section 78, Penalties.

Whoever violates any of the provisions of the ten preceding sec-
tions or refuses or neglects to obey the lawful orders of a harbor
master, or resists him in the execution of his duties" shall be
punished by a fine of not more than fifty dollars, and shall be liable
in tort to any person suffering damage thereby.

Chanter ?70. Section 16. Disposal of rubbish etc. on or near high
ways and coastal or inland waters, penalties applicability to dumping
grounds, enforcement

Whoever nlaces throws, deposits or discharges or causes to be
placed, thrown, deposited or discharged any trash, refuse, rubbish,
debris or any other materials of any kind on a public highway or
within twenty yards thereof, or on any other public land, or in or
upon coastal or inland waters as defined in section one of chapter
one hundred and thirty one, respectively., or within twenty yards
of any such water, or on uroperty of another without permission
of the owner thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than
two hundred dollars and the court may require, in addition thereto
that such person remove. at his own expense, such trash refuse,
rubbish, debris or materials.

If a motor vehicle is used in committing such an offense, a
conviction under this section shall forthwith be reported by the
court to the registrar of motor vehicles, and the registrar may
suspend the license of the operator of such vehicle for not more
than thirty days/ and if it appears from the records of the regis-
trar of motor vehicles that the person so convicted is the owner
of the motor vehicle so used, the registrar may suspend the cer-
tificate of registration of said vehicle for thirty days.

The provisions of this section shall not be applicable to any
dumping ground approved under section one hundred and fifty A
of chapter one hundred and eleven or by other approoriate pub-

lic authority.

This section shall be enforced by natural resources officers, by
the director of the division of motorboats or his authorized agents.
by harbormasters and assistant harbormasters, by members of
the state police and inspectors of the registry of motor vehicles

and by city, town, and metropolitan district commission police
officers. In the city of Boston, this section shall also be enforced
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by the commissioner of health and hospitals. by the commissioner

of housing inspection, and by the commissioner of public works, and
their respective authorized agents, and in section sixteen A. the
commissioner of health and hospitals, the commissioner of housing
inspection, and the commissioner of public works shall be deemed

to be the commanding officers of their respective authorized agents.

Amended by St. 1971 c. 79. St. 1972, c. 191., St. 1973. c. 835, Sec.

I" Stat. 1974 c. 30.'

Chaoter ?70. Section 16A. Alternative noncriminal disposition of
violations of section 16; Notice to appear before the clerk of district
court: payment of fine

If any officer empowered to enforce section sixteen takes cog-
nizance of a violation thereof, he may request the offender to state
his name and address. Whoever, upon such request, refuses to
state his name and address i, may be arrested without a warrant,

or if he states a false name and address or a name and address
which is not his name and address in ordinary use, he shall be
Dunished by a fine of not less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars.
Such officer may, as an alternative to instituting criminal proceedings,

forthwith give to the offender a writtenI notice to appear before the
clerk of the district court having jurisdiction at any time during
office hours: not later than twenty one days after the date of such
violation. Such notice shall be made in triplicate, and shall con
tain the name and address of the offender and, if served with notice

in hand at the time of such violation the number of his license if
any, to operate motor vehicles'- the registration number of the ve-
hicle or motor boat involved, if any, the time and place of the vio

lation; the specific offense charged; and the time and place for his
required appearance. Such notice shall be signed by the officer

and shall be signed by the offender whenever practicable in acknow-
ledgement that the notice has been received. The officer shall if
possible deliver to the offender at the time and place of the violation

a copy of said notice. Whenever it is not possible to deliver a copy
of said notice to the offender at the time and place of the violation,
said copy shall be mailed or delivered by the officer, or by his
commanding officer or any person authorized by said commanding

officer, to the offender s last known address, or in the case of a
violation involving a motor vehicle or motor boat registered under
the laws of this commonwealth, within five days of the offense, or
in the case of any motor vehicle or motor boat registered under the

laws of another state or country, within ten days thereof, exclusive
in either case, of Sundays and holidays, to the address of the regis-
trant of the motor vehicle or motor boat involved, as appearing, in
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the case ot a motor vehicle registered under the laws of this coninon"

wealth, in the records of the registry of motor vehicles or the divi-
sion of motor boats, or in the case of a motor vehicle or motor boat
registered tinder the laws of another state or country in the records
of the official in such state or country having chargr of the regis-
tration of such motor vehicle or nivtor boat. Such notice mailed,
by the officer his commanding officer or the person so authorized
to the last address of said registrant as appearing as aforesaid
shall be deemed a sufficient notice and a certificate of the officer
or person so mailing such notice that it has been mailed in accordance
with this section shall be deemed nrima facie evidence thereof and
shall be admissible in any court of the comnmonwealth as to the facts
contained therein. At or before the completion of each tour of duty
the officer shall give to his commanding officer those copies of each
notice of such a violation he has taken cognizance of during such tour
which have not already been delivered or nailed by him aforesaid.
Said comnranding officer shall retain and safely preserve one of such
copies and shall at a time not later than the next court day after

said delivery or mailing, deliver another of such copies to the clerk
of the court before whom the offender has been notified to appear.
The clerk of each district court shall maintain a separate docket of

all such notices to appear.

Any person notified to appear before the clerk of a district court
as hereinbefore provided mav appear before such clerk and confess
the offense charged eitber personally or through an agent duly author..

ized in writing, or by mailing to such clerk with the notice, the
sum p1rovided herein, such paynent to be tm ade only by postal note.
money order or check. If it is the first, second or third offense
subiect to this section committed by such person within the juris-

diction of the court in the calendar year paylent to such clerk
of the sumn of twenty dollars shall operate as a final disposition of

the case: if it is the fourth or subsequent such offense so committed
in such calendar year payment to such clerk of the sum of one
hundred dollars shall operate as a final disposition of the case. Pro-
ceedings tinder this nargraph shall not be deemed criminal; and no
person notified to appear before the clerk of a district court as pro-
vided herein shall be required to report to any probation officer,

and no record of the case shall be entered in the probation records.

If any person notified to appear before the clerk of the district

court fails to appear and pay the fine provided hereunder or, having
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appeared, desires not to avail himself of the procedure hereinbefore
1provided for the noncriminal disposition of the case, the clerk shall.

as soon as may be, notify the officer concerned, who shall forthwith

make a complaint and follow the procedure established for criminal

cases, and shall notify, if a motor vehicle is involved, the regis-

trar of motor vehicles or. if a motor boat is involved, the division

of motor boats. If any person fails to appear in accordance with
the summons issued upon such complaint the clerk shall send such

person by certified mail, return receipt requested, a notice that

the complaint is nending and that, if the person fails to appear within

twenty one days from the sending of such notice a warrant for his

arrest will be issued. If any person fails to appear within twenty-

one days from the sending of such notice, the court shall issue a

warrant for his arrest.

The notice to appear, provided herein, shall be printed in such

form as the chief justice of the municipal court of the city of Boston

may orescribe for said court, and as the chief justice of the district

courts may prescribe for district courts other than the municipal

court of the city of Boston: provided, however, that a notice prepared

nursuant to section twenty A or section twenty C of chapter ninety

may be so revised or adapted that said notice may also be used for

the notice provided for in this section. Added by St. 1971, c. 358.

Amended by St. 1973, c. 1107.
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CANADIAN NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT

Chanter 103 of the Revised Statutes of Canada (R. S. 195?., c. 140)

as amended, entitled "Navigable Waters Protection Act.. " provides

in nart the following:

"13. (1) Where the navigation of any navigable water over

which the Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction is obstructed, in.-

peded or rendered more difficult or dangerous by the wreck, sinking

lying ashore or grounding of any vessel or part thereof or other
thing. the owner, master or person in charge of such vessel or other

thing, by which any such obstruction or obstacle is caused, shall

forthwith give notice of the existence thereof to the Minister or to

the collector of customs and excise at the nearest or most conven-

ient port, and shall place and, as long as such obstruction or ob-

stacle continues, maintain, by day, a sufficient signal, and, by

night., a sufficient light to indicate the position thereof.

(?) The Minister may cause such signal and light to be

.)laced and maintained, if the owner, master or person in charge of
such vessel or other thing by which the obstruction or obstacle is
caused fails or neglects so to do.

(3) The owner of such vessel or thing shall forthwith
begin the removal thereof, and shall prosecute such removal dili-
gently to completion- but nothing herein shall be deemed to limit
the powers of the Minister under this Act. R. S., c. 140, s. 14.

14. The Minister may, if in his opinion, (a) the navigation

of any such navigable water is obstructed, inpeded or rendered
more difficnlt or dangerous by reason of the wreck, sinking, par-
tially sinking, or lying ashore or grounding of any vessel, or of any
part thereof, or of any other thing, (h) by reason of the situation of

anv wreck or anv vessel, or any nart thereo or of any other thing
so lving sunk partially sunk, ashore or grounded the navigation

of any such navigable water is likely to be obstructed, impeded or

rendered more difficult or dangerous, or (c) any vessel or part
thereof, wreck of other thing cast ashore, stranded or left upon any
nroperty belonging to Her Majesty in right of Canada, i s an obstacle

or obstruction to such use of the said nroperty as may be required

for the nublic nurposes of Canada, cause such wreck vessel or part
thereof or other thing, if the same continues for twenty.four hours
to be removed or destroyed in such manner and by such means as

he thinks fit. R, S., c. 140, S. 1'.
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15. (1) The Minister may cause such vessel or its cargo,

or anything causing or forming nart of any such obstruction or ob-
stacle, to be conveyed to such place as he thinks proper, and to be
there sold by auction or otherwise as he deems most advisable:

and may apply the proceeds of such sale to make good the expenses
incurred by him in olacing and maintaining any signal or light to
indicate the position of such obstruction or obstacle or in the

removal, destruction or sale of such vessel, cargo or thing.

(?.) The Minister shall oay over any surplus of such

proceeds or nortion thereof to the owner of the vessel, cargo or
thing held, or to such other persons as are entitled to the same

respectively, R.S. c. 140. S. 16.

16. (1) When pursuant to this Part, the Minister has caused

(a) any signal or light to be placed and maintained to indicate the
position of a vessel or part thereof or any other thing that, because

of its wreck sinking lying ashore or grounding, caused or was
likely to cause the navigation of any navigable water over which the
Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction to become obstructed, impeded

or rendered more difficult or dangerous, (b) to be removed or de-

stroyed any vessel or part thereof, wreck or any other thing that
because of its wreck sinking lying ashore or grounding, caused

or was likely to cause the navigation of any such navigable water

to become obstructed, impeded or rendered more difficult or

dangerous, or (c) to be removed or destroyed any vessel or part

thereof, wreck or any other thing cast ashore, stranded or left

upon any public property belonging to Her Majesty in right of

Canada, and the cost thereof has been defrayed out of public moneys

of Canada. the amount of such cost whether or not a sale has been

held under section 15 constitutes a debt due to and recoverable by

Her Majesty in right of Canada (d) from the owner, managing owner,

master or person in charge of the vessel or other thing at the time

of the wreck, sinking, partial sinking, lying ashore or grounding

thereof, or (e) from any person through whose act or fault or through

the acL or fault of whose servant the sinking, partial sinking, lying

ashore or grounding of the vessel or other thing was occasioned or

continued. R.S. c. 37, 1954."
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

"' 'EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

"n:,ATE HOUSE * BOSION 02133

November 1, 1979

L r\AkI I KINL

Colonel Mi x B. Scheider
Division lingineer
New Englakd Division
Corps of Lngineers
424 Trape o Road
Waltham, !Lk 02154

)ear Colotel .icheider:

This will acknowled ;e receipt of your August 10, 1979 letter con-

cerning tte elimination of drilt material, debris, derelict vessels and
dilapidat.'d piers that constitute hazards to navigation in Boston Harbor.

The Commonwealth endorses the proposal and continues to exhibit
the abili y to meet conditions of local cooperation that you describe.

The issue of increa.ed non-federal cost-sharing, however, is of
grave con,'ern to me. It now appears that the Corps is proposing to increase
that loca amount from $6,851,u00 to $13,718,000.

The basic proposal ly the Corps to the Commonwealth in August of

1978 requ red only a 40% non-f,deral contribution to the proposed work. That
level of -unding was acceptablL and mutually agreed upon. Massachusetts in-
dicated a willingness to accept the ttal municipal obligation and accord-
ingly ,poi sored legislattion to provide the funds. The current proposal

increases the non-federal share to in excess of 90%. While we do not support

this; new Jormula, we will continue to pursue those administrative and
Legislati'e measures necessary to alter the proposed cost sharing arrangement.

It is requested that you effect review of the President's Policy

Message a it relates to this project, and advise me when funding distribution
is re ;tortd to compliance with the original commitment. At that point we
would be in a position to move forward with the project.

Your continued interest and cooperation in this important project
is acknowledged and is appreciated.

4A Very t uly yohs,

E a rd JK44 (1
Co vernor
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!a
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY'

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

424 TRAPELO ROAD

WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 02154

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

t. -'.L-C 10 August 1979

iotiorable Edward J. ling

Governor of thu Commnwealth of tflsachusettg
State House

Eostou, Massachusetts 02133

Dmer Governor Klan:

The Congreseionally authorised study to dstersla, the advIsbility of
ellminating the sourctu of drift and debris that :0astitute possible
obutacles or hazards to navigation in Boston iarl )r has reachod a
618uficAnt ilestone. The Nev Kaland Divisloi d the Corps of
Englneers will transmit copies of the final feas, 11¥ty Report and

Eaviromental Impact ttatambnt for review and on mat at the Washing-
ton level as soen as your response to thee ietter Is resolved. The

S15.828.000 harbor c€lanup proposal includes, () clearing oton
liarbor of all existtng drift hazardous to savIgat Lea: (2) removing
all source of debris consisting of dilapidated witerfront structures.

autiken woodlen vessels sad loose ousbore floatabLe dobrtie and (3)
buryin& tha debris at a& existing privately-ewnad saUAry leadftill
in tirshfleld. Debris from thd lasr harbor, rg reosentlag about 90
percent of the 3.2 million cubic feet of material, will be brought via

water to e transfer site in South Boston formrl..y ka a the Soutb
Boston Navy Yard ad debris ttoo the outer harbor will be brought via
water to a traamter site at the MiunSem laduatrlel Center. Debris
would than be traaforred, reduced is sLae. trucked to and buried at
the t ars tieid sanitary landfill *era. The plan sloe Im0udes., uwhre

warranted, the repair of certain partly d1pa*4ated structurea, which

arm being sed aad will remain in os".

An ual ro",tery benefits to avigsatlop (throuoh reduction in boat-
drtft col isioms) and to shorefr'ot property (through cost reduction

of future development and increased property values) are expected to
total $1,335,200. These honeflte compared with the estimated annual
cOarges of $1,128,70) on the $15,826,000 propoved investment would
result In a ben.ift-cost ratio of 1.1R to 1.0, suffic*ent to Justify
Frelrai particip.Iation In a oi-time cleanup program.
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NFT)PL-C 10 August 1q79
Ponoritbl.p Idward J. ](Ing

Coordination of our draft Feastbillty Report -in-t dlraft Envirome.ntal
lImpac~t S;tate~mt wasn accomaplished with the pri'vious State adiinstra-
tion. Since that tam, sivaral changes in th, cost allocation -tveen
th-. Federal and non-FTeder,-tl interents have. betn made. As you way
recall from onr 18 July meteting, the revised cost allocation roatilts
from the application of Sectinn 202 of P.L. 94'-587 (the Water Resources
De'velopmuent Act of' 1476). The law states that cost sharinq applies
only to the removal and disposal of drift and debris when there to no
Identified owner of the source. The estirsatec cost of unidentifiable
sources of drift and debris and thus eligible for Federal cost sharing
Is $3,165,000. The local Interest share Is oec-third or $1,05,000.

Jhen owners of piers or other potential sourcce of 4rift or debris can
)e Identified, the Commonwealti of Massachusetts ay recover the full
-oat of the drift or udebris removal from that Identified owner. For
uitrpons of comploeting tho report. It has been aassed that owners of

ill wat'srfront structures can be Identified tbu. no Federal cost
qharIng to available for cleanup of those structures. The ostimated
.ost for thts work Is $10,3()0,000. Subsequent to Congresional
ipproval of this project and early dtirtng the design phase a survey
would he dlone to determine ownership of debris sources In Boston
Tar hot.

f'h4 repair of partially dilapidated structures which are being used
an41 thv disposal of the unwanted wood material generated from this
repatr Iq a local cost Item not eligible for F',deral cost sharing.
1110- eftl~llted cost Of tht.v work is $2.361,000. In ..dditlonn the w~ork

-4111 be performed simuiltaneously with the work to be parformh-'d b y the
Ifed(erat Govornment for tho- proj~ect.

b~~rd~1'pro Toct costs, tho Pr.*ntdewit In his luu'e 1478 water policy
nousti~e. and in A more recent (I-ay 1. 09) legiul,%rive proposal to
'.on,rena-. propow!ed aeve!ral changes to cost sbarink ror water rosource
irojectu to asI..w States to participate more actively In rru~jcct
mplementai on decisions. Piese changes tocluic a cash contrihut on
ron henoilingi States of 5 percent of Jit. costs oi construction
iisigne'd to nonvondihin project purposes and I') irrCL-nt of costs
issigned to vendtic project purposes,. Application of this policy to
hn B~ostonf Parbor debris project wouild requlrc- ^ contribution fron the~
ommonwclth of P:Assachusetts of an "st~mated $711 000) !n cash (5

'.n" )f the i,'-r. 2 ,OI total -qtimat.'d projo-r !trst cost* nn*etg,1,e
o notrcndiblc *e ru,'.cct purposes, based on 6978 pric- lvvis).
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WKDPL¢-C 10 Atusi t 1971
Aoncrahle Edtrd King

This cash contribl tion would iot be requtred %intl Lowediately prior
to project coestrtction and vculd be in addition to any other non-
Federal costs reqi Ired by cur eant legislation and tegulatioms for
project Implementatioa. The total Federal estimated first cost for
the recommended pit* of irp smeat Including the President's proposed
cost sharing polic-i would be Itt,319.000. (In absence of that policy,
it would be $2.11(,000.)

As a result of oar ti d~igs, Intend to recommend that the selected
cleanup plan for )stom UerboT be Liplemauted In accordance with the
President's propoo 4 oeeot-.hartag policy. All reomendations are
subject to approval by bhtier Federal authority. including the
Congress, and to tie coaditiers that the Colmatnalth of Massachuetts
fulfill the follawtuf respoesibilIties:

(1) Provide, witlut cost to the United States, all la d., ease-
meets and rights-e '-way requited ftr constructioo ad future mintenance
of the project.

(2) Rold and saw the United States free from damages due to the
construction or an ateuauce of the project. except those damages which
are attributable t, the fault or negligence of the Goverument or its
contractor: sad ho d and save the United States free from any damages
vhich may result f -a the Comonwvealth of iassschusetts' performuce,
or failure to perit rm, any of its required responsibilittes for the
project.

(3) oeact and enforce le*slatoo prior to completion of the
project to pcevent the creation of future sources of drift &"d debris.

(4) Provide the transfer and disposal sites as proposed
including suitable access thereto, or In the alternative prnvide
other sitee should the planned sites become unavailable for any reason
prior to construction of the project. If any alternative site or
siten a. furnished by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts which result
In a higher disposel cost than would be incurred if the planned sites
were used, the difference in cost would le the responsibility of the
Commonwealth.

(5) In scordauce with Section 202. Public Law 94-5g7, (90 ftat.
2917). 33 U.S.C.A. 426 a:

(a) Contribute a cash payment of 1/3 of the first cost for
removal of dr.'ft ard dthrk'a which cannot be attributed to an toentifl-
able owner. 4 sum prese-ntly estimated at $1.055,0'iO.

3
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'T DP L-C 10 August 1979
Honorabl" Edward J. King

(b) Contribute a cish paytient of $oO1 of the first cost for
removal of drift or debrls which In attributable to an identifiable
owner, a sur presently estimated at $10,300,000.

(c) Pay its required contributIons in a lump sum prior to
commencement of project construction or in installments prior to
commencement of pertinent wor items. in accordance with construction
schedules as required by the Chief of Engineers. The final apportion-
ment of cost will he made afttr actual costs #nd values have been
determined.

(6) 4ake necessary repairs to deteriorated waterfront structures

in use which are potential sources of drift, the cost of which is
presently estimated at $2,361,000. The repairs will be performed
simultaneously with the work performed by the Federal Government on
the prolect. The material renoved in connection with the repairs may
be disposed of at no cost to the Federal Government in the facilities

provided to the Federal Goverrment for the prcjoct.

(7) Comply with the requiroments of non-Federal Cooperation
as specified in the Uniform Relocation Assistsnce and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1070, Public Law 01-646.

As an important prerequisite to forwarding a favorable report on
this project to Congress, it 1.e necessary for the Comnwealth of
Massachusetts to express in writing Its acceptance and endorsement
of the selected plan and willingness and nblitty to meet conditions
of local cooperation descrb*e above. Also your comments on the
,"resident's proposed cost sharing would be appreciated. After receipt
of your coments. I will complete hoth documents and submit them to
higher authority in Wanhington, D.C. for final review. The documents
would then he forwarded to the- Secretary of the Army, Office of
Management and Budget and the Congress. The (ongress must authorise
the project and appropriate funds for design bnd construction. Formal
assurance of local cooporatioi would be obtained during the design
phase prior to actual construction.

Your early letter response would be appreciated in order to complete
our work and begin the final review process towards project authoriza-
tion.

Sincerely yours,

MAX BI. SCHEIri'
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Division Fngln. er

4 Appendix 7
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

STATE HOUSE * BOSTON 02133

MICHAEL S DUKAKIS
GO'. ERNOR

December 15, 1977

Colonel John r. Chandler
Division Engineer
U S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts

Dear Colonel Chandler:

RE: Boston Harbor Debris Removal

lie have review--d in detail the Corps' Boston Harbor (Debris) study
and the proposed plan of cleanup, elimination of sources of debris,
and dilapidated pier removal/rehabilitation in the city of Boston
and contiguous communities between the Towns of Hull and Winthrop.
The concept and goals of the proposed plan meet with the plans of
my administration and have my full support. The elimination of
debris from Boston Harbor will be a major benefit to the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts.

The Commonwealth, through the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering, is prepared to act as the local cooperating agency
for Massachusetts's interests. We assure you of our willingness
to cooperate with the federal government, through the Army Corps
of Engineers. in performing this work.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts will:

(1) Provide without cost to the United States all lands,
easemenILs, and rights of way required for implementa-
tion ol our State's participation in the considered
improvement, upon the request of the Chief of Engineers,
where legally possible.

(2) Hold harmless and save the United States free from
damiages that may result from the considered improve-
ments and from any consequent maintenance work or
activities relating to the improvement, insofar as
laws of the Commonwealth permit.

Appendix 7
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Colonel John P. Chandl er ~
Page 2
December 15, 1977

(3) Work with the local governments and recommend to them
enactment of local legislation to supplement federal
legislation that will prevent creation of sources of
drift, and debris from derelict vessels and deteriorated

structures.

(4) Assure its willingness to provide the non-federal costs
of the considered improvements contained in the
report, subject to appropriations to be provided by the
Great and General Court of the Commonwealth.

(5) Encourage adoption of necessary legislation requiring
repairs and maintenance to deteriorated structures for
the purpose of eliminating them as a source of debris.

Your continuing support in this mte jappreciated.

i i ae S.D -,kis

MSD: dsp/

cc: Secretary Evelyn Murphy

Appendix 7
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTSK /EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

STATE HOUSE • BOSTON 02133

MICHAEL S DUKAKIS
GOVERNOR

October 6, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler
Division Encineer
New England Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

I am writing to formally endorse the Corps of Engineers'
Boston Harbor Debris Cleanup Program.

Because of the importance with which the Commonwealth
views this program, particularly in light of the economic,
environmental and safety benefits that would accrue to
Boston and its surrounding communities, I am reaffirminc
the commitment and support, previously relayed to you by
Lt. Governor O'Neill, to comply with items contained in
Appendix I, page G-3 of your Feasibility Report on Clean-
up of Sources of Floatable Debris, some of which the
Commonwealth has already complied with.

Further, to ensure that this program moves ahead, the

Commonwealth will pay the entire non-federal portion of
costs associated with this program.

I look forward to the startup of th program, which I view
as a reaffirmation of the importance/and viability of target-
ing federal and state programs to firban areas.

./ /
1incerly,

MSD/mfo J/ Micha Dkai

Appendix 7 j
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CITY OF BOSTON

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

CITY HALL. BOSTON

KE\,IN H WHITE

October 10, 1078

Colonel John J. Chandler
Army Corrs. of Engineers
Division Engineer
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA

Dear Colonel Chandler:

This letter is to inform you of my support of the Boston H1arbor Cleanup
prolect.

Concerninq the statement of non-federal responsibilities in the Draft
Enviromental Impact Statement (Appendix 1, Section G, Number 1,2,3,4 and
7) , I commit the City of Boston to compliance with said items insofar as
they apply and are relevant to the City and my statutory authority as Mayor.

The project is clearly an ambitious one and holds qreat promise for
Boston and all communities on the harbor. Please continue to keep my office
advised on the projects and its progress.

Kevin H. White

Mayor

Appen(ix 7
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THlE

TOWN OF OFFICE OF SELECTMr

TELEPHONEBRAINTREE 84&.1870

ONE JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
BRAINTREE, MASSACHUSETTS 02184

October 13, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler
Division Engineer
U.S. Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Aoad
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Dear Col. Chandler:

On behalf ot the Town of Braintree, I wish to express
our support of the Boston Harbor Debris Cleanup Program.

It is our intention to comply with the provisions as out-
lined in .ppeneix I forwarded to this office by Lt.
Governor O'Neill, specifically the easements and rights-
of-way which may be required, hold harmless agreement to
keep the government free of possible damages which may
arise from improvements, enactment and enforcement of
appropriate legislation to prevent future sources of
drift and debris, written commitments when necessary for
the utilization of transfer or disposal sites 3nd com-
pliance with the requirements of non-federal cooperation
as specified in the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
teal Property tcquisition Act of 1970.

Very r y Y, ,

Cjo R, :)her an
Exec tive Secretar '/,dministrator

cc:A : -1 C.,nnor
Lt. ,-v. C'Neill's office
itoom 167, state House
B o ton, Mass. 02133
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4"' CITY OF CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSrTT8 02139
Tol. 876-6M

iXiCLITIVE DEPARtMENT

,JAMES L. SULLIVAN
Ctv Manage, September 15, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler
Division Engineer
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Re: Boston Harbor Debris Removal

Dear Colonel Chandler:

We have reviewed the Corps' study for Boston Harbor Debris Removal
and are pleased to offer the support of the City of Cambridge for
your proposed plan.

Be assured of our cooperation in complying with the requirements
outlined in Appendix 1, G-3, specifically items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7.

Very truly yours,

s Sullivan
~Ci Manager

JLS/mbf

A ppenj\
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. ...... .... . City H all0. ea Jassacuse) 500 Broadway
Ce MA 0.
884"47

Office of the Mayor

oel M. Pressman, Mayor

September 6, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler
Department of the Army
Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

This is to support the Corps' proposed cleanup of float-
able debris sources in Boston Harbor. I feel this program
could very positively affect the development potential of the
former Chelsea Naval Hospital site. It would serve to com-
plement the City of Chelsea proposal to the Corps for the
dredging of the Island End River to improve its navigibility
for a planned marina. Further, the City is currently studying
the feasibility of other development projects along the Harbor.
There seems to be an increased awareness and concern within the
community for our waterfront areas.

In conjunction with this proposed program, I would agree
to provide my fullest cooperation to the Corps, particularly
in regard to items (1),(2),(3),(4) & (7) as indicated on page
G-3 of Appendix I of the Feasibility Report. It is my under-
standing that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts would provide
assurances as to items (5) & (6).

If I can be of any further assistance at this time, please
* do not hesitate to call.

Very y us,

i~ .an

JMP/dlc
&cc: Lt.Governor O'Neill

Appendix 7
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CITY OF EVERETT

MASSACHUSETTS

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
GEORGE R. McCARTHY

MAYOR

September 8, 1978

Colonel Chandler
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Div. Engineer
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

In response to Lt. Governor Thomas P. O'Neill III request,
I am informing you of my community's interest in the Boston
Harbor Debris Cleanup Program. An enclosure from the Lt.
Governor specifically mentioned items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 re-
garding legal requirements on the part of the City of Everett.

It is my intention to comply with all such items with the
understanding the Commonwealth will satisfy items 5 and 6. ,

I look forward to the Boston Harbor Cleanup and indeed
support this worthwhile project.

Sincere yours,

,! George R. McCarthy
Mayor

I GRM:ps

CC: The Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill III
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TOWN OF HINGHAM EUGENE E. BICKFORD. CHM4AauN

MASSACHUSETTS OSCAR P. DECK
JOSEPH F. DALEY. JR.

OFFICE OF SELECTMEN

October 2nd, 1978

Colonel John Chandler
Corps of Engineers
Department of Army
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham Massachusetts 02154

Dear Sir:

This is to advise that the Board of Selectmen of the Town
of Hingham support the total project, Boston Harbor Debris Program,
and the individual maintenance requirements.

It is our intention to comply with the following:

1) Provide, without cost to the United States, all lands,
easements and rights-of-way required for the implementation of the
considered improvement upon request of the Chief of Engineers.

2) Hold and save the United States free from damages that
may result from the considered improvement, and from any subsequent
maintenance work or activities in connection with the improvement
except where such damages are due to the fault or negligence of
the United States or its contractors.

3) Enact and enforce local legislation during and after
completion of work in Boston Harbor to prevent creation of sources
of drift and debris such as derelict vessels, deteriorated struc-
tures and drift along shores to supplement existing Federal legis-
lation. A sample ordinance is included in Appendix 6 also,
maintain all shorefront facilities and lands during and after cleanup to
prevent their becoming a source of debris again.

4) Provide a written commitment to the use of the transfer
and disposal sites as proposed and to provide suitable alternative
sites should the planned sites become unavailable for any reason
prior to construction of the project. It should be noted that if
ony alternative site or sites are selected by the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts subsequently which result in a higher disposal
cost over currently proposed sites, the difference in cost would
be the responsibility of now federal interests.

Appendix 7
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Colonel John Chandler -2- October 2nd, 1978

5) Comply with the requirements of non-federal cooperation
as specified in the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, Public Law 91-646.

ey y

Chairman

cc: Lt. Governor O'Neill

Room 259, State House
Boston, Mass. 02133

I
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September 12, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler
'nivision 1?ngineer
Corps of Ehginsers
!L. Trapelo Road
'101them, Massachusetts 02154j

flear C~olonel (Th~nile1r:

At a meeting of the Hull Boarti of Selectmen held on
September '1, 1978, it was unenimously voted to support the
Roston Hlarbor' Debris P'rogram and, further, to state our inten-
tion to compl.y with the following:

y)Provide, without cost to the United States, all lands,
easements and rights-of-way requi-'ed for the implemen-
tation of the considered improvement upon request of
the CThief' of Migineers.

k2) H-old ~Rni save the TUritei States free from dam~ages that
may result f 'om the considered improvement, nn-I from

a.;subsequent msintenance work or activities in con-
neation with~ the improvement except where sun.1 damages
are due to the fa'ilt or negligence of the Unterl
States or its contractors.

* (3) Tnaot aryl enforce local legislation during nnd after
-iompetion of wor'k in Boston Harbor to prevent cr'ea-
tion of sources of Orift and debris such as iprelict

* vessels, deteriorated structures And drift alone.
shor er to supplemeont existing Peeral legii.etion;
also ma~ntain all shorefront facilities an~i lan13 iP-

o J

ing PnI -9fte- cleanu~p to prevent their beoring a
Soon ohn Xllebris ngrin.

s Provide a written accnitment to tne use of the tnar-sfer
and -lisposal. sites as proposed an-I to privide ruitable
sltrantive sites should the planned sites loecome un1-

av~il'2i ,c rn; reason priov~ to non_,truetloai of the
P -oea Tt shouild be noted that if any altcri&tive
ri te orsts selected by the Comiuonwealth of
" qssfachusetts subsequently which result in s. higer
o cmy w ot t over currently poposed sites, the lif-
tatoein ost wonuld e the oesponsibiit- of no-

aey subseqent estennewrs. ciiie nc
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Colonel Chandler -2- 9/1 2/78

(7) Comply with the requirements of non-federal cooperation
as specified in the Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, Public
Law 91-646.

Very truly yours,

BOARD OF SELECTMEN

By: O4'e 42/i.2 n-e,

David E. Berman
Chairman

tD 7E/b

cc: Lt. Governor O'Neill
Selectmen
Harbor Master

Appendix 7
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,CITY ITHE CITY OF

REVERE, MASSACHUSETTS

OPFFICE 0F THE MAYOR
CITY HALL

GEORGE V. COLELLA
MA YOR

September 5, 1978

colonel Chandler
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Waltham, M 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

Please be advised that the City of Revere wholeheartedly supports and
endorses the Corps proposed Boston Harbor Debris Clean-Up Program.

In order to facilitate the initiation and implementation of this pro-
ject, the City of Revert: hereby agrees to the following:

1. It will provide without cost to the United States, all lands, ease-
ments, and rights-of-way required for the implementation of the considered
improvement upon request of the Chief of Engineers.

2. It will hold and save the United States free from damages that may
result from the considered improvements and from subsequent maintenance
work or activities in connection with the improvement except where such

* damages are due to the fault or negligence of the United States or its
contractors.

3. It will enact and enforce local legislation during and after com-
plet ion of work in Boston Harbor to prevent creation of sources of drift and
debris such as derelict vessels, deteriorated structures and drift along
shores to supplement existing Federal legislation; and further it will main-
tamn all shorefront facilities and lands during and after cleanup to prevent

* their becoming a source of debris again.

4. It will provide the use of the proposed transfer and disposal sites
and will provide suitable alternative sites should the planned sites become
unavailable for any reason prior to construction of the project.

* 5. It will comply with the requirements of non-federal cooperation as
specified in the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Policies Act of 1970, Public Law 91-646.

It is understood that the City of Revere's endorsement of this project
and agreement of compliance with the aforementioned items is contingent upon
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts assumption of the non-federal share of the
project cost.
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Thank you for your attention in this matter, I look forward to the in-

itiation of this project and a subsequent better living environment in the

City of Revere.

Very truly yours,

George V. Colella
Mayor

GVC/jt
cc: Thomas ?. O'Neill III

Lt. Governor

I. U

Appendix 7
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
SOMEIRVIII., MASSACHUSIIrs

WILLIAM J. ADARIO THOMAS F. AUGUST CATIHLEEN S. OOEA

ADM INI9TRATIVIE ASISTIANT MAYOR %DMIWISTNATIVf ASSISTANT

September 7, 1978

Colonel john P. Chandler
Division Engineer
New England Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

The City of Somerville supports the Boston Harbor Debris Program.
The City intends to provide lands, easements and rights-of-way that
may be necessary to implement this improvement. The City will hold
the U. S. free from damages that may result from the improvement,
and from any subsequent maintenance work or activities in connection
with the improvement except where such damages are due to the fault
or negligence of the U. S. or its contractors.

Furthermore, the City of Somerville will enact and enforce local
legislation during and after completion of work in Boston Harbor to
prevent creation of sources of drift and-debris. The City of Somer-
ville, if necessary, will provide a written commitment to the use
of the transfer and disposal sites and provide suitable alternative
sites should the planned sites become unavailable. The City intends
to comply with the requirements of non-federal cooperation as speci-
fied in the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisi-
tion Policies Act of 1970, Public Law 91-646.

This letter is based on the understanding that the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts will provide the local non-federal matching share and
make necessary repairs to deteriorated structures in use satisfactory
to the Chief of Engineers so as to eliminate them as a source of
drift.

Should you have -urthnr qnestions, please contact J. Richard Poulin
of my office at 625-6600, Ext. 142.

e truly yours,

I
! Thomas F. Au st

, Mayor
TFA/djr
cc: Lt. Governor O'Neill's Office

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Appendix 7
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN 

7. d 1622"WARD W. OWENS. JRThe 
toddanFi,.,

CHAIRMAN or m

BARBARA LEARY SCANNELL
VICE CHAIRMAN AND CLERK,

WILLIAM B. BARRY. JR. 
r

WILLIAM J. GIJNVILLE

JAMES R GOODE

335-2000 06T

East Weymouth, Mass. 02189

THE TOWN OF WEYMOUTH
MASSACHUSETTS

September 27, 1978

Colone.l Chandler
U.S. Army Corp* of Engineer
Division Engineer
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Bear Colonel Chandler:The Town of Weymouth, based on a vote of the Board of Selecten
heartily endorses the Boston Harbor Debris Cleanup Progrem.

,t is our intention to comply with items # 1,2,3,4, and 7 ofAppendix 1, 0-3, based on obtaining approval of our representativeoncerning each one of ths itemb o d , t e T w n e e t n g . W e i l l s u b m i t t h e a p p r o p r i a t e a r t i c l e s

oothese 
items to our Annual Town Meating in May.

Very truly yours,
TOUR OF wzEM Y tl
BOARD OF SELECTMN

Edad U. Owens, Jr.,
Chairman

t. •/bf
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TOWN OF WINTHROP

RYCHARD D. DIMS, C~ainwan

JAIES T. REDDY

rHOMAS E. REILLY, JR.

MARIE T. TURNER, S*Cretary

BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TOWN HALL

WINTHROP. MAUS @a152

September 1, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler, Division Engineer
New England Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts

Re: Boston Harbor Debris Program

Dear Colonel Chandler:

The Winthrop Board of Selectmen wish to go on record in support
of the above project, and the Commonwealth's intention to file
legislation to authorize a bond issue to pay for the entire non-
federal share on this project.

We also agree to the following conditions, as regards this project:

To provide, without cost to the United States, all lands,
easements and rights-of-way required for the implementation of the
considered improvement upon request of the Chief of Engineers;

To hold and save the United States free from damages that
may result from the considered improvement, and from any subsequent
maintenance work or activities in connection with the improvement
except where such damages are due to the fault or negligence of the
United States or its contractors;

To enact and enforce local legislation during and after completion
of work in Boston Harbor to prevent creation of sources of drift and
and debris such as derelict vessels, deteriorated structures and drift
along shores to supplement existing Federal legislation. And to
maintain all shorefront facilities and lands during and after cleanup
to prevent their becoming a source of debris again.

To provide a written commitment to the use of the transfer and
disposal sites as proposed and to provide suitable alternative sites
should the planned sites become unavailable for any reason prior to
construction of the project. If any alternative site or sites are
selected by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts subsequently which r lt
in a higher disposal cost over currently proposed sites, the difference
in cost would be the responsibility of now federal interests.
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Boston Harbor Debris Program. Page 2. 7
To comply with the requirements of non-federal cooperation as

specified in the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, Public Law 91-646.

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

BOARD OF SELECTMEN

'Rlchardl D. rims ~ala-I

cc: Thomas P. O'Neill III
Lieutenant Governor
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A)LPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
-Nil rLU STATES COAST GU.R Commander(

Commnder(obr)
First CG District

150 Causeway StreetBoston, MA 02114

'rel: 617-223-0645

16591

Division Engineer I 1 SEP 197C
New England Division
Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02154

SubJ: DEIS for cleanup of floatable debris sources in Boston Harbor, Mass.

1. We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Imapact Statement prepared
for the proposed cleanup of floatable debris sources in Boston Harbor.
In general, the statement is readable and informative. We note that
the proposal includes the removal of the fenders at certain bridges in
the harbor area. As these bridges are under Coast Guard jurisdiction we
have the following comment.

2. The removal of the fenders will violate the Federal permits issue%
for the construction of these bridges. However, this fact is not men-
tioned in the DEIS. The owners of the bridges should be requested to
seek Coast Guard approval of the proposed alterations prior to the start
of work. If this is not done, the owners should be required to immedi-
ately rebuild the fenders.

3. In another matter, Part A, Technical Report, Appendix 2 of the DEIS
the REPAIR item states that the Congress Street bridge is permanently
closed to navigation. Actually, the City of Boston is permitted to
maintain the drawspans in the Congress and Summer Street bridges over
Fort Point Channel in a closed position. The draws are to be returned
to an operable condition within six months after notification from the
Commandant, U. S. Coast Guard to take such action.

W.NAULTY4
By direction
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PAUL GU.iX ,.

July 20, 1978

Joseph L. Ignazio, Chief
Plaring Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham., MA 02154

Re: DEIS, Removal and Disposal of Sources of Floatable Debris,
Boston Harbor

Dear Mr. Ignazio:

The Massachusetts Historical Commission has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for removal of sources of
floatable debris in Boston Harbor. We feel that the EIS
adequately addresses possible effects to historic and archaeo-
logical resources. We look forward to working with you in the
future.

Sincerely,

;z
Patricia L. Weslowski
State Historic Preservation Officer
Acting Executive Director
Massachusetts Historical Commission

PLW/VT/J h
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

N\ j . '.. Northeast Region
15 State Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02109

August 24, 1978

Colonel John P. Chandler

Division Engineer
New England Division, Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

This is in response to your request for the Department of the Interior's

comaents on the draft environmental statement for removal and disposal

of sources of floatable debris, Boston Harbor; Plymouth, Norfolk, and

Suffolk Counties, Massachusetts (ER-78/657).

We have reviewed the document and find that it is generally adequate.
However, we have the following specific comments:

Section 1.07, Detailed Vescription of the Project

In the September 1, 1967, and February 22, 1978, U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service letters to the Division Engineer, concern was expressed that

scme dilapidated structures might provide access for fishing and that

their removal would cut off such access. It was recommended that some

of the old piers or other facilities now providing sport-fishing oppor-
tunities be retained and repaired or rebuilt to provide safer and possibly

increased fishing opportunities and it was requested that this be incor-

porated into the project plan.

The Corps should be reminded that both the National Park Service and the
Boston Redevelopment Authority are amidst development planning for the

preservation and use of the Charlestown Navy Yard. Close coordination

In detailed project planning and adequate advance notice of physical
w--k in that area shnld be accomplished to ensure mutual benefit to all

pacties.
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Section 4.00, Probable Impacts of the Proposed Action on the Environment

While the debris cleanup would provide for safety improvements and
esthetic enhancement, there will be some esthetic and recreational
losses of nostalgic or traditional activity and perhaps some loss in
marginal economic enterprises. The careful identification of signi-
ficant cultural resource values and/or the potential for safe recreational
activity in these areas would control such losses.

Sincerely yours,

William Patterson
Regional Environmental

Officer

JA
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services

P. 0. Box 1518
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

February 22, 1978

Division Engineer
New England Division, Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Sir:

This is our conservation and development report on the Boston Harbor
Debris Study, Massachusetts. The study is being med. under authority of
a Resolution of the Senate Committee on Public Works adopted March 18,
1966. This report was prepared under authority of the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661-666 inc.), in
cooperation with personnel from the Massachusetts Division of Marine
Fisheries, the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife, and the Office of
Coastal Zone Management.

We understand that this project concerns the feasibility of a one-time
program to dispose of Boston Harbor's sources of floatable debris. The
area covered includes 47 square miles of the Inner and Outer Harbors

from Point Allerton at Hull to Deer Island. Some tributary waters are
included.

Biological resources which could be affected by the proposed debris
removal project include plant and nimal coumunities that grow on pilings,
piers, floats and dilapitated ships. These are comonly called fouling
communities and consist of organisms such as algae, barnacles, sponges,
mussels, amphipods and bacterial slimes. Fouling communities are a
source of organic carbon production in harbor areas and can be important
sources of detritus when other input sources are lacking. Fish are
often associated with fouling communities because of an abundant food
source and protection provided by the structures. Shorebirds such as
gulls and terns may use some of the structures as perches.

Boston Inner Harbor contains a depauperate assemblage of fouling communities

and associated fish populations. Pollution problems in the harbor and

effects of harbor alterations prevent some biological systems from
developing. The Inner Harbor waters are known to develop dissolved
oxygen deficiencies which places a further stress on many biological
systems.

In the Outer harbor, well developed fouling communities appear and their
makeup closely resembles those described above. Associated fish and
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(-Lier mobile organisms include the common mummichog or killifish (Fundulus
heteroclitus) and silversides (Menidia nenidia) and fourspine stickleback
(Apeltes quadracus).

In our September 1, 1967, letter we expressed concern that some dilapidated
structures might provide access for fishing and that their removal would
cut off such access. The feasibility study currently being reviewed
indicates that structures which can be repaired and again become useful
will not be entirely removed but would be rehabilitated. This appears
to accomplish our first recommendation in the 1967 letter.

The remaining two recommendations are no longer appropriate to this
study.

The removal of piers, pilings, sunken vessels and other debris in Boston
Harbor would eliminate habitat for fouling comminities. Most of the
debris sources are located in the Inner Harbor where fouling communities
are presently able to survive only marginally because of water quality
limitations. However, water pollution abatement measures which have
been mandated by the Clean Water Act may reveres this situation in the I
future. The State of Massachusetts is presently reclassifying the Inner
Harbor as Class SC waters and the Outer Harbor as Class SB. In the
present situation, we do not expect significant biological resources to
be lost as a result of debris removal in open water areas.

Based on current information our primary concern relates to sources of
debris which may be located in mud flats or salt marsh in the Outer
Harbor and tributaries. If debris is located in such areas it may be
practical to remove it manually instead of using heavy equipment.
Alternatively, it may be prudent to leave the debris in place to avoid
disturbing productive habitat. Such sites should be reviewed carefully to
determine the most appropriate method of debris removal or if potential
damage to fish and wildlife habitat could exceed the value of removal of
the debris.

The ultimate disposal location and/or method of getting rid of the
debris could be of concern to our agency. We recomend that the debris
be used as a beneficial resource if possible.

Should the project become authorized, we recomnd that authorized
representatives of the Natural Resource and Construction Agencies do an
on-site inspection of each debris source in the Outer Harbor. Problem
sites could be noted, if present, and solutions explored prior to
finalization of the design memorandum. The disposal locations and/or
methods could be handled in a similar fashion if necessary.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this project.

Sincerely yours,

G ~on E. Beckett
Supervisor Appendix 7
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DAVID STAN OLEY ~ m4e ,a1E-ti9
COMMISSIONER

July 3, 1978

Colonel Ralph T. Gar
Acting Division Engineer
New England Division, CDrPs of gnerin
U.S. Any
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Colonel Garr:

Thank you for your letter of June 5, 1978 to Governor Dukakis
concerning the Draft Feasibility Report and Draft Environmental
Impact Statement prepared by the Corps for the proposed federal/
state project to remove and dispose of floatable debris sources in
Boston Harbor. We look forward to distribution of thse documents
and the associated review. This letter is in further response to
the correspondence sent to you from Secretary Murphy.

The Comm alth has reviewed and concurs with the Corps in
the concept of debris removal, those designated transfer sites in
South Boston Navy Yard and at the Hingham Industrial Center and
disposal at a proposed location in Marshfield.

In view of the undefined contract execution date and con-
struction period, it is virtually impossible to forecast the cn-
tinued availability of the defined transfer and disposal sites. It
is, at this time, our basic intention to utilize those facilities
as indicated in the report. Should those facilities, for whatever
reason, not be available for the indicated purpose, it will be the
intention of the Commnwealth to identify and provide suitable sub-
stitute facilities to accomplish the work. Further, should the need
arise to use other facilities and should those facilities be more
costly than the original scheme, it is our intention to assume
financial lia*lity and provide for the non-federal interests to
bear the differential cost.

Your continued interest in this mutually beneficial project is
appreciated.

Very truly

ES:JJH/ek, Dvi e
Cammissioner

CC: Governor Dukakis
Sec. Evelyn F. Murphy,
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EVELYN F. MURPHY 
A'", 0 20

SECRETARY

June 22, 1978

Hr. Ralph T. Garver
Department of the Army
New England Division
Corps of Enineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Dear Hr. Garver:

The Governor has asked me to respond to your letter of
June 6th re: Boston Urban Disposal Sites.

The sites proposed in your letter are, as you know, in
private ownership. As such while the state cannot
commit their use, we can work with you to secure their
availability.

.. Commissioner David Standley of the Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering has informed me that the site proposed
should be able to accomodate the. amount of debris you project
for disposal.

I have asked Commissioner Standley to work with you In
this effort and if I can be of any further assistance
please contact me. The clean up effort remains a high
priority for the Commonwealth and you may be assured that any
assistance we may provide to expedite this project will be

Sincerely,

Evelyn F. Murphy
Secretary

EFM/MV/jmdi

cc: Da id Staniley, Commissioner, DEQE
Tho.as P. O'Neill
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION I

J.F. KENNEDY FEDERAL BUILDING. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02203

August 24, 1978

Colonel John Chandler
New England Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
424 Trapelo Road
Waltham, MA 02154

Dear Colonel Chandler:

We have completed our review of the Draft Environmental Impact-Sraremvnr-
(EIS) for Removal and Disposal of Sources of Floatable Debris in Boston
Harbor and are forwarding the following comments for your consideration
in preparing the Final EIS.

We fully support the goals of the project since the removal of debris,
both stationary and floating, will serve to improve the water quality
of the Harbor through better flushing characteristics. However, we are
concerned with certain aspects of the selected disposal method/location
and hope that the Final ETS would contain further Information concerning
&n analysis of alternotives.

There is a lack of necessary information concerning the selected disposal
site in Marshfield. The EIS does not discuss in enough detail the
potential impacts of t~e of this site. Specifically, there is little
discussion of the potential effects of disposal on groundwater resources.
The Marshfleld site is located in glacial outwash-plain deposits. These
deposits are conposed primarily of very permeable horizontally bedded
sands and gravels. The aquifer below the proposed site has been estimated
to be capable of yielding up to 300 gpm of groundwater. In light of
this capability and the possibility that groundwater could be contaminated
by creosote and other waste materials we feel that the potential impacts

* I on the M~rshfield site should be investigated more thoroughly and
* alternativc sites should be considered.

We also feel that the Final EIS has not presented sufficient information
regarding the possibilities of burning of waste material and capture
of wastc heat. Specifically, there is no evidence of coordination with
R~sco officials a..d no comparison of transportation costs between a
Resco (SaugtLs) alternative and use of the Mansfield site.
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Colonel John Chandler
Page Two
August 24, 1978

We hope that the Final EIS will address the above issues. In accordance
with our national rating system, a copy of which is enclosed, we have
rated this Draft EIS LO-2.

If you have any questions'regarding our comments, please feel free to
contact John Lynch of my office at 223-0400.

Sincerely,

Wallace E. Stickney, P.E.
Director, Environmental & Economic
Impact Office

Enclosure

aP
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EXPLANATION OF EPA RATING

Environmental Impact of the Action

LO -- Lack of Objections

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft environ-
mental impact statement; or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.

ER -- Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of certain aspects of
the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of suggested alternatives
or modifications is required and has asked the originating federal agency to
reassess these aspects.

EU -- Environmentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its poten-
tially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency believes that
the potential safeguards which might be utilized may not adequately'protect the
environment from hazards arising from this action. The Agency recommends that
alternatives to the action be analyzed further (including the possibility of no
action at all).

Adequacy of the Impact Statement

Category 1 -- Adequate

The draft environmental impact statement sets forth the environmental impact of
the proposed project or action as well as alternatives reasonably available to
the project or action.

Category 2 -- Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft environmental impact statement does not contain
sufficient information to assess fully, the environmental impact of the proposed
project or action. however, from the information submitted, the Agency is able
to make a preliminary determination of the impact on the environment. EPA has
requested that the originator provide the information that was not included in
the draft environmental impact statement.

Category 3 -- Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft environmental impact statement does not adequately
assess the environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the
stts'rnt ina(. quately dnalyzes reasonably available alternatives. The Agency
has requested -ore information and analysis concerning the potential environmental
hazards ana has askeld that substantial revision be made to the'impact statement.

• If a draft envirorental impact statement is assigned a Category 3, nu rating
will be made of the project or action; since a hasis does not generally exist on
which to make such a determination.
Anpendix 7
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